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Abstract
This thesis deals with the rotation-vibration theory and high resolution infrared spectroscopy of
semirigid C3n molecules. Semirigid molecules form a class of molecules which are strongly bound
with one well defined structure, and without low frequency internal motions. The theory, as well as
the experimental studies of semirigid molecules are of special importance in the field of rotation-
vibration spectroscopy. They provide a good starting point for interpreting and analyzing the spectra
of practically all types of molecules.

In this work, the theory is reviewed fromthe standpoint of one particular molecule,13CH3I, which
is a prolate symmetric top with C3n symmetry. The origin and the properties of the rotation-vibration
Hamiltonian are discussed in detail. Molecular symmetry plays an important role in these studies.
The expansion of the Hamiltonian for nuclear motion in powers of the vibrational operators
converges rapidly as numerical examples thoughout the treatment indicate. The molecule is thus a
good subject for the perturbation calculations, also reviewed here in detail.13CH3I can be considered
as a model example of semirigid molecules.

From the spectroscopic point of view, this thesis is a study of the six fundamental bands of13CH3I.
The rotational analysis of the vibrational ground state is first given. Special attention is paid to
obtaining the axial rotational constants which are problematic for symmetric top molecules. The
relatively high energy level density of13CH3I leads to several resonances. The fundamental bands,
especially the higher ones, must therefore be treated as parts of band systems. Care is paid to properly
take into account the effects of the near-lying vibrational levels on the constants of the fundamentals.
Certain ambiguities in the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian of13CH3I are also discussed.

Keywords:molecular constants, rotation-vibration theory, semirigid molecules, symmetric
top.
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1. Introduction

This thesis deals with molecular spectroscopy, the art of measuring and interpreting re-
sponses of molecules to stimuli induced by electromagnetic radiation. Molecules, consist-
ing of electrically charged nuclei and electrons, may interact with the oscillating electric
and magnetic¿elds of light absorbing its energy. Not all the energy of the radiation¿eld
is absorbed, however. Each molecule, obeying the laws of quantum mechanics, can absorb
only distinct, characteristic wavelengths corresponding to the differences of its discrete en-
ergy levels. The experimental data obtained are the particular wavelengths and the amounts
of radiation at each wavelength being absorbed by the molecule. In other words, an absorp-
tion spectrum is measured.

The different categories of molecular spectroscopy are classi¿ed according to the type
of molecular energy being probed. The photons in the X-Ray-Ultraviolet-Visible region
of the electromagnetic spectrum (100 eV - 1 eV) can cause core and valence electron re-
arrangements. They are therefore the tools for electronic spectroscopy. The infrared quanta
(10 000 cm�4- 10 cm�4) are capable of exciting vibrational motions and they are used in
infrared spectroscopy (IR). Changes in rotational energy can be stimulated by microwave
frequencies (1000 GHz-1 GHz), and this branch of spectroscopy is accordingly named
microwave spectroscopy (MW). The regions of the electromagnetic spectrum mentioned
here are only suggestive, possessing no sharp boundaries. They are also given in units
that are customary for each branch of spectroscopy. The energyH in electron volts (eV),
the wavenumber� in waves per centimeter (cm�4), and the frequency� in Hertz (Hz) are
related (in vacuum) by

H @ kf� � @
�

f
(1)

wherek is Planck’s constant,7=468:�43�48 eVs, andf is the velocity of light,5=<<:<578;�
4343 cm/s.

The transitions studied by electronic, infrared, and microwave spectroscopy are all in-
duced by the oscillating electric¿eld of the radiation. The magnetic¿eld component, on
the other hand, is utilized in the spectroscopies of the spin, which are nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. In these techniques,
the molecule is placed in an external magnetic¿eld. Those molecular particles having a
nonzero spin, and thus a magnetic moment, tend then to orientate themselves in certain
directions with respect to the direction of the external¿eld. The different orientations cor-
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respond to different energies, and transitions between them can be stimulated by radiation
of suitable frequency. In NMR spectroscopy radio frequency photons can Àip the nuclear
spins in magnetic ¿elds of a few tesla. In ESR spectroscopy, microwave frequencies are
used.

The techniques to study molecules are numerous as too are the types of molecules. Some
are small, some large, some are tightly bound and some may have loose structures allowing
various types of internal motions. Some molecules have a well de¿ned geometrical struc-
ture whereas some can pass from one conformation to another. The present thesis applies
infrared spectroscopy to one limited type, the semirigid molecule. A semirigid molecule
is strongly bound, with a well de¿ned geometrical structure. It has no low potential bar-
riers, which would allow internal motions with large amplitudes. The phenomena under
study here are related to the vibrational motion of the molecule. For a semirigid molecule,
the expansion of the Hamiltonian for nuclear motion in powers of the vibrational opera-
tors converges rapidly. This forms a good basis for perturbation treatments. We deal with
the vibration-rotation spectroscopy of a relatively small molecule46CH6I, which can be
considered as a model example of semirigid molecules.

The present thesis can be divided logically into two parts. After this brief introductory
chapter, the next¿ve chapters (2-6) are devoted to the general theory of vibrational and
rotational motions of semirigid molecules. In these chapters, the46CH6I molecule is used
in illustrations and examples. Chapter 7 then, together with six separate papers, gives the
detailed analysis of the rotational structures of the vibrational ground state, as well as the
six fundamental vibrational levels of the46CH6I molecule.

In chapter 2, we begin with a discussion of molecular symmetry and the tool which
makes use of it, namely the group theory. Symmetry, both geometrical and that of the
Hamiltonian operator, plays an important role in molecular studies. The degeneracy of the
energy levels, for example, is just one aspect of the symmetry of the system. The more
symmetrical the molecule is, the more degenerate its energy levels are. On the other hand,
the advantages of making use of the symmetry are numerous. The existence of various
terms in the Hamiltonian, as well as certain involved integrals, may be determined purely
by group theoretical arguments. The quantum mechanics of a molecular system may thus
be simpli¿ed, sometimes considerably. The symmetry studies also enable us to classify the
wavefunctions in a useful way.

In chapter 3, the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian operator for a semirigid vibrating
and rotating molecule is formed. We start with a very important simpli¿cation, the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. As a result, the nuclear motion is separated from the elec-
tronic motion. Henceforth, a vibrating and rotating molecule can be treated as a collection
of atomic point masses connected by forces keeping the individual atoms at or near their
equilibrium positions. In the frame of this model, we then introduce new coordinates, the
Euler angles and the normal coordinates, which facilitate the separation of the molecular
motions into translational, vibrational, and rotational parts. The translational motion is then
ignored, and the classical Hamiltonian is formed. The molecular vibrations can be treated
classically and therefore the harmonic force¿eld calculations for46CH6I are presented also
at this point. Finally, the classical Hamiltonian is transformed to the quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian operator.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the expansion of the Hamiltonian. To explicitly solve the
Schrödinger equation, approximate methods involving numerical approaches must be uti-
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lized. For semirigid molecules the perturbation method has proven to be ef¿cient. The
Hamiltonian is ¿rst expanded in terms of normal coordinates, their conjugate momenta,
and the rotational momenta. Then, to a good approximation, the vibrational-rotational en-
ergies and wavefunctions are obtained using the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor terms
from the expansion. The higher order terms are treated as small perturbations and the cor-
rections of energies and wavefunctions are obtained using the perturbation theory. The
important solutions of the harmonic oscillator and the rigid rotor Schrödinger equations are
¿rst considered in detail. The general expansion of the Hamiltonian is then given together
with some numerical examples to illustrate its rapid convergence. Finally, the terms that
can appear in the expansion ofF6y molecules are discussed.

The next chapter, Chapter 5, then presents the perturbation calculations. The basic prin-
ciples of vibrational contact transformation, the form of perturbation theory used, are¿rst
reviewed. Then, the most important terms appearing in the transformed Hamiltonian for
F6y molecules are discussed. The unperturbed vibrational and rotational Hamiltonians are
derived and the effects of the vibration-rotation interaction are considered. Distinct formu-
lae to evaluate the unperturbed vibration-rotation energy of a C6y molecule are given. Next
the resonances, the anomalies in unperturbed Hamiltonians caused by failures in the per-
turbation theory, are discussed. The resonances appear as coupling of otherwise separate
vibrational levels. In this chapter, a general symmetry-based method is given to calculate
the form of any coupling matrix element. The main purpose of Chapter 5 is to provide the
tools to form the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian, and thus the energies of any given block
of interacting vibrational levels of C6y molecules. In addition to this, the effect of another
operator giving a measurable contribution, the nuclear quadrupole hyper¿ne coupling op-
erator, is brieÀy reviewed.

Chapter 6 deals with transitions between vibration-rotation energy levels. Rigorous
symmetry based selection rules for electric dipole transitions are¿rst obtained. Then the in-
tensities in harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approximation for symmetric top molecules
are discussed. Spin statistical weights are also considered. In the study of intensities, we
shall not involve ourselves in the art of extracting intensity information from the experi-
mental lines. Our purpose is simply to gain understanding about why the experimental IR
spectra appear as they do. For that purpose, we use more or less qualitative simulations.
In the spectra, there are usually a number of transitions that cannot be understood by the
harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approximation. To study the origin of these so-called
perturbation allowed or forbidden transitions, the perturbation calculations on the electric
dipole moment operator are also discussed.

In Chapter 7, the infrared analysis of46CH6I is then¿nally carried out. Only the main
features of the analysis are discussed and the most important results are summarized. The
detailed step by step analyses are presented in the individual Papers, I-VI.



2. Symmetry considerations

Most molecules possess some symmetry. A molecule may, for example, have such a struc-
ture that interchanging the positions of some of its atoms results in the molecule looking
exactly the same as before. Procedures of this type are called symmetry operations. A
collection of symmetry operations forms a group in mathematical sense and we can use
the formal group theory to systematically utilize the symmetry in molecules. What is sur-
prising is that so much detailed, fundamental, and important understanding can result from
such a simple concept as symmetry. The quantum mechanics is simpli¿ed considerably
and spectroscopic information, like the nature of normal vibrations, the allowed terms in
Hamiltonian, the nuclear spin statistical weights, the selection rules for transitions, the al-
lowed rotation-vibration interactions, for example, can be obtained.

In the next sections, we begin by considering the general molecular symmetry prop-
erties, of which the above mentioned geometrical symmetry is but one example. The
symmetry that we shall especially exploit is the symmetry of the Hamiltonian operator
since, in general, the complete molecular symmetry group consists of operations leaving
the molecular Hamiltonian unchanged. Secondly, we shall study the most important sym-
metry properties of the46CH6I molecule. The concepts of molecular symmetry group (MS
group) and point group will be introduced. Finally, we shall brieÀy overview the abstract
mathematical group theoretical machinery considering only the most important concepts
from the standpoint of a spectroscopist.

2.1. General symmetry properties of the molecular Hamiltonian

In the¿eld of molecular spectroscopy, a molecule is regarded as a collection of electrons
and nuclei (nuclear structure neglected) held together by electromagnetic forces and obey-
ing the laws of quantum mechanics. The allowed stationary molecular energiesH and the
wavefunctions! are provided by the time-independent Schrödinger equationK! @ H!,
whereK is the molecular Hamiltonian operator. For an isolated molecule in the absence
of external electric or magnetic¿elds, the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian in a space-¿xed co-
ordinate system with its origin at the center of mass can be written in the form, see e.g.
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where the Greek subscripts (�> �> ===) refer to the nuclei of the molecule, while the Roman
subscripts (l> m> ===) refer to its electrons. The¿rst two terms include the massesp and the
momentum operatorsS @� l|u of the particles, thus representing kinetic energies of the
nuclei and electrons, respectively. The next three potential energy terms are the nuclear-
nuclear repulsion energy, the electron-nuclear attraction energy, and the electron-electron
repulsion energy, respectively. These terms involve the interparticle distancesu and the
electrostatic charges]h of the particles. The termKhv arises from the interaction of each
of the electron spin magnetic moments with the other magnetic moments in the molecule.
The termKkiv is the nuclear hyper¿ne structure term resulting from the interactions of the
electric and magnetic moments of the nuclei with the other electric and magnetic moments
in the molecule. These two terms include thej-factors and the spin angular momentum
vectorsvl and L� for electrons and nuclei, respectively. The terms are of the type [2]
^+Ul �U�,� +Sl�S�,` � vl and^+Ul �U�,� +Sl �S�,` � L�, for example, where the
vectorsU are the position vectors of the particles.

It is now relatively easy to verify that the Hamiltonian is invariant in any of the following
operations (see e.g. [2,4–8])

(a) any overall translation of the molecule in space
(b) any rotation of the molecule about any space-¿xed axis through the center of mass
(c) any permutation of the space and spin coordinates of the electrons
(d) any permutation of the space and spin coordinates of identical nuclei
(e) inversion of the coordinates of all the particles (nuclei and electrons) in the center of

mass of the molecule
(f) time reversal
(g) Hermitian conjugation

The invariance to translation (a) and rotation (b) results from the fact that free space is
uniform and isotropic, meaning that the molecule experiences the space in the same way
everywhere and in every orientation. A permutation of electrons (c) merely involves in-
terchanging the electron subscripts (l> m> ===) in K. The invariance to this operation follows
immediately from the fundamental fact that all the electrons are identical and indistin-
guishable. The same applies to permutations of identical nuclei (d), too. The effect of the
inversion operation (e) is to change all position vectorsU to�U and momentum vectorsS
to �S. The spin angular momentum vectorsv andL transform as any angular momentum
vector, and behave therefore asU�S. SinceU andS are reversed, the vector product is
invariant and it is readily seen thatK is invariant to inversion. The time reversal operation
(f) consists of changing the sign of the time variablew accompanied with complex conju-
gation. This operation reverses all momentaS, as well as angular momentav andL, but
not the coordinatesU. The Hamiltonian is not altered asU $ U, S $ �S> v $ �v,
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and L $ �L. Finally, the Hamiltonian is invariant to Hermitian conjugation (g) because its
eigenvalues are real.

2.2. Molecular symmetry group

The full symmetry group of a molecule consists of all the operations that leave the complete
molecular Hamiltonian unchanged, i.e. (a)-(f) in the previous section. There is an in¿nite
number of such operations, but in practical molecular spectroscopy not all the elements
of the complete group need be considered. The most important subgroup is the molecular
symmetry group, or MS group, introduced by Longuet-Higgins in 1963 [4,9,10]. It consists
of the feasible operations of the complete permutation - inversion group (PI group) of the
molecule. The PI group includes the following operations:

(i) All permutationsS of the positions and spins of identical atomic nuclei
(ii) All permutation-inversionsS � @ H�S @ SH�, whereH� is the inversion of the

positions of electrons and atomic nuclei in the center of mass.

For most molecules, not all of these operations are feasible because there may be very high
potential barriers opposing some of the transformations. Attention can be restricted to the
feasible transformations, to those achievable without passing over insuperable barriers.

For example, the potential energy surface of the methyl iodide molecule in the ground
electronic state has two deep minima centered at the clockwise (C) and anticlockwise (A)
forms of the molecule (see Fig. 1).

3

5

4

I

C

H1

3

I

C

5

4

(C) (A)

H2

H3

H1
H2

H3

Fig. 1. The two symmetrically equivalent nuclear equilibirium structures of a methyl iodide
molecule. The form (C) is called the clockwise form because the protons are numbered clock-
wise when viewed from the positive end of the C-I axis, and (A) is called the anticlockwise form,
respectively.

The complete PI group of 46CH6I has, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the following 12 elements:

iH> +456,> +465,> +45,> +56,> +46,> H�> +456,�> +465,�> +45,�> +56,�> +46,�j= (3)

Here, H is the identity operation, +456, denotes the cyclic transposition of the hydrogen
nuclei in Fig. 2, +465, @ +456,5, and +45,> for example, is the permutation of the hydrogen
nuclei 1 and 2. The tunnelling through the potential barrier from con¿guration (C) to (A)
would appear as splitting of energy levels in experimental spectra. A classic example of
such inversional splitting is the spectrum of ammonia, NH6 [11]. No experimental tech-
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Fig. 2. The effect of the complete PI group operations on the equilibrium con¿guration of
methyl iodide, ��CH�I.

nique, however, has so far been able to resolve such splittings in CH6I, indicating that the
molecule does not pass over from (C) to (A) on the time scale of the experiments being per-
formed. This means that all the symmetry properties of46CH6I can be derived by studying
the molecule in one minimum, say (C), only. Half of the symmetry operations in group (3)
become now useless i.e. unfeasible. Careful inspection of Fig. 2 reveals that the set of op-
erations that does not interconvert the clockwise and anticlockwise forms is the subgroup
consisting of the following six operations

iH> +456,> +465,> +45,�> +56,�> +46,�j= (4)

This can now be considered as the molecular symmetry group (MS group) for methyl io-
dide in its electronic ground state. By geometrical symmetry, the methyl iodide molecule
belongs to theF6y point group (see point groups later) and the name of the MS group is
taken to be that of the point group, followed by+P,, e.g. the MS group of46CH6I is called
F6y+P,.

Since the rotational-vibrational-electronic (rovibronic) Hamiltonian is invariant to any
operation of the MS group of the molecule, the rovibronic wave functions of the molecule
can be classi¿ed in the MS group.

2.3. Equivalent rotations

Each operation in the MS group of a molecule may be associated with an equivalent rota-
tion. Following Bunker [2], we¿rst de¿ne two rotation operators,U�

} andU�
�. Operation

U�
} rotates the molecule-¿xed axis system+{> |> }, by an angle� about the} axis. The an-

gle� is measured in a right handed sense, i.e. anticlockwise about the} axis when viewed
from its positive end. The operatorU�

� rotates the axes by angle� about an axis which is
in the{| plane making an angle� with the{ axis. Also� is measured in a right handed
sense about the} axis.
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Fig. 3. (a) The E%c +c 5� axis de¿nition for a methyl iodide molecule. The origin is at the center
of mass and the 5 axis points up out of the page. The three protons are below the plane of the
page. In (b) the effect of the operation E2��W on the molecule is shown. The 5 axis points now
inside the paper and the protons are above the plane of the page. The operation has resulted in
the axes being rotated through Z radians about the + axis.

In Fig. 3a a methyl iodide molecule is shown in its equilibrium con¿guration with the
molecule-¿xed ({> |> }) axes attached. The axes coincide with the three principal axes of
inertia and the following conventions are adopted. The origin lies at the center of mass and
the iodine and carbon atoms on the} axis so that iodine lies on the positive side. Atom H4 is
in the{} plane with a negative{ coordinate and the| axis is located so that the axis system
is right handed. Fig. 3b shows now the effect of the operation+56,� on the molecule. The
convention of attaching the axes on the molecule is not changed by this operation and the
axes have thus rotated with the molecule. It can be seen that the same result obtained by
+56,� operation is achieved byU�

�@5. Similar examination of the other MS group operations
shows that the rotations equivalent to the operations (4) are, respectively

iU3> U
5�@6
} > U7�@6

} > U�
�@9> U

�
�@5> U

�
8�@9j> (5)

whereU3 denotes no rotation, i.e. the identity operation of the group.
Equivalent rotations are especially suitable in determining how the Euler angles trans-

form under the MS group operations. Euler angles give the orientation of the molecule-
¿xed rotating ({> |> }) axis system relative to the space-¿xed ([>\> ]) axis system (see
page 32). Knowing the transformation properties of the Euler angles (see Table 5 on page
35), the properties of rovibronic angular momenta are easily deduced and then the proper-
ties of the rotational wavefunctions are obtained (see Eqs.(209) and (210) on page 67).

2.4. Point group

The point group makes use of the geometrical symmetry of the molecule, while the MS
group utilizes the invariance of the Hamiltonian. The point group is de¿ned as the set of
symmetry operations that transform the rigid nuclear reference con¿guration on to itself.
In the point group operations, one point in a molecule, the center of mass, always remains
unchanged, and also all of the symmetry elements pass through this point. For the46CH6I
molecule, the equilibrium con¿guration in the electronic ground state forms a structure
with F6y point group symmetry. The symmetry elements are now
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Fig. 4. The effect of the operations �j� , E2��W, and-Z
Z*2 on an arbitrarily vibrating and rotating

methyl iodide molecule. Only H atoms are considered. Black dots represent the instantaneous
positions of H atoms in space, and symbols k and � represent the position of an electron above
and below the %+ plane, respectively.

(1) 3-fold rotation axis (C-I bond)F6. There are two symmetry operations that make use
of this element� the rotation through 2�/3 radians designated byF6 and the rotation
through 4�/3 radians designated byF5

6 .
(2) three symmetry planes (H-C-I planes)4�y, 5�y, and6�y. The symmetry operations

are reÀections in the planes and are designated by4�y, 5�y, and6�y. Atom H4 lies in
the4�y plane.

The point group associated with the methyl iodide molecule has thus six operations:

iH>F6> F
5
6 >
4 �v>

5 �v>
6 �vj= (6)

The point group symmetry is established by studying the molecule in its equilibrium
con¿guration. The application of the point group to molecular wavefunctions is however
different. By de¿nition [12], the elements of the point group are interpreted as rotating and
reÀecting the electronic coordinates and the vibrational displacements of the nuclei from
their equilibrium positions, the molecule¿xed axes remaining unchanged.

The operations of the point group do not appear in the list of symmetry operations on
page 17 because these operations do not commute with the complete Hamiltonian. It must
be emphasized that the point group is not a symmetry group of the molecular Hamilto-
nian. The point group is however a symmetry group of the vibrational-electronic (vibronic)
Hamiltonian since all interparticle distances are maintained in its operations. The Euler
angles are also unchanged by these operations.

To understand how the elements of the point group are related to the elements of the
molecular symmetry group, in Fig. 4 the effects of4�y and+56,� on a vibrating and ro-
tating methyl iodide molecule are compared [13]. For simplicity, only the H atoms are
considered. The three black dots represent instantaneous positions of the H atoms in space,
and the open circles denote the equilibrium con¿guration. The small arrows represent
atomic motions relative to the molecule-¿xed +{> |> }, axes. The molecule-¿xed axes for
a deformed molecule are oriented at all times so that the Eckart conditions (see page 41)
are instantaneously satis¿ed. The orientation of the axes smoothly coincides with the prin-
cipal axes of the equilibrium as the distortion is removed. The MS group operation+56,�
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converts the molecular con¿guration from the one shown in Fig. 4a to that shown in Fig.
4c. In Fig. 4b is shown the result of the point group operation 4�y which rotates the elec-
tronic and vibrational coordinates but does not affect on the rotational coordinates. It is
seen that a rotation operationU�

� @ U�
�@5> introduced in the previous section converts the

con¿guration of Fig. 4b to that of Fig. 4c, and we can therefore write+56,� @ U�
�@5

4�y

or 4�y @ +U�
�@5,

�4+56,�. The corresponding equations can be set up to relate in a one-to-
one fashion the six MS group elements and the point group elements for the methyl iodide
molecule. The relations are the following:

H @ U3H> +456, @ U
5�@6
} F6> +45,� @ U�

�@9
6�y>

+465, @ U
7�@6
} F5

6 > +56,� @ U�
�@5

4�y>

+46,� @ U�
8�@9

5�y=

(7)

The rotation operationsU do not affect the vibrational and electronic variables, and there-
fore the point group element and its partner in the MS group have the same effect on the
vibronic variables. Thus, either group can be used to classify the vibronic wave functions
and the same results will be obtained.

In Fig. 4a the overall rotation of the molecule is given by the dotted arrow and the vi-
bronic angular momentum is represented by having H6 move in a circle. The point group
operations do not affect the overall rotational angular momentum, but change the vibronic
angular momentum. If we neglect those terms in the Hamiltonian that couple the vibronic
coordinates to the rotational coordinates (Coriolis coupling and centrifugal distortion), we
obtain an approximate Hamiltonian that commutes with the elements of the molecular point
group. The neglected terms are small, and in principle the point group could be used for
labelling rovibronic states. However, the point group is generally used only for labelling
vibrational and electronic states.

2.5. Group theory and representations

The mathematical formalism used to exploit symmetries in molecules is the group theory,
which had its form as a modern abstract mathematical theory by the end of the nineteenth
century [14]. It entered physics in crystallography and has since been used extensively in
theoretical physics and chemistry [7,12,15–18] for example.

An abstract mathematical groupJ is a set of elementsiH>D>E>F===j with a multipli-
cation operation obeying the following four rules: (i) The set is closed, meaning that the
product of any two group elements must also be a group element. (ii) The elements obey
the law of association, e.g.,D+EF, @ +DE,F for everyD>E>F 5 J. As long as the
elements are not interchanged the order of multiplication is immaterial. (iii) There is a unit
elementH such thatHD @ DH @ D for everyD 5 J. (iv) Every elementD 5 J has an
inverse elementD�4 5 J such thatDD�4 @ D�4D @ H. We shall restrict our attention
to ¿nite groups containing a¿nite numberk of group elements.k is said to be the order of
the group.

The multiplication of two symmetry operations is de¿ned as their sequential perfor-
mance. For example, the product+456,+45,� means operation+45,� followed by +456,.
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Table 1. The multiplication table of the MS group F6y+P,d.

H +456, +465, +45,� +56,� +46,�

H H +456, +465, +45,� +56,� +46,�

+456, +456, +465, H +56,� +46,� +45,�

+465, +465, H +456, +46,� +45,� +56,�

+45,� +45,� +46,� +56,� H +465, +456,
+56,� +56,� +45,� +46,� +456, H +465,
+46,� +46,� +56,� +45,� +465, +456, H

d, The operations on top are performed ¿rst.

The result of carrying out these two operations is the same as performing the single opera-
tion +56,�, as can be veri¿ed from Fig. 2. A multiplication table, Table 1, forF6y+P, can
now be constructed, and it is readily seen that elements ful¿ll the requirements for a group
in a mathematical sense.

The group elements can be partitioned into subsets in many different ways. For example,
from Table 1 we observe that the elementsiH> +456,> +465,j form a group by themselves.
Other subgroups inF6y+P, areiH> +45,�j, iH> +56,�j, andiH> +46,�j. The most impor-
tant partitioning of the elements is however obtained through the concept of classes. Two
members of a group,D andE, are said to belong to the same class if another group member
F can be found such that

D @ F�4EF= (8)

D andE are then said to be conjugate to each other. By use of (8) theF6y+P, group can
be partitioned into three classes

iHj> i+456,> +465,j> andi+45,�> +56,�> +46,�j= (9)

The importance of classes is in following: when the group elements are represented by
matrices the traces of all elements in a class are equal. This is because the operation of
conjugation (8) becomes now a similarity transformation, leaving the trace invariant.

Two groups are said to be isomorphic if their multiplication tables are identical. This
means that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of the two groups.
It is readily clear that our three groups introduced so far, theF6y+P, group, the group of
equivalent rotations, and the point groupF6y are all isomorphic with respect to each other.

The concept of isomorphism is important because it can be used to construct physical
representations for the abstract groups. A true representation of a group is in general any
group being composed of concrete physical entities and being isomorphic to the original
group. Among the representations, the matrix representations are of special importance
for physical applications. The group elements are square matrices of linear operators con-
structed with respect to a given base vectors. The group multiplication is matrix multi-
plication, the unit element is the unit matrix, and the inverse element of each matrix is
its inverse matrix. The dimension of the representation is de¿ned as the dimension of the
representation matrices.
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Table 2. The character table of the F6y+P, group

F6y+P, = H +456, +56,�

4 5 6

F6y = H 5F6 64�y

Equiv.rot.= U3 U
5�@6
} U�

}@5

�+4, @ D4 = 1 1 1 W}
�+5, @ D5 = 1 1 -1 U}

�+6, @ H = 2 -1 0 +W{> W|,> +U{> U|,

Depending on the basis chosen, the dimension of the representation can be very large.
However, a matrix representation is in general reducible. This means that it is often possible
to¿nd a similarity transformation that reduces the matrices representing the elements of the
group into block diagonal form with all the matrices having the same block structure. If
this reduction cannot be done, the representation is said to be an irreducible representation,
meaning that it cannot be expressed in terms of representations with lower dimensions.
The structure of reducible representation is conveniently indicated by giving the irreducible
representations which form the blocks after reduction to block form. We can write

�red @ q4�
+4, � q5�

+5, � � � > (10)

where�red stands for the reducible representation andq� gives the number of irreducible
representation�+�, occurring in�red. The symbol� is now a direct sum of the representa-
tions rather than ordinary addition. It can be shown [7] that for a¿nite group, the number
of inequivalent irreducible representations is the same as the number of classes.

An important property of the matrices representing a group is their character. The char-
acter" of a matrix is its trace, the sum of its diagonal elements. The character of a matrix
is independent of the choice of the basis and remains unchanged in similarity transforma-
tions. It is thus a speci¿c property for a matrix belonging to the representation, and can be
used to identify an irreducible representation. The characters of the irreducible represen-
tations for a given symmetry group can be obtained without¿nding the actual irreducible
matrices (see e.g. any of the references given at the beginning of this section). In Table
2, the characters of the three possible different irreducible representations for theF6y+P,
group are listed. The table is square since the number of classes equals the number of ir-
reducible representations. On the top title row, one element from each class is given and
the number of elements in the class is indicated underneath the element. Further, because
of the isomorphism, the character table for theF6y point group is the same as that of the
MS group and also the appropriate element of each class of the point group are given. The
equivalent rotations corresponding the MS group elements are given, too. The rows of the
table are labelled by the irreducible representations using the Mulliken notation [19]: label
D denotes one-dimensional representation that is symmetric ("�+F6, @ .4, with respect
to rotation about the symmetry axis of the molecule. The numeric subscripts are added to
distinguish the two such irreducible representations. LabelH is for two-dimensional irre-
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Table 3. The direct products of the irreducible representations in F6y+P, group.

 D4 D5 H

D4 D4 D5 H
D5 D5 D4 H
H H H D4 �D5 �H

ducible representation. In character tables, also the symmetry properties of the translations
+W�, and rotations +U�, are usually given. These are discussed in detail in the context of
normal coordinates, starting on page 34.

In practical calculations, the matrix representation is ¿rst generated by considering the
effect of symmetry operations on the chosen basis. For example, in deriving the symmetry
of the vibrational modes of the 46CH6I molecule, the 15 Cartesian displacement coordi-
nates can be used as the basis (see page 36). A48 � 48 matrix representation with three
matrices (one for each class) is generated by studying how the displacement coordinates
are transformed under the operationsH, F6, and4�y. The characters,"red+H,, "red+F6,,
and"red+4�y, in our example now form the reducible representation�red in Eq. (10). Our
objective is to determine how many times each irreducible representation (D4> D5> H) ap-
pears in this representation, i.e. to¿nd out the integral coef¿cientsq� in Eq. (10). In
many cases, this can be done by direct inspection using the character table, but from group
theory there is also a systematic method, a formula, to calculate how many times a given
irreducible representation appears in any reducible representation. This is given by

q� @
4

k

n[
l@4

jl"
red+Ul,"

�+Ul,> (11)

wherel runs over the classes,k is the order of the group,jl is the number of members in
each class,"red+Ul, is the character of the reducible representation in classl, and"�+Ul,
is the character of the irreducible representation taken from the character table for the class
l. ForF6y+P,, k @ 9> n @ 6 andj4 @ 4, j5 @ 5, andj6 @ 6=

An important concept related to the representations is the direct product of two repre-
sentations. Symbolically, we write

�� @ ��  ��> (12)

where the representation�� is the direct product of the representations�� and��= Ana-
logically to the direct sum, where the characters of the resulting representation are obtained
by summing the characters of the component representations, the characters of the direct
product representation are obtained by multiplication, i.e.

"�+Ul, @ "�+Ul,"
�+Ul,= (13)
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In general, the representation �� will not be irreducible, even if the component representa-
tions are. However, it can be decomposed using (11). The direct products of the irreducible
representations ofF6y+P, group are given in Table 3.

The multiplication table can now be used to determine the symmetries of various prod-
ucts of functions whose symmetries are known. For example, if a non-degenerate func-
tion �q belongs to a one-dimensional irreducible representation, sayD5 and a pair of
functions+�wd>�we, to a two-dimensional irreducible representationH> the two functions
formed by multiplication are+�q�wd>�q�we,= This pair now belongs toH> sinceD5 
H @ H= When we multiply two pairs of degenerate functions, the situation is more com-
plex. The four functions obtained when+�wd>�we, and say+�wd>�we, are multiplied are
�wd�wd>�wd�we>�we�wd> and�we�we= From the multiplication table, we see that these four
functions together form the representationH  H @ D4 . D5 . H but the question re-
mains as to what are the combinations forming the irreducible representations. It can be
shown [2, 8], by using projection operators, that the combinations of the product functions
transforming irreducibly are

�wd�wd .�we�we = D4

�wd�we ��we�wd = D5

+�wd�wd ��we�we>�wd�we .�we�wd, = H>
(14)

where the functions generating representationD4 � H are called symmetric product func-
tions, and the functions generatingD5 antisymmetric product functions. We write [H 
H]symm @ D4 �H and {H  H} antisymm @ D5 for the symmetric and antisymmetric prod-
ucts, respectively. In general, the characters in the symmetric and antisymmetric products
are given by [8,12]

"^HH`+Ul, @
4

5
++"H+Ul,,

5 . +"H+U5
l ,,> (15)

"iHHj+Ul, @
4

5
++"H+Ul,,

5 � +"H+U5
l ,,= (16)

The two pairs of functions may be the same, that is�wd @ �wd and�we @ �we. In this
case�wd�we @ �we�wd and there are only three independent functions in the product. From
(14) we see that the antisymmetric product vanishes and the three independent functions
transform asD4 � H. Symbolically we say that in this case, the product of the degenerate
representationH with itself is the second power ofH> and we write

H5 @ ^H H`symm @ D4 �H= (17)

In applications, see Eqs. (478) on page 105 for example, the higher order products are also
important. In general, the characters in theqth power are obtained from the characters in
the+q� 4,th power by using [2,12]

"H
q

+Ul, @
4

5
+"H+Ul,"

Hq�4+Ul, . +"H+Uq
l ,,> (18)

and for example

H6 @ ^H H H` @ D4 �D5 �H> (19)

H7 @ ^H H H H` @ D4 � 5H= (20)



3. Hamiltonian for a vibrating and rotating molecule

A general procedure (see e.g. [20]) for obtaining the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian
operator of a system of particles starts with setting up the classical energy in terms of
Cartesian generalized coordinates tl and velocities btl as

H @ W . Y @
4

5

[
l>m

jlm btl btm . Y +t,> (21)

where the coef¿cients jlm in the kinetic energy W may be functions of the coordinates
tl. The potential energy Y is a function of coordinates, but here we assume that it is not
dependent on velocities or time. The next step is to express (21) in terms of momenta
sl conjugate to coordinates tl, i.e. sl @ C+W � Y ,@C btl @ CW@C btl. The energy is then
obtained in the Hamiltonian form

K @
4

5

[
l>m

jlmslsm . Y +t,> (22)

where the matrix of jlm is the inverse of the matrix of jlm . The quantum mechanical Hamil-
tonian operator is now obtained by replacingsl by the operator�l|C@Ctl.

In this procedure, problems can arise due to the commutative nature of the ordinary clas-
sical algebra. The order of the various factors in the classical Hamiltonian is unimportant,
and one Hamiltonian with a different order of factors transfers into quantum mechanics
with different results. A solution to this problem is given by Podosky [21], who showed
that reordering (22) into the form

K @
4

5
j4@7

[
l>m

slj
�4@5jlmsmj4@7 . Y +t,> (23)

wherej is the determinant of the matrixjlm, the correct quantum mechanical form of the
Hamiltonian operator is obtained with the replacement ofsl by its quantum mechanical
correspondence.

Another dif¿culty is that generally the coordinates used are not Cartesian. Often it is also
more convenient to use momenta, such as the components of the total angular momentum
that are not conjugate to any of the coordinates. This problem has been discussed by Wilson
and Howard [22] in cases where the momenta used, denoted asSp, can be written as linear
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combinations of the real conjugate momenta sl as

Sp @
[
l

vplsl (24)

with the inverse

sl @
[
p

vlpSp= (25)

They then showed that under certain conditions the correct form of the quantum mechanical
operator is now obtained, analogously to (23), from the Hamiltonian

K @
4

5
J4@7

[
p>q

SpJ�4@5JpqSqJ
4@7 . Y= (26)

Here, J is the determinant of the matrix Jpq, which analogously to (22), includes the
coef¿cients of the kinetic energy in terms of the new momenta:

W @
4

5

[
p>q

JpqSpSq= (27)

The conditions which would justify the use of (26) are:

v4@5
[
l>p

vplslvnpv�4 @ v�4@5sn (28)

and

v @ v3> (29)

where v is the determinant of matrix vnp and v3 is the weight function in the volume
element written in terms of the non-Cartesian coordinates used. For example,v3 @ u5 vlq �
in polar coordinates whereg� @ u5 vlq �gug�g*> or v3 @ vlq � in Euler angle space where
g� @ vlq �g�g!g".

The following sections deal with the determination of quantum mechanical Hamiltonian
for a vibrating and rotating molecule. We begin by considering the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation which allows the problems of nuclear and electronic motions largely to be
separated. As a result, a vibrating and rotating molecule can be treated as a collection
of atomic point masses connected by forces keeping the individual atoms at or near their
equilibrium positions. In the frame of this model, the classical Hamiltonian is then set up in
coordinates (Euler angles and normal coordinates) that facilitate the maximal separation of
vibration and rotation. The molecule46CH6I is considered as an example, and in Section
3.4, starting on page 42, we perform some numerical calculations for this molecule. Finally,
in Section 3.5 the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for a vibrating and rotating molecule
is obtained.
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3.1. Born-Oppenheimer approximation

The principal approximation in molecular spectroscopy is the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
imation based on the great energy difference of the electronic and nuclear motions. As a
result the rotation-vibration-electronic Schrödinger equation is separated into two parts, the
electronic equation and the rotation-vibration equation.

An important factor in determining the general energy distribution of a molecule is the
Born-Oppenheimer expansion parameter [23]� @ +ph@pq,

4@7, whereph is the electron
mass andpq typical nuclear mass, depending upon the speci¿c case. Following the dis-
cussion of Bethe and Jackiw [24], the approximate orders of magnitude of the energies of
electronic (Hh), vibrational (Hq), and rotational (Hu) motions are

Hh q
|5

phU5
> Hq q �5Hh> andHu q �7Hh= (30)

The electronic energyHh is for a single electron in the molecule resulting from Heisen-
berg’s uncertainty principle, with the assumption that the electron is con¿ned within a
distance of a typical molecular dimensionU, e.g. intermolecular distance. The result for
Hq is obtained from the following deduction. The vibrational energy of the nuclei for a low
mode of vibration is|+n@pq,

4@5+y.4@5,, wheren is the appropriate force constant andy
is the vibrational quantum number. The force constant may be estimated by assuming that
the displacements of the nuclei must be to the order ofU if the molecule is to dissociate.
The energy of such a vibration is then aboutnU5> and being now the dissociation energy, it
must be to the order ofHh. Therefore the energy difference between two neighboring vibra-
tional levels is aboutHq q |+Hh@pqU

5,4@5 resulting inHq q �5Hh= The actual nuclear
displacementsg can now be approximated by writingn q Hh@U

5 andHq q �5Hh q ng5.
From theseg q �U results. Thus� is to the order of the ratio of a vibrational displacement
to an internuclear distanceU. The moments of inertia of a molecule are aboutq pqU

5.
The elementary quantum theory of rotators shows that the low rotational energies of the
nuclei are calculated from the moment of inertia roughly asq |5@pqU5 and from this we
getHu q �7Hh.

Let us now consider some numeric values. The Born-Oppenheimer parameter� is usu-
ally taken to be to the order of43�4 corresponding to typical nuclear masses of roughly 10
x. Taking the typical molecular dimension to be to the order of Ångströms, say 1 Å (10�43

m), the equations (30) giveHh q :=8 eV per electron,Hq q 3=3:8 eV q 933 cm�4 per
vibrational mode, andHu q 3=333:8 eV q 9 cm�4 for low rotational states. The corre-
sponding values from physical experience for methyl iodide areHh q <=8 eV determined
from ionization potentials [25],Hq q 4833 cm�4 calculated as mean value from the nine
(!) fundamental frequencies (see papers IV - VI), andHu � 43 cm�4 for low rotational
states calculated from the rotational constantsE f 3=57 cm�4 andD f 8=5 cm�4 (see Pa-
pers I - III). The experimental values agree surprisingly well with the orders of magnitude
and therefore methyl iodide can be considered as a model example of semirigid molecules.

The order of magnitude scheme gives the typical electronic/nuclear velocity ratio of
��6 q 4333. The electrons, therefore, move much faster than the nuclei and, as a con-
sequence, during the time scale of their motion, the electrons see the nuclei practically at
¿xed con¿guration. The nuclei, on the other hand, experience the electrons as an average
charge distribution within the molecule. In making the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
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tion, we separate the molecular energy into two parts, one for the electronic motions in
a particular nuclear con¿guration, and the other for the nuclei vibrating under a potential
¿eld provided by the electrons in a particular electronic state. The molecular rotations are
considered together with the vibrations.

The neglected terms and the way the average potential for the nuclear motion is formed
from the electrons were shown by Born and Oppenheimer in their classic 1927 paper [23].
In reviewing the results of their calculations, the Hamiltonian is taken as

K @ �
[
�

|5

5p�
u5

� �
[
l

|5

5ph
u5

l . Yqq+u�, . Yqh+u�> ul, . Yhh+ul,> (31)

where � runs over the nuclei and l over the electrons, and the potential energy terms Y
depend on the electronic coordinates (ul) and nuclear coordinates (u�). As compared to
the Hamiltonian (2), the small interaction terms Khv and Kkiv have been neglected. If
the nuclei are now frozen in positions as if they were in¿nitely massive, the Hamiltonian
becomes

Kh @ �
[
l

|5

5ph
u5

l . Yqq+u�, . Yqh+u�> ul, . Yhh+ul,> (32)

and we assume that the electronic eigenvalue problem [Kh � Hh+u�,]#h+u�> ul, @ 3 has
been solved at this particular nuclear con¿guration. It should be noted that the electronic
Hamiltonian (32) depends in a parametric way (not included in the differential operators)
on the nuclear coordinates. This results in a situation where the energies Hh+u�,, as well as
the wavefunctions #h+u�> ul, depend on the nuclear coordinates, too. This is because of the
term Yqh+u�> ul,. In addition, as long as the nuclei are frozen in place, the term Yqq+u�, is
an additive constant in the Hamiltonian having no effect on #h+u�> ul,> but adds directly to
the eigenvalue Hh+u�,= The total Hamiltonian becomes now

K @ Kh .Kq @ Kh �
[
�

|5

5p�
u5

�= (33)

What Born and Oppenheimer did was to show that, because +ph@p�, is so small, Kq

can be treated as a small perturbation. They carried out a systematic expansion of the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues extending the analysis through fourth order to include rota-
tional as well as vibrational and electronic parts properly. The suitable expansion parameter
turned out to be� @ +ph@pq,

4@7=
To con¿rm that the results are reasonable, we now write an approximate total eigenfunc-

tion ofK as a product#+u�> ul, @ #h+u�> ul,#q+u�,, and try to satisfy the equation

+Kh .Kq,#h#q @ H#h#q= (34)

By using the identityu5ij @ ju5i . 5ui � uj . iu5j and the fact that#q+u�, is
independent oful but #h+u�> ul, depends onu�, the operationsu5

�#h#� andu5
l#h#�

may be expanded. Eq.(34) now yields, after some rearrangements

F � #h
[
�

|5

5p�
u5

�#q .Hh+u�,#h#q @ H#h#q> (35)
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where

F @ �
[
�

|5

5p�
u�#h �u�#q �

[
�

|5

5p�
u5

�#h= (36)

If F is now neglected, the electronic wavefunction #h is no longer operated on, and it can
be factored out. We are left with

+Kq .Hh+u�,,#q @ H#q> (37)

which is the Schrödinger equation for#q showing that the effective potential¿eld provided
by the electrons is the electronic energy (Yqq+u�, included) as a function of the internuclear
distances.

The validity of the neglect of the two terms in (36) may be examined by comparing the
neglected terms with the nuclear kinetic energy term, which is the smallest term left in the
Hamiltonian. The ratios of these terms are

u�#h �u�#q
#hu5

�#q
and

u5
�#h

#hu5
�#q

>

which are small, because#h depends much less onu� than does#q. This results from the
fact that#q approaches zero asu� is displaced by the order of vibrational displacementg,
whereas#h changes signi¿cantly only whenu� is displaced by the order of internuclear
distanceU. On page 29 the order of the ratio ofg toU is shown to be�.

3.2. Vibrational and rotational coordinates

At this point, we adopt the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and do not consider the
electrons in a molecule as speci¿c particles. Our molecule, from now on, is a collection
of nuclei (with atomic masses) moving under a potential¿eld provided by the averaged
motion of the electrons. We consider isolated, non-degenerate, singlet electronic states and
ignore the possible electron spin effects. We also assume that the potential surface has a
relatively deep minimum with respect to the nuclear displacements holding the nuclei in a
con¿guration with approximately¿xed bond lengths and valence angles. In other words,
we deal with a semirigid molecule with a well de¿ned equilibrium structure.

A molecule is free to propagate and rotate in space and simultaneously all its nuclei are
in continuous movement relative to each other. The Schrödinger equation of such a com-
plex system is virtually impossible to solve accurately. In this section, we shall study in de-
tail the coordinates that facilitate the separation of the molecular motion into translational,
vibrational, and rotational parts so that as little approximation as possible is necessary.

Two coordinate systems are¿rst de¿ned. A Cartesian space-¿xed system+[>\> ],
is needed to locate the molecule in space and a Cartesian molecule-¿xed system+{> |> },
is used to describe the instantaneous displacements of the nuclei from their equilibrium
positions in the molecule. The following vectors are then de¿ned (see also Fig. 5):

(1) U3 (with components[3> \3> and]3) points to the origin of the rotating molecule-
¿xed axis system+{> |> },= The origin is by de¿nition at the center of mass of the
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Fig. 5. The position of the �-th nucleus with respect to the space-¿xed axis systemEfctc ~�
and the moving, molecule-¿xed axis systemE%c +c 5�. The empty and¿lled dots represent the
equilibrium and the instantaneus positions of the nucleus, respectively.

molecule.
(2) Ul ([l> \l> and ]l) specify the instantaneous positions of theQ nuclei of the molecule,

l @ 4> 5> � � �Q> with respect to space-¿xed+[>\> ], axes.
(3) uhl ({hl > |

h
l , and}hl ) are the equilibrium positions of theQ nuclei with respect to the

molecule-¿xed axis system+{> |> },=
(4) ul ({l> |l, and}l) specify the instantaneous positions of the nuclei in the molecule-¿xed

axis system+{> |> },= The displacement vectors for the nuclei are theng @ ul � uhl =

The mathematical treatment of the overall motion of a molecule starts with the calcula-
tion of the classical kinetic energy in these coordinates but before going into that, the Euler
angles and the normal coordinates are reviewed.

3.2.1. Euler angles

To relate the coordinates of a point in the space-¿xed ([>\> ]) axis system to those in
the molecule-¿xed rotating ({> |> }) axis system the Euler angles are used. The Euler an-
gles�> !> and" de¿ne the orientation of the ({> |> }) axis system relative to the ([>\> ])
axis system, both systems having the same origin. The angles are de¿ned, following the
convention of Wilson, Decius, and Cross [12], in Fig. 6a.

The angles� and! are the polar coordinates of the} axis in the ([>\>]) axis system
and" is the angle in the{| plane measuring the rotation about the} axis. The angles are
restricted to the ranges3 � � � �, 3 � ! � 5�, 3 � " � 5� and are all measured
anticlockwise, as shown in Fig. 6a. The axes ({> |> }) can be obtained from the reference
frame ([>\> ]) with three successive rotations represented by the following orthogonal
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Fig. 6. (a) The de¿nition of the Euler angles Ewc �c �� that relate the orientation of the molecule-
¿xed (%c +c 5) axes to the space-¿xed (fctc ~) axes. The axis� is the line of nodes, i.e. the
intersection of theft and %+ planes. (b) Components of the total angular velocity vector$.

rotation operators3C {
|
}

4D=

3C frv" vlq" 3
- vlq" frv" 3

3 3 4

4D3C frv � 3 - vlq �
3 4 3

vlq � 3 frv �

4D3C frv! vlq! 3
- vlq! frv! 3
3 3 4

4D3C[
\
]

4D (38)

The ¿rst matrix (the right-most) rotates ([>\> ]) by an angle! about the] axis to a
new orientation ({3> Q> ]), see Fig. 6a. The second (the middle) matrix then preforms the
rotation by angle� about the newQ axis giving the orientation ({33> Q> }), and the third
(left-most) matrix represents the rotation by angle" about the new} axis leading¿nally to
({> |> }). As a result, for any particle in space its coordinates in the ([>\> ]) and ({> |> })
axis systems can be related in the following way3C [l

\l
]l

4D=

3C �[{ �[| �[}

�\ { �\ | �\ }
�]{ �]| �]}

4D3C {l
|l
|l

4D = (39)

Here�[{, etc., are the elements of the direction cosine matrix� obtained from the matrix
multiplication of the three matrices in (38). The elements of matrix� are given in Table
4. It should be noted that the rotation is an orthogonal transformation and therefore the
inverse of the direction cosine matrix is equal to its transpose,��4 @ h�=

An important concept related to the Euler angles is the total angular velocity vector$
of the rotating axis system. In Fig. 6b, the components of this vector in the two coordinate
systems are shown. The angular velocity satis¿es the relationship [12]

$ @ b�ahQ . b!ah] . b"ah} @ ${ah{ . $|ah| . $}ah} @ $[ah[ . $\ ah\ . $]ah] > (40)
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Table 4. The direction cosines in terms of the Euler angles between the space ¿xed
I @ +[>\> ], and the rotating � @ +{> |> }, Cartesian axes.

�I� [ \ ]

{ frv � frv! frv"-vlq! vlq" frv � vlq! frv"+frv! vlq" -vlq � frv"
| -frv � frv! vlq"-vlq! frv" -frv � vlq! vlq"+frv! frv" vlq � vlq"
} vlq � frv! vlq � vlq! frv �

whereb� @ g�@gw, b! @ g!@gw, and b" @ g"@gw= Its components in the rotating axes are now
given by the dot products like

${ @ $ � ah{ @ b�ahQ � ah{ . b!ah] � ah{ . b"ah} � ah{, etc, (41)

and from Fig. 6b, with the help of Table 4, we have for exampleahQ � ah{ @ frv+�@5�", @
vlq", ah] � ah{ @ � vlq � frv", andah} � ah{ @ 3. A short calculation gives the results

${ @ b� vlq"� b! vlq � frv"

$| @ b� frv". b! vlq � vlq" (42)

$} @ b! frv � . b">

with the inverse equations

b� @ ${ vlq". $| frv"

b! @ ${+�frv"

vlq �
, . $|

vlq"

vlq �
(43)

b" @ ${ frw � frv"� $| frw � vlq". $}=

It is also important to determine the transformations that the Euler angles undergo when
the molecule-¿xed ({> |> }) axes are rotated about various axes. The rotationU�

� (see page
19) of the ({> |> }) axes by� radians about an axis in the{| plane making an angle� with
the{ axis change the Euler angles from+�> !> ", to +�� �> !.�>�5��",. This result is
obtained from a careful study of Fig. 6a. Similarly, the rotationU�

} by � angles about the}
axis changes the angles to+�> !> ".�,. These results, together with the equivalent rotations
de¿ned on page 20, may now be used to determine the changes on the Euler angles caused
by the MS group operations. The results forF6y+P, group are summarized in Table 5.

3.2.2. Normal coordinates

The normal coordinates describe the vibrations in molecules. They are de¿ned as linear
combinations of the mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinates

s
pl��l, where

l runs over the atomic nuclei,pl are the corresponding nuclear masses, and�� @ �{,
�|, �} are the Cartesian components of the displacement vectors of the nuclei from their
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Table 5. The transformation properties of the Euler angles in the F6y+P, group.

H +456, +465, +45,� +56,� +46,�

U3 U
5�@6
} U

7�@6
} U�

�@9 U�
�@5 U�

8�@9

� � � � � � � � � � � �

! ! ! !. � !. � !. �

" ". 5�@6 ". 7�@6 �@6� " � � " 8�@6� "

equilibrium positions. These mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates generate, in addition
to the6Q � 9 genuine normal coordinatesTn, six nongenuine or zero frequency normal
coordinatesW� andU� (� @ {> |> }), which describe the overall translational and rotational
motions of the molecule. The normal coordinates are written as

Tn @
[
l>�

ol�>n+p
4@5
l ��l,> n @ 4> 5> � � � > 6Q � 9> (44)

W{ @ P�4@5[
l

p
4@5
l +p

4@5
l �{l,> (45)

W| @ P�4@5[
l

p
4@5
l +p

4@5
l �|l,> (46)

W} @ P�4@5[
l

p
4@5
l +p

4@5
l �}l,> (47)

U{ @ +Lh{{,
�4@5[

l

p
4@5
l ^|hl +p

4@5
l �}l,� }hl +p

4@5
l �|l,`> (48)

U| @ +Lh||,
�4@5[

l

p
4@5
l ^}hl +p

4@5
l �{l,� {hl +p

4@5
l �}l,`> (49)

U} @ +Lh}},
�4@5[

l

p
4@5
l ^{hl +p

4@5
l �|l,� |hl +p

4@5
l �{l,`> (50)

whereP is the total mass of all the nuclei in the molecule andLh{{ @
S

lpl^+|
h
l ,
5.+}hl ,

5`
is the moment of inertia about the principal axis coinciding with the{ axis.Lh|| andLh}} are
given by cyclic permutations of{, |, and} in Lh{{.

The normal coordinates de¿ned above are not unique but must have de¿nite properties.
They must be normal, orthogonal, and they must transform properly under the MS group
operations of the particular molecule under study. The orthonormality amongW� andU�

may easily be veri¿ed from Eqs. (45) - (50). The orthonormality amongTn, Eq. (44), is
satis¿ed if the6Q � +6Q � 9, transformation coef¿cientsol�>n ful¿ll the relations[

l>�

ol�>nol�>o @ �no= (51)
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From the orthonormality between the coordinates Tn and W� we have[
l

p4@5ol�>n @ 3> (52)

and the coordinates Tn and U� give[
l

p
4@5
l ^|hl ol}>n � }hl ol|>n` @ 3> (53)[

l

p
4@5
l ^}hl ol{>n � {hl ol}>n` @ 3> (54)[

l

p
4@5
l ^{hl ol|>n � |hl ol{>n` @ 3= (55)

In the study of molecular vibrations, the displacements of the nuclei from their equilib-
rium positions should not produce translation or rotation of the molecule. For this reason,
the translational and rotational coordinatesW� andU� are chosen to be such combinations
of ��l that they vanish when the six Eckart conditions [26,27] are used. The Eckart condi-
tions ensure that the molecule¿xed coordinate system is properly locked with the molecule
(see Eqs.(66) and (67) later) and they, in this case, may be written as

W� @ U� @ 3> � @ {> |> }= (56)

Because the transformation (44) - (50) is orthonormal, the inverse transformation for the
genuine normal coordinates may now be written as

��l @ p
�4@5
l

[
n

ol�>nTn> � @ {> |> }= (57)

The calculation of the transformation coef¿cients ol�>n requires knowledge of inter-
atomic forces (force constants) and the con¿guration (bond lengths and angles) of the par-
ticular molecule. The numeric calculations of frequencies and forms of the normal modes
for 46CH6I are presented later, starting on page 42.

The normal coordinates form a basis for an irreducible representation of the molecular
symmetry group and they can be symmetry classi¿ed accordingly. The determination of the
symmetry species starts with the construction of a reducible representation,�red in Eq.(10),
using the6Q mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinates as a basis. For46CH6I,
we begin by determining the transformation properties of the Cartesian displacement coor-
dinates under the symmetry operations of the point groupF6y. The point group, instead of
the MS group, may now be used since, as discussed in Chapter 2, it is the symmetry group
of the purely vibrational part of the Hamiltonian.

In Fig. 7a, the displacement coordinates for46CH6I are shown, and Fig. 7b shows as an
example how the coordinates for the three protons transform under rotation operationF6.
The transformation properties under allF6y operations can now be determined using visual
inspection of¿gures like Fig. 4b or Fig. 7b, or more easily by directly applying the rotation
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Fig. 7. (a) The Cartesian displacement coordinates for ��CH�I, perspective view. (b) Top view
to show the effect of C� on the displacements of the three protons.

and reÀection operators [12, 18, 28]

F6 @

3C �4@5
s
6@5 3

�s
6@5 �4@5 3
3 3 4

4D and �y @

3C frv 5! vlq 5! 3
vlq 5! � frv 5! 3
3 3 4

4D , (58)

where the mirror plane makes an angle ! with the { axis. For planes 4�y>
5 �y> and 6�y the

angle ! takes values 3, �@6, and ��@6, respectively. The results are summarized in Table
6.

The symmetry operations mix only symmetrically equivalent nuclei, and Table 6 can
now be used to generate the representation in the mass-weighted basis, too. To determine
the characters in�red we only need to consider the diagonal elements of the representation
matrices, and we get

H 5F6 64�y

"red+U, = 15 0 3
=

This can now be reduced using Eq.(11) and theF6y character table (Table 2) into

qD4
@

4

9
^+4 � 48 � 4, . +5 � 3 � 4, . +6 � 6 � 4,` @ 7

qD5
@

4

9
^+4 � 48 � 4, . +5 � 3 � 4, . +6 � 6 � �4,` @ 4

qH @
4

9
^+4 � 48 � 5, . +5 � 3 � �4, . +6 � 6 � 3,` @ 8=

This result is summarized as

�red @ 7D4 �D5 � 8H= (59)
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Table 6. The effect of the F6y point group symmetry operations on the displacement coor-
dinates of the46CH6I molecule.

H F6 F5
6

4�y
5�y

6�y

�{4 -45�{5+
s
6
5 �|5 -45�{6-

s
6
5 �|6 �{4 -45�{6+

s
6
5 �|6 -45�{5-

s
6
5 �|5

�{5 -45�{6+
s
6
5 �|6 -45�{4-

s
6
5 �|4 �{6 -45�{5+

s
6
5 �|5 -45�{4-

s
6
5 �|4

�{6 -45�{4+
s
6
5 �|4 -45�{5-

s
6
5 �|5 �{5 -45�{4+

s
6
5 �|4 -45�{6-

s
6
5 �|6

�{7 -45�{7+
s
6
5 �|7 -45�{7-

s
6
5 �|7 �{7 -45�{7+

s
6
5 �|7 -45�{7-

s
6
5 �|7

�{8 -45�{8+
s
6
5 �|8 -45�{8-

s
6
5 �|8 �{8 -45�{8+

s
6
5 �|8 -45�{8-

s
6
5 �|8

�|4 -
s
6
5 �{4-45�|4

s
6
5 �{6-45�|6 -�|4

s
6
5 �{6+4

5�|6 -
s
6
5 �{5+4

5�|5

�|5 -
s
6
5 �{6-45�|6

s
6
5 �{4-45�|4 -�|6

s
6
5 �{5+4

5�|5 -
s
6
5 �{4+4

5�|4

�|6 -
s
6
5 �{4-45�|4

s
6
5 �{5-45�|5 -�|5

s
6
5 �{4+4

5�|4 -
s
6
5 �{6+4

5�|6

�|7 -
s
6
5 �{7-45�|7

s
6
5 �{7-45�|7 -�|7

s
6
5 �{7+4

5�|7 -
s
6
5 �{7+4

5�|7

�|8 -
s
6
5 �{8-45�|8

s
6
5 �{8-45�|8 -�|8

s
6
5 �{8+4

5�|8 -
s
6
5 �{8+4

5�|8
�}4 �}5 �}6 �}4 �}6 �}5
�}5 �}6 �}4 �}6 �}5 �}4
�}6 �}4 �}5 �}5 �}4 �}6
�}7 �}7 �}7 �}7 �}7 �}7
�}8 �}8 �}8 �}8 �}8 �}8

The representation (59) describes the symmetry of all molecular motions, including the
three translations and the three rotations of the molecule as a whole. To obtain the sym-
metries of the genuine vibrations it is therefore necessary to¿rst determine the symmetries
of the coordinatesU� andW�. The transformation properties of these coordinates can be
determined using Eqs.(45) - (50) and the transformation properties of the��l coordinates
given in Table 6. They are presented in Table 7 where the results forW� coordinates are
obtained straightforwardly, but the properties forU� require some calculation. They in-
clude the equilibrium structure of the molecule and in our case we can use relations like
+Lh{{, @ +Lh||, and{5 @ {6 @ �{4@5, for example, to simplify the calculation. From
Table 7 we now get

H 5F6 64�y

"rot,tra+U, = 6 0 0

which, using Eq.(11), reduces to

�rot,tra @ D4 �D5 � 5H= (60)

The symmetry of translationW} isD4 and that of rotationU} is D5 (see Table 7). The two
pairs+W{> W|, and+U{> U|, belong to the doubly degenerate symmetry speciesH. The
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Table 7. The effect of the F6y point group symmetry operations on the translational and
rotational normal coordinates of the 46CH6I molecule.

H F6 F5
6

4�y
5�y

6�y

W{ -45W{+
s
6
5 W| -45W{-

s
6
5 W| W{ -45W{+

s
6
5 W| -45W{-

s
6
5 W|

W| -
s
6
5 W{-45W|

s
6
5 W{-45W| -W|

s
6
5 W{+4

5W| -
s
6
5 W{+4

5W|
W} W} W} W} W} W}

U{ -45U{+
s
6
5 U| -45U{-

s
6
5 U| -U{

4
5U{-

s
6
5 U|

4
5U{+

s
6
5 U|

U| -
s
6
5 U{-45U|

s
6
5 U{-45U| U| -

s
6
5 U{-45U|

s
6
5 U{-45U|

U} U} U} -U} -U} -U}

symmetry properties of the translations and rotations are usually included in the character
tables, see Table 2.

Substraction of rotational and translational motions, Eq. (60), from the total representa-
tion Eq.(59) yields the normal coordinate representation for genuine vibrations

�vib @ 6D4 � 6H= (61)

Thus, for46CH6I, there are three one dimensional normal vibrations of the typeD4 and
three doubly degenerate vibrations of typeH. Naturally, the same applies for all symmetric
top isotopomers of methyl iodide.

3.3. Classical Hamiltonian

To obtain the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian operator it is¿rst necessary to write the
classical Hamiltonian, Eq. (23). The classical kinetic energyW in space-¿xed coordinates
takes a very simple but useless form (we write5W for convenience)

5W @
Q[
l@4

pl
bUl � bUl> (62)

wherel runs over all the nuclei,pl are the nuclear (atomic) masses, andbUl @ gUl@gw,
wherew is time. The separation of the motions is achieved by the coordinate transformation
from space-¿xed coordinates to molecule-¿xed coordinates by the equations

Il @ I3 .
[

�@{>|>}

�I��l, I @ [>\> ]> (63)

whereIl,I3,�l, and�hl are the components of the position vectors of the nuclei, described
on page 31 (and in Fig. 5) and�I� are the direction cosines relating the rotating and non-
rotating coordinate axes as functions of Euler angles, as described in Table 4.
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Substitution of (63) into (62), with some elementary vector calculus with non-inertial
coordinate systems involved, leads to (see e.g. [12])

5W @ bU3 � bU3
S
l
pl .

S
l
pl+$ � ul, � +$ � ul, .

S
l
pl bul � bul

.5 bU3 � $�S
l
plul . 5 bU3 �S

l
pl bul . 5$�S

l
plul � bul>

(64)

where$ is the total angular velocity vector of the rotating axis system. Its components
with respect to the rotating axes are given in Eqs.(42).

The ¿rst term on the right hand side of Eq. (64) represents the kinetic energy of the
translation of the molecule with total mass concentrated in the center of mass. The second
term is the kinetic energy of the overall rotation of the molecule and the third term is the
kinetic energy related to the nuclear vibrations with respect to the moving axes+{> |> },.
The three last terms represent the interaction energies of translation-rotation, translation-
vibration, and rotation-vibration, respectively.

By de¿nition, the origin of the moving axis system is in the center of mass of the
molecule so that

S
lplul @ 3= This results in

S
lpl bul @ 3, and thus the interaction

terms between translation and the other motions vanish. The kinetic energy of the transla-
tion is therefore exactly separated. In the absence of external¿elds, it has no spectroscopic
interest and will henceforth be ignored. The remaining interaction term connects rotation
and vibration and it is called the Coriolis energy. Introducing now the displacement vectors
g @ ul � uhl and using the relation for the scalar triple product, the kinetic energy for a
vibrating and rotating molecule becomes

5W @
S
l
pl+$ � ul, � +$ � ul, .

S
l
pl

bgl � bgl

.5$�S
l
plu

h
l � bgl . 5$�S

l
plgl � bgl=

(65)

So far we have de¿ned that the moving axis system+{> |> }, follows the translation of the
whole molecule. In addition, we have assumed that the axes have somehow been attached
to the molecule following also its rotation. At this point of the calculation, it becomes
necessary to establish exactly how this attachment has been realized.

The means to¿x the moving axes on to the molecule comes from the redundancies in
the coordinatesU3> ul> and the Euler angles�> !> and". A molecule withQ atoms has
6Q degrees of freedom, and so6Q independent coordinates are needed to describe its
translational, rotational, and vibrational kinetic energies. In the coordinate transformation
(63) there are exactly6Q coordinatesIl +l @ 4> 5> � � �Q>I @ [>\> ], on the left-hand
side of the equation. On the right-hand side, however, the number of coordinates is6Q.9>
since there are three coordinates for the center of mass+[3> \3> ]3,, three Euler angles
+�> !> ", and6Q Cartesian coordinates�l +l @ 4> 5> � � �Q>� @ {> |> },. So, there are six
redundant coordinates (not independent from the others) and it is necessary to introduce six
constraints for the6Q �l coordinates. These constraints de¿ne how the moving axis system
is attached to the molecule and they can, in principle, be chosen in an in¿nite number of
different ways.

For a molecule in its equilibrium con¿guration, the molecule-¿xed axes are located
along the principal axes of inertia. For semirigid molecules the nuclear displacements are
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restricted to small amplitudes, and we could de¿ne the +{> |> }, axes as the instantaneous
principle axes. However, for a deformed molecule it is more useful to choose the axes to be
the Eckart axes rather than the principal axes. The Eckart axes coincide with the principle
axes when the molecule is in equilibrium, and during the vibrations they are located so that
the following Eckart conditions are instantaneously met [26, 27]:[

l

plul @ 3> (66)[
l

plu
h
l � bul @ 3= (67)

The ¿rst condition (66) is called the center of mass condition, which we already have
applied earlier. The origin of the +{> |> }, axis system is the nuclear (atomic) center of
mass. This condition implies also that

S
lpl bul @ 3 and

S
lplgl @ 3> meaning that

during the vibrations the origin is maintained at the center of mass. The second condition
(67) means that during the molecular vibration there must be no zero-order vibrational
angular momentum. The exact vibrational angular momentum is given by

S
lplul � bul

and in demanding that it vanishes, there would be no Coriolis coupling terms to spoil the
separation of rotation from vibration. Unfortunately, with only three conditions left at our
disposal we cannot accomplish this. To a good approximation, however, we can useuhl
instead oful and condition (67) follows. From (67) we get

S
lpluhl � bgl @ 3 and the

Coriolis coupling (the second row in Eq.(65)) is minimized.
Introducing now the normal coordinates from Eq.(57), and substituting the components

of $ from Eqs. (42) into Eq. (65) gives, after a rather involved but straightforward calcula-
tion, (see e.g. [12]) the Hamiltonian form of the kinetic energy:

5W @
[
�>�

+M� � ��,���+M� � ��, .
6Q�9[
n@4

S 5
n = (68)

Here, indices� and� run over all three components{> |> } of the rotating axes,M� is
the component of the total angular momentum about the center of mass along the rotating
direction�, �� is (almost) the vibrational angular momentum along the rotating direction
�, ��� is the��-component of the inverse of the instantaneous inertia tensorL3 (again
almost), andSn is the momentum conjugate to normal coordinateTn. We can write

M� � CW

C$�
@

[
�@{>|>}

L 3��$� . ��> (69)

�� @
[
n>o

��noTnSo> (70)

� @ +L3,�4> (71)

Sn � CW

C bTn

@ bTn .
[
�>o

$��
�
onTo= (72)

In these equations,�� is called the component of the vibrational angular momentum, al-
though strictly speaking the� component of the classical vibrational angular momentum
is de¿ned as

S
n>o �

�
noTn

bTo= This differs from�� becauseSo does not exactly equalbTo
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but contains an additional rotational contribution, Eq. (72). Also L 3�� is not exactly the
instantaneous inertial tensor L�� but contains an additional rotation-vibration contribution
as

L 3�� @ L�� �
[
n>o>p

��np��opTnTo= (73)

The coef¿cients��no are the Coriolis coupling constants depending on theol�>n coef¿cients
according to

�{no @ ��{on @
Q[
l@4

+ol|>nol}>o � ol}>nol|>o, (74)

and cyclically for the| and} coef¿cients. It must also be pointed out here that the coef¿-
cients��� are not constants, but are functions of the normal coordinates.

To write the classical Hamiltonian, we need an expression for the potential energyY
too. In general the potential energy is a complicated function of the Cartesian coordinates
of the nuclei, and we do not usually have an analytical form for it. For a semirigid molecule
the nuclei vibrate only in the neighborhood of their equilibrium positions so that the nor-
mal coordinates are restricted to small amplitudes. The potential functionY can then be
expanded in a power series of the normal coordinatesTn in the point of equilibrium

Y @
4

5

6Q�9[
n@4

�nT
5
n .

4

9

[
nop

�nopTnToTp .
4

57

[
nopq

�nopqTnToTpTq . � � � > (75)

where�n>�nop>�nopq> = = = are successive potential energy derivatives. In (75) the poten-
tial energy is chosen to be zero at equilibrium, and by de¿nition all the linear terms vanish.
The transformation coef¿cientsol�>n are chosen to reduce the quadratic terms in (75) to
diagonal form.

3.4. Harmonic force ¿eld calculations for ��CH�I

The 46CH6I molecule has¿ve atoms and hence nine fundamental vibrations, threeD4

vibrations, and three doubly degenerate typeH vibrations, as was shown on page 39. Our
purpose is now to calculate for46CH6I numerical values for the transformation coef¿cients
ol�>n transforming the mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinates to the normal
coordinates (Eq. (44)) and thus determine the actual forms of the normal vibrations. In
addition to this, the calculation gives numerical values for the vibrational frequencies, as
well as for some vibration-rotation interaction parameters.

The normal coordinate analysis of molecular vibrations has become a routine approach
in assigning individual bands in the spectra to the characteristic vibrations of certain atomic
groups in the molecules. The mathematical principles of the calculations may be found in
numerous references, for example Refs. [12,15,28–31]. The normal coordinates are closely
related to the quadratic terms in the expansion of the potential function and we shall there-
fore adopt the harmonic oscillator approximation in the treatment of the vibrations. We¿rst
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consider the direct approach to solve the vibrational problem in mass-weighted Cartesian
displacement coordinates. Then, two sets of internal coordinates, the valence coordinates
and the symmetry coordinates, are introduced. Next, we adopt from literature values for
the molecular structure and for the harmonic force¿eld expressed in symmetry coordi-
nates, and carry out the numerical calculations for46CH6I. Finally, the Coriolis coupling
constants and the centrifugal distortion parameters describing the vibrational-rotational in-
teraction will be calculated.

3.4.1. Vibrational problem� direct approach

To obtain the equation of motion for our molecule, we¿rst write the vibrational kinetic en-
ergyW and the potential energyY in terms of mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coor-
dinates introduced in Section 3.2.2. The coordinates are

s
p4�{4>

s
p4�|4>

s
p4�}4>

for atom 1,
s
p5�{5>

s
p5�|5>

s
p5�}5> for atom 2,� � � ,

s
pQ�{Q >

s
pQ�|Q >s

pQ�}Q > for atomQ , or more generallyt4> t5> t6> � � � > t6Q = The energies are (we write
again5W and5Y for convenience)

5W @
6Q[
l@4

bt5l and 5Y @
6Q[
l>m@4

ilmtltm > (76)

where bt @ gt@gw andilm @ +C5Y@CtlCtm,h @ iml. The coef¿cientsilm are the quadratic
force constants characterizing the restoring forces acting on the distorted molecule. Using
now Newton’s equations of motion in the Lagrangian form

g

gw

�
CW

C btl

�
.

CY

Ctl
@ 3 (77)

we obtain for eachtl,

�tl .
[
m

ilmtm @ 3= (78)

This is a set of6Q simultaneous second-order differential equations having the general
solution

tl @ Dl vlq+�
4@5w. !,> �4@5 @ 5�f�= (79)

This is the equation of a simple harmonic oscillator with frequency (in cm�4) � @ �4@5@+5�f,,
amplitudeDl> and phase constant!.

By substituting (79) back to (78) we obtain a set of6Q linear homogenous equations[
m

+ilm � ��lm,Dm @ 3> l @ 4> 5> � � � 6Q> (80)

where�lm is the Kronecker delta. This set of equations has nontrivial (not zero) solutions
for the amplitudesDl only for certain speci¿c values of�. These can be found by setting
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the determinant of the coef¿cients Dl equal to zero. The equation then takes the form59997
i44 � � i45 � � � i4>6Q
i45 i55 � � � � � i5>6Q

...
...

. . .
...

i4>6Q i5>6Q � � � i6Q>6Q

6:::8 @ 3> (81)

which is called the secular determinant. The secular determinant provides us with 6Q
characteristic values for �n from which the harmonic frequencies can be calculated. By
substituting each �n back to equations (80), the corresponding amplitudes Dln are obtained.
Equations (80) do not determine the amplitudes uniquely, but only their ratios are obtained.
This is, however, suf¿cient to characterize the vibrations, and the coef¿cients ol�>n are
obtained from normalized amplitudes as Dln@

S
lD

5
ln.

The results describe the typical behavior of nuclei during a normal vibration (see Eq.
(79)). For a given solution �n> the molecule undergoes a simple motion in which all the
nuclei move in phase with the same frequency �n> but with different amplitudes. In other
words, all the nuclei go through their equilibrium positions and reach their maximum am-
plitudes simultaneously.

The above calculation can be reviewed in a compact form, using matrix notation. If we
call t a column vector consisting the6Q mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordi-
natestl, we can write the expressions forW andY in the form

5W @ hbt bt and 5Y @ htit> (82)

where the symbolq indicates the transpose vector andi is a square6Q � 6Q symmetric
matrix whose elements are the force constantsilm= Let the transformation from the6Q
normal coordinatesT to 6Q t be written as

t @ oT> (83)

whereo is a6Q�6Q matrix of the (constant) transformation coef¿cientsol�>n= The require-
ment for normal coordinates is to convert the kinetic and potential energies simultaneously
to diagonal form

5W @ hbThoo bT @hbT bT and 5Y @ hTho�T @hT�T= (84)

The¿rst equation veri¿es the orthogonality of theo matrix, and the second gives

� @ho�= (85)

Here� is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the normal frequency parameters�n @
7�5f5�5n= Hence the vibrational problem is solved simply by diagonalizing the force con-
stant matrix given in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates. The transformation coef¿cients
ol�>n are obtained as eigenvectors and the vibrational frequencies as eigenvalues of the ma-
trix i .

There are two dif¿culties with the use of mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coor-
dinates. The¿rst is that the6Q solutions for� include the six nongenuine vibrations with
zero frequency. This makes the secular determinant larger than necessary and its solution
more dif¿cult. The increased ef¿ciency of modern computers, however, has helped in this
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problem. The second dif¿culty is more serious. The force constants in terms of Cartesian
mass-weighted displacement coordinates become extremely complex and meaningless re-
garding the molecular structure, and they are not transferable to the related molecules. For
these reasons the vibrational problem is usually dealt by using internal coordinates.

3.4.2. Vibrational problem using internal coordinates

The molecular structure is described by the lengths of the inter-atomic chemical bonds and
the angles between these bonds. Therefore changes in the bond lengths and angles from
their equilibrium values provide a physically meaningful set of coordinates to describe the
potential energy. These so called valence coordinates are internal coordinates in the sense
that they are unaffected by translations and rotations of the molecule as a whole. Therefore
they describe the internal motions of the molecule, i.e. the molecular vibrations.

The set of valence coordinates describing the vibrations of the46CH6I molecule includes
7 bond stretchings and9 angle bendings. These are illustrated in Fig. 8.

3H1

H3

H2

r1

R

β2

α2

Fig. 8. The valence coordinates for ��CH�I. The bond strechings o�, o2, o� are related to
the bonds C-H�cC-H2c and C-H�, respectively and the change in C-I bond is-. The angle
bendingsk�c k2c k� are related, respectively, to the angles H2-C-H�, H�-C-H�, and H�-C-H2

and the bendings in I-C-H�, I-C-H 2, and I-C-H� are given byq
�
c q

2
c and q

�
�

As a molecule consisting of ¿ve atoms, methyl iodide has < internal degrees of freedom.
Its 43 valence coordinates are thus not all independent but include one redundant coordi-
nate. However, the redundancy is now retained in order to use a physically meaningful
force¿eld and to take advantage of the symmetry of the molecule.

The transformations between the mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinatest
and the valence coordinatesu are written as

u @ EP�4@5t and t @ P4@5E�4u> (86)

whereP is a 6Q � 6Q diagonal matrix of the atomic nuclear massespl. In the¿rst
equation,P transformst to the Cartesian displacement coordinates, andE then completes
the transformation to the valence coordinates.E> in case of46CH6I, is not a square matrix
but a43� 48 matrix (10 rows and 15 columns) since there are43 valence coordinates and
48 displacement coordinates for the 5 atoms in the molecule. If we restrict our treatment to
in¿nitesimal amplitudes, the relations between the valence and the Cartesian coordinates
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Table 8. The effect of the F6y point group symmetry operations on the valence coordinates
of the 46CH6I molecule.

H F6 F5
6

4�y
5�y

6�y

u4 u5 u6 u4 u6 u5
u5 u6 u4 u6 u5 u4
u6 u4 u5 u5 u4 u6
U U U U U U
�4 �5 �6 �4 �6 �5
�5 �6 �4 �6 �5 �4
�6 �4 �5 �5 �4 �6
�4 �5 �6 �4 �6 �5
�5 �6 �4 �6 �5 �4
�6 �4 �5 �5 �4 �6

are linear and the elements of the E matrix are easily obtained (see e.g. [12]). For example,
from Fig. 7a we observe that U @ �}L ��}F .

Since E is not a square matrix, it cannot be inverted. We can, however, remove the re-
dundant valence coordinate and include instead the six coordinates describing the transla-
tions and rotations of the molecule. The coordinates are then by de¿nition all independent.
With this manoeuvre,E becomes a square and non-singular matrix, and can therefore be
inverted, making the second transformation in (86) possible. It must be pointed out that
these tricks are introduced only to de¿ne the inverse of theE matrix. In the actual process,
it need not be inverted at any point, and the translations and rotations need not be retained
in the calculations.

The vibrational problem is further simpli¿ed by using symmetry coordinates which are
linear combinations of valence coordinates. They are chosen so that the secular equation
corresponding to Eq.(81) is factored to its maximum extent allowed by the symmetry. The
blocks with different symmetry species can then be processed separately. The symmetry
coordinates can be constructed systematically by using the method of projection operators
(see e.g. [28]) provided by group theory. In most cases, however, they can be selected
intuitively by taking combinations of the symmetry related valence coordinates.

The symmetry coordinates are not unique. We can, for example, change the sign of all
of them and still obtain a perfectly valid set of coordinates. For the46CH6I molecule, the
valence coordinates transform under the point groupF6y operations according to Table 8
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and the symmetry coordinates may be de¿ned as

V4 @ 6�4@5+u4 . u5 . u6,
V5 @ 9�4@5+�4 . �5 . �6 � �4 � �5 � �6,
V�5 @ 9�4@5+�4 . �5 . �6 . �4 . �5 . �6, @ 3
V6 @ U

<AA@AA> block D4 (87)

V7d @ 9�4@5+5u4 � u5 � u6,
V8d @ 9�4@5+5�4 � �5 � �6,
V9d @ 9�4@5+5�4 � �5 � �6,

<@> block H+d, (88)

V7e @ 5�4@5+u5 � u6,
V8e @ 5�4@5+�5 � �6,
V9e @ 5�4@5+�5 � �6,>

<@> block H+e, (89)

The de¿nitions are standard [32], and the coordinates ful¿l the general requirements. They
are normal, orthogonal, and they transform properly under the point group operations as
can be veri¿ed using Table 8. As discussed earlier 46CH6I has < independent internal
coordinates and therefore one constraint is needed. In (87) V�5 has been chosen as the
redundant coordinate and ¿xing it to zero is permissible since the sum of all the changes
in angle bending coordinates around the carbon atom is zero. Other conventions have also
been used [32]. The standard convention for the relative sense or mutual orientation of
a pair of doubly degenerate symmetry coordinates +Vd> Ve, (also for normal coordinates
later) is chosen so that these coordinates transform under the operations F6 and 4�y like
translations +W{> W|, [33–35], that is (see Table 7)

F6

�
Vd
Ve

�
@

�
frv 5�@6 vlq 5�@6
� vlq 5�@6 frv 5�@6

��
Vd
Ve

�
> (90)

4�y

�
Vd
Ve

�
@

�
4 3
3 �4

��
Vd
Ve

�
= (91)

According to Eqs.(87) - (89) the symmetry coordinates for46CH6I may be characterized
as follows

VD44 = Symmetric C-H stretch

VD45 = Symmetric umbrella type I-C-H bend

VD46 = C-I stretch

+V7d> V7e,H = Antisymmetric C-H stretch

+V8d> V8e,
H = H-C-H deformation

+V9d> V9e,H = H-C-I deformation.

We are now in position to write the+< � 43, matrix X transforming the43 valence
coordinatesu to< symmetry coordinatesV. The redundancy is removed simply by ignoring
the row correspondingV�5 in X. The inverse transformation of Eqs. (87) - (89) is obtained
as the transpose matrixhX and we can write

V @ Xu and u @ hXV= (92)
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The whole chains of transformations between the Cartesian mass-weighted displace-
ment coordinates and symmetry coordinates now become

V @ XEP�4@5t and t @ P4@5E�4 hXV= (93)

The kinetic and potential energies in (82) transform as

5W @ hbVXhE�4P4@5P4@5E�4 hXV @ hbVJ�4 bV (94)

5Y @ hVXhE�4P4@5iP4@5E�4 hXV @ hVIV> (95)

where

J @ XEP�4 hEhX and I @ XhE�4P4@5iP4@5E�4 hX= (96)

The matrixJ is called the kinetic matrix [12] andI the force constant matrix in terms of
symmetry coordinates.

If we now denote the transformation from the normal coordinatesT to the symmetry
coordinatesV with matrixO so that

V @ OT (97)

and analogically to (84) assume thatW andY are diagonal in normal coordinates, we can
write

5W @ hbThOJ�4O bT @hbT bT (98)

5Y @ hThOIOT @hT�T= (99)

Here� is the diagonal matrix including the normal frequency parameters�n= From (98) we
see thathOJ�4O @ H> and multiplying this from the right byO�4J we gethO @ O�4J.
Substituting this intohOIO @ � from (99) yields

� @ O�4JIO= (100)

Hence, the normal frequency parameters are obtained as eigenvalues of theJI matrix,
andO is the matrix composed of the eigenvectors ofJI. It should be noted thatO is
not orthogonal becauseJI is not symmetric. A method to diagonalize non-symmetric
matrices using the programs for symmetric matrices is given by Miyazawa [36]. Once the
Eq.(100) has been solved, the transformation coef¿cientso can be calculated from equation

o @ P�4@5hEhXIO�
�4

> (101)

which is obtained with some matrix algebra starting by substituting (96) into (100) and
comparing the result with (85).

The introduction of symmetry coordinates in the above treatment is not necessary. In
practical calculations they are used because then the matrixJI breaks up into blocks
which can be diagonalized separately. For example, in the case of46CH6I we have one
6 � 6 block for theD4 species and one9 � 9 block for theH species. Furthermore, the
9�9 block for theH species breaks up into two identical6�6 blocks for thed ande pairs.
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Table 9. The O matrix elements (in x�4@5), the normal frequency parameters � (in aJ/xÅ)
and the corresponding vibrational frequencies (in cm�4) for 46CH6I.

T4 T5 T6 T7d T8d T9d

V4 4=3398; �3=34:43 �3=335;6 3 3 3
V5 �3=38<;9 4=6:685 3=45<75 3 3 3
V6 �3=36:<4 3=3;;;9 3=5:79; 3 3 3
V7d 3 3 3 4=37:35 3=35557 �3=34757
V8d 3 3 3 3=43344 4=855;7 �3=49:;;
V9d 3 3 3 �3=3:57: 3=5<338 3=<39;8

�n 8=8<9847 3=<98343 3=495346 8=<9;447 4=588::3 3=7:55;:
$fdofn 63;5 45;3 857 64;5 4793 ;<8
$revn

d 63<6 45;3 864 6537 47:; ;<5

dCalculated from band origins from papers IV-VI, corrected for anharmonicity using x and g
constants (see the footnotes of Tables 8-12 in paper VI).

3.4.3. Normal coordinates for ��CH�I

The literature values for the force constants Ilm (elements of the I matrix) and the molec-
ular structure that were used in the numeric calculations for46CH6I are given in Table IV
in paper IV. The force constants are taken from Refs. [37, 38] where the constants were
determined using frequency data corrected for anharmonicity including Fermi resonances,
the centrifugal distortion data, and the Coriolis coupling data of various isotopic species of
methyl iodide. The equilibrium structure for the molecule was taken from Ref. [39].

TheJI matrix was¿rst constructed and diagonalized. The results are listed in Table 9.
The convenient units turned out to bedM +@ 43�4;M, for energy, atomic mass unitsx for
mass, and Ångströms Å for length. The bending valence coordinates were scaled with a
unit bond length of 1Å so that all the symmetry force constants have the same unit,dM/Å5.
TheJ matrix elements are all in unitsx�4 (see Eq. (96)) so that the normal frequency
parameters� (see Eq. (100)) are in unitsdM/(xÅ5,. The normal coordinates are de¿ned as
linear combinations of mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinates and thus are in
unitsx4@5Å. The symmetry coordinates, on the other hand, are all in Ångströms, so that
the transformation coef¿cients inO in Eq. (97) are in unitsx�4@5= In this system of units,
the vibrational wavenumbers$+@ � in (79), in cm�4 are obtained from$ @ 4635=:<4

s
�,

where4635=:<4 @ +5�f,�4 in units+xÅ5@+dM,,4@5@cm.
In Table 9, theO matrix elements for theH+e, block are identical to those ofH+d,> and

need not be listed separately. To keep the signs of the normal coordinates the same as those
of the symmetry coordinates, all diagonal elements inV are chosen positive. This also en-
sures that the relative signs of a pair of the doubly degenerate normal coordinates+Td> Te,
are the same as those for the corresponding symmetry coordinates+Vd> Ve,= Further, to ver-
ify the reliability of the used force¿eld and structure, the observed vibrational wavenum-
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bers are given. Some of the anharmonicity constants used in correcting the anharmonicities
in observed band centers were taken from the related molecule 45CH6I. Nevertheless, the
differences between the observed and calculated wavenumbers are less than about 4=8(
and for the present purpose, the force ¿eld seems to be satisfactory.

The next step was to calculate the o matrix using Eq. (101). The resulting normalized
dimensionless matrix elements are given in Table 10. It may readily be veri¿ed that the
matrix is orthogonal,hoo @ H> and can therefore be used to transform coordinates in either
direction.

The Cartesian nuclear displacements ��l for a unit displacement of a given normal
coordinate Tn can now be calculated directly from Table 10 by dividing the corresponding
ol�>n coef¿cients by the square roots of the appropriate masses. The forms of the normal
vibrations thus obtained together with the corresponding calculated vibrational frequencies
are illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 9.

A convenient way to characterize the form of the normal coordinates in terms of the
symmetry coordinates (for example) is the potential energy distribution (PED) [28]. The
potential energy distribution speci¿es the fractional part of the potential energy of a normal
mode contributed by each force constant Ilm= We recall that the potential energy in terms
of symmetry coordinates Vlm and normal coordinates Tn is

5Y @
[
lm

IlmVlVm @
[
n

�nT
5
n= (102)

If now only one normal coordinate, say Tn, is excited, we have Vl @ OlnTn sinceS
o9@n OloTo @ 3, and

5Yn @ T5
n

[
lm

IlmOlnOmn @ �nT
5
n (103)

leading to a normalization condition
S

lm IlmOlnOmn@�n @ 4= The potential energy distri-
bution forTn is now de¿ned as

PED@ IlmOlnOmn@�n= (104)

The terms in (103) withl @ m are large compared to those withl 9@ m, and an approximate
PED can be de¿ned in percent using only the diagonal terms

PEDdiagonal @ 433IllO
5
ln@

[
l

IllO
5
ln= (105)

The approximate diagonal potential energy distribution for each normal mode of46CH6I
in table form is also listed in Fig. 9.

In the lower part of Fig. 9, a low resolution spectrum over the region of the fundamental
bands is shown. We can now assign unambiguously those bands in the spectrum that are
related to the fundamental vibrations. The assignments are given in the¿gure. The symme-
try properties of the genuine normal coordinates from (61) and from Fig. 9 are summarized
in Table 11.
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-0.547496

T

4

T

5

T

7 d

T

8 d

T

9 d

T

9 e

T

8 e

T

7 e

Table 10. The l matrix elements (dimensionless) for 13CH3I.
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Antisym C-H stretch  99.86 %
H-C-H deformation      0.09 %
H-C-I deformation       0.05 %

ν3 (Α1)
524 cm-1

Sym C-H stretch    99.90 %
Sym I-C-H bend      0.04 %
C-I  stretch               0.06 %

ν2 (Α1)
1280 cm-1

ν4 (Ε) 
3184 cm-1

ν1 (Α1)
3082 cm-1

Sym C-H stretch      0.15 %
Sym I-C-H bend    98.07 %
C-I  stretch               1.78 %

Sym C-H stretch      0.02 %
Sym I-C-H bend      4.78 %
C-I  stretch             95.11 %

a

b

Antisym C-H stretch    0.21 %
H-C-H deformation    96.12 %
H-C-I deformation        3.67 %

ν5 (Ε) 
1460 cm-1

a

b

Antisym C-H stretch    0.24 %
H-C-H deformation      3.15 %
H-C-I deformation      96.61 %

ν6 (Ε) 
895 cm-1

a

b

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

ν4 (Ε) 
ν5 (Ε) ν6 (Ε) 

ν3 (Α1)

ν2 (Α1)
ν1 (Α1)

cm-1

Fig. 9. The Cartesian coordinate displacements per unitary change of the normal coordinates.
Side view (%5-plane) and top view (%+-plane) of each vibrational mode is shown. Also the
diagonal potential energy distributions for each mode is listed. In lower part of the¿gure the
infrared spectrum in low resolution (4 cm3�) is given. It shows the typical appearance of the
�� and. type bands in infrared spectra.
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Table 11. The transformation properties of the normal coordinates of 46CH6I in the F6y

group d

H F6
4�y

Tq Tq Tq `= D4

Twd �4
5Twd .

s
6
5 Twe Twd h= H

Twe �
s
6
5 Twd � 4

5Twe �Twe f
d q @ 4> 5> 6> w @ 7> 8> 9

3.4.4. Vibration-rotation interaction parameters

There are two types of terms in the Hamiltonian (68) that couple the vibration and rotation.
The ¿rst type is the Coriolis coupling appearing explicitly already in Eq. (64), and as
Coriolis ��no constants in the vibrational angular momentum terms �� in (68). The terms of
the second type are involved with the centrifugal distortion of the molecule, and appear as
vibrational dependence of the reciprocal inertial tensor ���. Information on both types of
these interaction terms is obtained from the harmonic force ¿eld.

The Coriolis ��no constants couple the vibrational modesTn andTo via rotation about the
� axis. As an example, the D4vibrational modes �q+Tq, and the H modes �w+Twd> Twe, in
46CH6I are coupled via rotations about the { and | axes. This is perhaps most clearly seen
from the side views of the �5 and �7d modes in Fig. 9. In general, the Coriolis force on a
particle moving with a velocity y in a coordinate system rotating with an angular velocity
$ points in the direction of $ � y. On this basis, the Coriolis force from rotation about the
| axis clearly tends to mix the �5 and �7d modes in Fig. 9.

The Coriolis coupling has been discussed in the literature by several authors, see for
example Refs. [35,40–43]. The Coriolis constants are subjected to certain sum rules reduc-
ing the number of independent constants in the Hamiltonian. In molecules with symmetry,
there are further restrictions. According to Jahn [40], and Meal and Polo [42, 43]��no can
differ from zero only if the symmetric product^�+Tn,�+To,`sym of the representations to
which the coordinatesTn andTo belong contains the representation�+U�, of the rotation
about�= In Table 12 are listed the non-zero Coriolis constants for46CH6I obtained from
direct calculation using the de¿nition (74) and theol�>n coef¿cients from Table 10. It can
be veri¿ed using Tables 2 and 3 for characters and direct products forF6y+P, that the
results satisfy the symmetry requirements.

The largest (absolute) value in Table 12 is for�}7d>8e @ �}8d>7e> and indeed from the top
views of�7 and�8 in Fig. 9 it is obvious that these modes are strongly coupled via rotation
about the} axis. The energy separation of these modes is, however, large and the effects of
the coupling are negligible in the spectrum. The most remarkable effects in the spectrum
originate from the coupling between the two degenerate modes�wd and�we via rotation
about the} axis. The degeneracy is removed, and the typical appearance of theH type
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Table 12. The non-zero Coriolis constants��no (dimensionless) of46CH6I .

��no Value ��no Value

�|4>7d @ ��{4>7e 3=3565; �|7d>8d @ ��|7e>8e @ �{7d>8e @ �{7e>8d �3=64949

�|4>8d @ ��{4>8e �3=38556 �|7d>9d @ ��|7e>9e @ �{7d>9e @ �{7e>9d �3=6<64:

�|4>9d @ ��{4>9e �3=:5<83 �|8d>9d @ ��|8e>9e @ �{8d>9e @ �{8e>9d 3=7;6:7

�|5>7d @ ��{5>7e �3=:5389 �}7d>7e 3=37;54
�|5>8d @ ��{5>8e �3=944<8 �}8d>8e �3=57575
�|5>9d @ ��{5>9e 3=539:6 �}9d>9e 3=54:46

�|6>7d @ ��{6>7e �3=39938 �}7d>8e @ �}8d>7e 3=;;7:3
�|6>8d @ ��{6>8e �3=36<:4 �}7d>9e @ �}9d>7e �3=68944
�|6>9d @ ��{6>9e 3=4;679 �}8d>9e @ �}9d>8e �3=4<46<

bands in the lower part of Fig. 9, for example, results from just this effect. As a conse-
quence, the�}wd>we constants are easily determined from the experimental spectra, and the
values�}7d>7e @ 3=3895, �}8d>8e @ �3=5698, and�}9d>9e @ 3=547< may be derived from
the results in papers IV, V, and VI. The calculated values in Table 12 are in very good
agreement with these observed values.

The tensor��� in (68) is the reciprocal of the (nearly) inertial tensorL 3�� (73) and so
depends on the normal coordinates. If the vibrational amplitudes are small compared to
the interatomic distances, the tensor��� or alternativelyL 3�� can be expanded as a Taylor
series in the normal coordinates [44, 45]. Watson [46] has shown that all terms in the
expansion ofL 3�� depend only on the¿rst derivatives of the actual instantaneous inertial

tensorL�� alongTn at the point of the reference con¿guration,d��n @ +CL��@CTn,h, and
on the moments of inertiaLh�� =

L 3�� @
[
�>�

L 33��+L
h�4,��L 33��> (106)

where

L 33�� @ Lh�� .
4

5

[
n

d��n Tn= (107)

The second type of vibration-rotation interaction terms in the Hamiltonian are now the
derivativesd��n . The general expression forLh�� is

Lh�� @ Lh�� @
Q[
l@4

pl^���
S

�@{>|>}
+�hl ,

5 � �hl�
h
l `= (108)
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Table 13. The non-zero inertial derivatives (inx4@5Å) of 46CH6I .

d��n Value d��n Value

d{{4 @ d||4 5=38366 d{{7d @ �d||7d @ �d{|7e �4=4;477
d}}4 6=738<8 d{}7d @ d|}7e �3=:788<

d{{5 @ d||5 �4=<8;38 d{{8d @ �d||8d @ �d{|8e 4=678;6
d}}5 4=46868 d{}8d @ d|}8e �3=;:9:7

d{{6 @ d||6 49=76<< d{{9d @ �d||9d @ �d{|9e �3=46738
d}}6 3=435:< d{}9d @ d|}9e �5=5643;

Application of (57), where ��l @ �hl� �l, leads to [47]

d��n @ d��n @ +CL��@CTn,h @ 5
[
l

p
4@5
l i���

S
�
�hl ol�>n � �hl ol�>nj= (109)

For 46CH6I the inertial derivatives can now be evaluated using the ol�>n coef¿cients from
Table 10. The results are given in Table 13 in units x4@5Å.

The inertial derivativesd��n are closely related to the Coriolis��no constants [42,43] and
they also obey certain general sum rules independent of the force constants [46, 48, 49].
Further it can be shown [2] that for molecules with symmetry,d��n can differ from zero
only if the antisymmetric producti�+U�, �+U�,jantisym of the representations to which
the rotationsU� andU� belong contains the representation�+Tn, of the vibration mode
Tn. From Table 13 this can be veri¿ed for46CH6I.

The centrifugal distortion constants����� form an important set of parameters that can
be calculated from the inertial derivatives. The rotational motion of the molecule results in
the distortion of its structure because of the stretching effects of the centrifugal forces and
the nonrigidity of the molecular framework. The general theory of centrifugal distortion
of rotors has been formulated in Refs. [22, 50–53]. The mathematical expression for the
constants����� describing the additional centrifugal energy is shown to be

����� @ �|7

5

[
n

d��n d��n
�nLh��L

h
��L

h
��L

h
��

= (110)

For46CH6I the equilibrium diagonal inertial tensor elements may be obtained from (108),
the normal frequency parameters�n from Table 9, and the inertial derivatives from Table
13, in unitsxÅ5, dM/(xÅ5,, x4@5Å, respectively. The resulting constants����� will then
be in units|7 � +dM x5Å7,�4 which can be converted to cm�4 by multiplying it with the
factor|7+kf,�4 @ 3=3558;36 dM x5Å7 cm�4= The calculated non-zero����� constants
for 46CH6I are listed in Table 14. The constants ful¿l the general symmetry properties
discussed in [53], for example.

In order to be able to compare the calculated centrifugal constants to the empirical ones
further reduction is necessary. There are seven different coef¿cients in Table 14, but inF6y

type molecules only four of them are linearly independent and can thus be determined from
experimental spectra. According to [5, 6, 49, 54, 55] the constants that can be determined
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Table 14. The non-zero� constants (in cm�4) of 46CH6I .

����� Value

�{{{{ @ �|||| �3=::378� 43�9

�{{}} @ �||}} @ �}}{{ @ �}}|| �3=53874� 43�8

�{}{} @ �|}|}
d �3=57973� 43�8

�{|{| @ �{||{ @ �|{|{ @ �|{{| �3=:;;9<� 43�<

�{{|| @ �||{{ @ �{{{{ � 5�{|{| �3=:9;;:� 43�9

�{{{} @ ��{||}
d 3=48<76� 43�;

�}}}} �3=69588� 43�6

d In general ����� @ ����� @ ����� @ �����.

are

% @ �{{{}@7 @ 3=6<;9 �43�< cm-1

GM @ ��{{{{@7 @ 3=4<59 �43�9 cm-1

GMN @ �5GM � +�{{}} . 5�{}{},@5 @ 6=439 �43�9 cm-1

GN @ �GM �GMN � �}}}}@7 @ ;:=67 �43�9 cm-1>

(111)

where the numerical values have been calculated from Table 14. The constant % is related
to non-diagonal higher order effects in the molecule and has not yet been determined for
46CH6I. From papers I-III the observed vibrational ground state values forGM ,GMN, and
GN are3=4<47 � 43�9 cm-1, 6=3:5 � 43�9 cm�4, and ;:=;8 � 43�9 cm-1, respectively.
Again, a remarkable agreement between the calculated and observed values is noticed.

3.5. Quantum mechanical Hamiltonian

The general procedure introduced on page 27 will now be applied (following Wilson, De-
cius, and Cross [12]) to obtain the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian. The classical Hamil-
tonian in Eqs.(68) and (75) is given in terms of Euler angles�> !> " and normal coordinates
Tn. The volume element of the space is thusg� @ vlq �g�g!g"gT4gT5 � � � gT6Q�9 so
that the weight function in Eq.(29) becomesv3 @ vlq �=

Let the momenta conjugated to�> !> "> andTn be nows� @ CW@C b�, s! @ CW@C b!,
s" @ CW@C b", andSn @ CW@C bTn, respectively. The componentsM� of the angular
momentum are not conjugated to�> !> and"> but are linear combinations ofs�> s!, and
s" =

M� � CW

C$�
@ +

C b�

C$�
,+
CW

C b�
, . +

C b!

C$�
,+
CW

C b!
, . +

C b"

C$�
,+
CW

C b"
,

@ +
C b�

C$�
,s� . +

C b!

C$�
,s! . +

C b"

C$�
,s"= (112)
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Calculating the derivatives C b�@C$�, etc., from Eq. (43) and combining the results with ��
from (70), we obtain

M{ � �{ @ vlq"s� � fvf � frv"s! . frw � frv"s" �
[
n

+
S
o

�{onTo,Sn (113)

M| � �| @ frv"s� . fvf � vlq"s! � frw � vlq"s" �
[
n

+
S
o

�|onTo,Sn (114)

M} � �} @ s" �
[
n

+
S
o

�}onTo,Sn (115)

Sn @ Sn (116)

which are equivalent to the transformation (24) of the general theory and therefore provide
the coef¿cients vpl. The inverse equations are readily found to be

s� @ vlq"+M{ � �{, . frv"+M| � �|,

.
[
n

+vlq"+
S
o

�{onTo, . frv"+
S
o

�|onTo,,Sn (117)

s! @ � vlq � frv"+M{ � �{, . vlq � vlq"+M| � �|, . frv �+M} � �},

.
[
n

^� vlq � frv"+
S
o

�{onTo, . vlq � vlq"+
S
o

�|onTo,

. frv �+
S
o

�}onTo,`Sn (118)

s" @ +M} � �}, .
[
n

+
S
o

�}onTo,Sn (119)

Sn @ Sn (120)

thus providing the inverse coef¿cients vlp (Eq. (25)) whose determinant v we must calcu-
late (Eq.(28)). A direct evaluation gives

v @ frv � (121)

which satis¿es condition (29). It can be shown that the other condition, Eq. (28), will also
be satis¿ed. For example, if we taken @ 6> corresponding to the momentumsn @ s" on
the right-hand side of the equation (28), the left-hand side reduces to

v4@5is"v�4 �
[
n

+
S
o

�}onTo,Snv
�4 .

[
n

+
S
o

�}onTo,Snv
�4j @ v�4@5s"= (122)

Consequently, the quantum mechanical form of the Hamiltonian is analogous to Eq.
(26), i.e.

K @
4

5
�4@7

[
�>�

+M� � ��,����
�4@5+M� � ��,�

4@7

.
4

5
�4@7

[
n

Sn�
�4@5Sn�4@7 . Y> (123)
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where now the momenta s�, s!, s", and Sn have been replaced by their quantum mechan-
ical correspondences and the components of the angular momentum operator become

M{ @ �l|

�
vlq"

C

C�
� frv"

vlq �

�
C

C!
� frv �

C

C"

��
> (124)

M| @ �l|

�
frv"

C

C�
.

vlq"

vlq �

�
C

C!
� frv �

C

C"

��
> (125)

M} @ �l|
C

C"
= (126)

The components of the vibrational angular momentum operator are

�� @ �l|
[
n>o

��noTn
C

CTo
> � @ {> |> }> (127)

and the vibrational momentum operator is

Sn @ �l|
C

CTn
= (128)

In (123)� is the determinant of matrix�.
Watson [46] has shown, using commutation relations and sum rules that the Hamiltonian

of Eq.(123) can be considerably simpli¿ed to

K @
4

5

[
�>�

+M� � ��,���+M� � ��, .
4

5

[
n

S 5
n . X . Y> (129)

so that it is unnecessary to evaluate the determinant�= Instead, a termX has appeared. It
is a function of normal coordinates and takes the form

X @ �4

;
|
5
[
�

���= (130)

This new term can be considered as a mass-dependent contribution to the potential energy.



4. Expansion of the Hamiltonian

The Schrödinger equation for a vibrating and rotating molecule within the frames of the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation is

+KUY �HUY ,�UY @ 3> (131)

whereKUY is the complete rotation-vibration Hamiltonian given in (129).HUY is the
rotation-vibration energy and�UY represents the corresponding wavefunction. In general,
this equation cannot be solved in closed form and various approximate methods have been
applied instead [56, 57]. Recently the availability of the highly ef¿cient computers has al-
lowed the direct numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix [58]. The matrix is
¿rst formed in a harmonic oscillator-rigid rotor basis, and the vibrational-rotational ener-
gies are then obtained as eigenvalues of this matrix by direct numerical diagonalization.
The wavefunctions are obtained as linear combinations of the basis functions. The compu-
tational task is enormous and so far this method has been used for the simplest polyatomic
molecules, only.

The most effective method for moderately sized semirigid molecules with small vibra-
tional amplitudes has so far been the traditional perturbation treatment combined with the
numerical diagonalization. In the perturbation approach, the Hamiltonian is expanded in
terms of normal coordinates, their conjugate momenta, and the rotational momenta. To
a good approximation, the vibrational-rotational energies and wavefunctions are then ob-
tained as eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator and the rigid rotor terms
which are chosen as the zero-order terms in the expansion. The higher order terms are
treated as small perturbations and the corrections for energies and for wavefunctions are
then obtained by applying the perturbation theory. Problems in this approach appear in
cases of degeneracies or near degeneracies since then the usual perturbation methods fail.
These cases, which are not rare for typical molecules, are treated by numerical diagonal-
ization.

The expansion of the Hamiltonian (129) requires the expansions of the potential energy
Y and the rotational tensor� in normal coordinates. The potential energy can be taken
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from (75) and Watson [46] has shown that the � tensor elements can be written as

��� @ �h�� �
[
n

�h��d
��
n �h��Tn

.
6

;

[
n>o

[
�

�h��+d
��
n �h��d

��
o . d��o �h��d

��
n ,�h��TnTo . � � � > (132)

where �h�� @ +^Lh`�4,�� is the �� element of the inverse of the inertial tensor (108) for

the molecule in its equilibrium con¿guration, and the coef¿cients d��n @ +CL��@CTn,h
are the inertial derivatives from (109). A noteworthy point in the expansion (132) is that
all its terms depend only on the ¿rst derivatives d��n . Introducing now (132) into (129) the
rotation-vibration Hamiltonian can be written as

KUY @
4

5

[
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�h��M
5
� .

4

5

6Q�9[
n@4

+S 5
n . �nT

5
n, (133)
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+M� � ��,+��� � �h��,+M� � ��, (134)
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� (135)
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[
nopq

�nopqTnToTpTq . � � � (136)

where the¿rst line, (133), is the sum of rigid rotor Hamiltonian and of harmonic oscillator
Hamiltonian. The perturbation terms in the next three lines, (134) - (136), correspond to
the centrifugal distortion, Coriolis coupling and anharmonicity.

4.1. Rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator approximation

In the rigid rotor part of the Hamiltonian (133), the vibrational dependence of��� has been
neglected and because the molecule-¿xed axes in equilibrium are chosen to coincide with
the principle axes of inertia, the terms�h�� with � 9@ � have vanished. The rigid rotor
Hamiltonian (in cm�4) in the principal inertial axis system+d> e> f, is then

K3
U @ |�5+DhM

5
d .EhM

5
e .FhM

5
f ,> (137)

where the rotational constants (in cm�4) de¿ned as

Dh @ |5@+5kfLd,> etc., (138)

have been introduced. According to the convention accepted in spectroscopy, the principal
axes of the equilibrium con¿guration are labelledd, e, andf so that the moments of inertia
are in the orderLd � Le � Lf or the corresponding rotational constants in the orderDh �
Eh � Fh= The molecule46CH6I is a prolate symmetric top withLd ? Le @ Lf. The axes
are usually identi¿ed so thatLd @ Lh}}, Le @ Lh{{, andLf @ Lh||, thus the Hamiltonian takes
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the form

K3
U @ |�5^DhM

5
} .Eh+M

5
{ . M5| ,`= (139)

In the formulation of the vibrational Hamiltonian, it is convenient to replace the vibra-
tional operatorsTn andSn with their dimensionless equivalents

tn @
�
4@7
n

|4@5
Tn and sn

�
� �l

C

Ctn

�
@

|�4@5

�
4@7
n

Sn . (140)

Here�4@5n @ 5�f$n> where$n is the harmonic vibrational frequency of thenth normal
mode, in cm�4. These operators obey the commutation relationships

^tn> so` @ l�no> ^tn> to` @ 3> ^sn> so` @ 3> (141)

and have the symmetry properties listed in Table 20, on page 90. The harmonic oscillator
Hamiltonian for methyl iodide from (133), in cm�4, can now be written as

K3
Y @

4

5

6[
q@4

$q+s
5
q . t5q, .

4

5

9[
w@7

$w+s
5
wd . s5we . t5wd . t5we,> (142)

whereq denotes a nondegenerate andw a doubly degenerate normal mode. This conven-
tion will be followed throughout the rest of this thesis. As we showed in Sections 3.2.2
and 3.4.3, three of the nine normal vibrations of methyl iodide (�4> �5> �6) are nondegen-
erate and three (�7> �8> �9) are doubly degenerate. For a doubly degenerate vibration, the
same frequencies$wd @ $we+� $w, correspond to the two independent normal vibrations
described by coordinatestwd andtwe and the form in (142) follows.

The Schrödinger equation of a combined rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator is

K3
UY�

3
UY @ +K3

U .K3
Y ,�

3
UY @ H3

UY�
3
UY = (143)

The variables+�> !> ", in the rigid rotor part and the variables+t4> t5> � � � > t6Q�9, in the
harmonic vibration part of the Hamiltonian are separable. Therefore we can write the
eigenfunctions�3

UY and the corresponding eigenvaluesH3
UY as

�3
UY @ �3

U+�> !> ",��3
Y +t4> t5> � � � > t6Q�9,> (144)

H3
UY @ H3

U .H3
Y > (145)

and then obtain two separate equations

K3
U�

3
U @ H3

U�
3
U> (146)

K3
Y�

3
Y @ H3

Y�
3
Y = (147)

The use of normal coordinates makes it possible to further separate the vibrational equation
(147) into six independent equations, three for eachtq and three for each pair+twd>twe,= The
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vibrational eigenfunctions and eigenvalues can then be written as

�3
Y @

\
q

�3
yq+tq,

\
w

�3
yw+twd> twe, (148)

H3
Y @

[
q

H3
yq .

[
w

H3
yw= (149)

In the following sections, the solution of the Schrödinger equation of a rigid rotor, a
linear harmonic oscillator, and a two dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator are¿rst
discussed in detail. The exact eigenfunctions of the combined rigid rotor-harmonic oscilla-
tor HamiltonianK3

UY are then determined, and their symmetry properties are considered.

4.1.1. Rigid rotor

From the rigid rotor Hamiltonian (139), the Schrödinger equation becomes

|�5^DhM
5
} .Eh+M

5
{ . M5| ,`�

3
U+�> !> ", @ HU�

3
U+�> !> ",= (150)

Using the expressions forM� given in Eqs.(124) - (126), it can be written in the form

4

vlq �

C

C�

�
vlq �

C�3
U

C�

�
.

4

vlq5 �

C5�3
U

C!5
.

�
frv5 �

vlq5 �
.

Dh

Eh

�
C5�3

U

C"5

�5 frv �

vlq5 �

C5�3
U

C!C"
.

HU

Eh
�3
U @ 3 (151)

which can now be solved in closed form [59]. First, we separate the variables. The angles
� and" occur only in derivatives and so they are cyclic coordinates. We can write

�3
U+�> !> ", @ �+�,hlp!hln"> (152)

wherep andn can assume only integral values3>	4>	5> = = = in order to�3
U be single

valued with�3
U+�> ! . q5�> ", @ �3

U+�> !> ". q5�, @ �3
U+�> !> ",. Substituting (152)

back to (151) we have for�+�, =

4

vlq �

g

g�

�
vlq �

g�+�,

g�

�
.

�
�� p5 � 5pn frv � . n5

vlq5 �

�
�+�, @ 3> (153)

where

� @ ^HU � +Dh �Eh,n
5`@Eh= (154)

Substituting now [59]

�+�, @ {mn�pm@5+4� {,mn.pm@5I +{,> (155)

where

{ @ +4� frv �,@5> (156)
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to (153) we get for I +{,

{+4� {,
g5I +{,

g{5
. +�� �{,

gI +{,

g{
. �I +{, @ 3> (157)

where

� @ 4 . mn �pm > (158)

� @ �. 4 . mn .pm > (159)

� @ �� �+� � 5,@7= (160)

Equation (157) is a hypergeometric differential equation for I +{, and it can be solved
using standard methods (see e.g. [8]). We write I +{, as a power series in {

I +{, @
qpd{[
q@3

dq{
q> (161)

and substitute this into (157). Equating the coef¿cients of each power of { to zero we
obtain the general recursion relation

dq.4 @
�q. q+q� 4,� �

+q. 4,+q. �,
dq= (162)

The coef¿cient d3 can be taken as the normalization constant (including the phase fac-
tor) for the wavefunction. To obtain physically acceptable wavefunctions the series (161)
must terminate so thatdqpd{.4 @ 3= Using (162), (158) - (160), and (154), this leads to
conditions:

HU @ EhM+M . 4, . +Dh �Eh,n
5> (163)

where

M @ 3> 4> 5> = = = > (164)

n @ 3>	4>	5> = = = >	M> (165)

p @ 3>	4>	5> = = = >	M= (166)

We also get� @ M+M . 4, in Eq. (160) andqpd{ @ M � 4
5 mn .pm � 4

5 mn �pm in Eq.
(161). The energyHU is in cm�4 and it depends only on the quantum numbersM andmnm >
not onp=

The eigenfunction�3
U+�> !> ", @ �M>n>p @ mM> n>pl depends on all three quantum

numbers. For any set of+M> n>p, it can be calculated by using Eqs. (152), (155), and
(161) with the recursion relations (162). For example, ifM @ 5> n @ 4> andp @ �4, we
havemn .pm @ 3 and mn �pm @ 5 so thatqpd{ @ 4 and� @ 6> � @ 7> � @ 7> and
d4 @ �7d3@6= Thus the unnormalized wavefunction is

�5>4>�4 @
4

9
d3+4� frv �,+4 . 5 frv �,h�l!hl"= (167)
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Application of the normalization condition] 5�

3

] 5�

3

] �

3

��
M>n>p�M>n>p vlq �g�g!g" @ 4> (168)

gives us d53 @ 78@+;�5,. The normalized wavefunction becomes then

�5>4>�4 @ hl�
u

8

65�5
+4� frv �,+4 . 5 frv �,h�l!hl"> (169)

where � is an arbitrary phase parameter.
Each of the quantum numbers in (164) - (166) has a clear physical meaning. LetM

denote the total angular momentum operator de¿ned by its componentsM�, (� @ {> |> })
in the molecule-¿xed axis system, or byMI , (I @ [>\> ]) in the space-¿xed axis system.
The square of this operator isM5 @ M5{ . M5| . M5} @ M5[ . M5\ . M5]= The componentsM�
are given in (124) - (126) and the componentsMI can be calculated from these using the
direction cosines from Table 4. We obtain

M] @ �]{M{ . �]|M| . �]}M} @ �l|
C

C!
> (170)

M[ @ �l|

�
� vlq!

C

C�
.

frv!

vlq �

�
C

C"
� frv �

C

C!

��
> (171)

M\ @ �l|

�
frv!

C

C�
.

vlq!

vlq �

�
C

C"
� frv �

C

C!

��
= (172)

From (152), we see now that

M] mM> n>pl @ �l|
C

C!
mM> n>pl @ p| mM> n>pl > (173)

M} mM> n>pl @ �l|
C

C"
mM> n>pl @ n| mM> n>pl > (174)

and by reordering terms in (150) together with (174) we get

M5 mM> n>pl @ M+M . 4,| mM> n>pl = (175)

Thus, the rotational wavefunctions are simultaneously the eigenfunctions of the operators
M5> M}> andM]. M is the quantum number for the total angular momentum,n is the quantum
number specifying the value of angular momentum about the molecule-¿xed} axis, andp
is the quantum number specifying the value of angular momentum about the space-¿xed
] axis. In the absence of an external electric or magnetic¿eld, no direction in space has
special status and the orientation of the angular momentum is immaterial. All thep states
have the same rotational energy and therefore the quantum numberp does not appear in
(163).

The rotational energy levels can be classi¿ed in the molecular symmetry group accord-
ing to the symmetry properties of the corresponding wavefunctions. The procedure de-
scribed above gives a straightforward access to any of the wavefunctions. For symmetry
considerations, however, the method is cumbersome and therefore an alternative way of
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writing the functions is needed. We ¿rst de¿ne angular momentum ladder operators as

M	 @ M{ 	 lM|> (176)

Mv	 @ M[ 	 lM\ > (177)

where M	 applies in molecule-¿xed coordinate system andMv	 in space-¿xed coordinate
system. The transformation properties of these operators underF6y+P, are given in Table
20, on page 90. It can now be shown, using (170) - (172) and (124) - (126), that the
components of the angular momentum operator satisfy the commutation relations

^M[ > M\ ` @ l|M] > ^M\ > M]` @ l|M[ > ^M] > M[ ` @ l|M\ >
^M{> M|` @ �l|M}> ^M|> M} ` @ �l|M{> ^M} > M{` @ �l|M|>

(178)

and thatM5 commutes withM[ > M\ > andM] as well as withM{> M|> andM}. Applying these
results, it is found that

^M}> M	` @ 
|M	> (179)

^M] > M
v
	` @ 	|Mv	> (180)

^M5> M	` @ ^M5> Mv	` @ 3> (181)

and further by using Eqs.(173) - (175) that

M5^M	 mM> n>pl` @ |M+M . 4,^M	 mM> n>pl`> (182)

M5^Mv	 mM> n>pl` @ |M+M . 4,^Mv	 mM> n>pl`> (183)

M}^M	 mM> n>pl` @ |+n 
 4,^M	 mM> n>pl`> (184)

M]^M
v
	 mM> n>pl` @ |+p	 4,^Mv	 mM> n>pl`= (185)

We now see thatM	 are ladder operators for the eigenfunctions ofM}, M. laddering down
by | andM� up by|, respectively. Similarly, the operatorsMv	 ladder the eigenfunctions of
M] , but nowMv. ladders up andMv� down. We can write forM	

mM> n 
 4>pl @ Q	M	 mM> n>pl > (186)

whereQ	 normalizesmM> n 
 4>pl. Here the statemM> n>pl is assumed to be normal-
ized. To determineQ	 we apply the normalization condition (168) and write the integral
symbolically as

kM> n 
 4>pm M> n 
 4>pl @ mQ	m5 kM> n>pmM
M	 mM> n>pl @ 4= (187)

Now

M
M	 @ M5 � M}+M} 
 |,> (188)

and therefore

Q	 @ h
l�|�4^M+M . 4,� n+n 
 4,`�4@5> (189)
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where � is an arbitrary phase factor. The results for Mv	 are obtained similarly and we can
write

mM> n 
 4>pl @ h
l�|�4^M+M . 4,� n+n 
 4,`�4@5M	 mM> n>pl > (190)

mM> n>p	 4l @ h	l�|�4^M+M . 4,�p+p	 4,`�4@5Mv	 mM> n>pl = (191)

The phase factors � and � are arbitrary and can so be functions of quantum numbers.
However, such a choice is not practical and we can, without violating the generality, assume
that both are constants [60].

The ladder operators can now be used to generate the mM> n>pl wavefunctions from
mM> 3> 3l = Applying M
 and Mv	 operators successively N @ mnm and P @ mpm times, re-
spectively, we obtain

mM>	N> +	,Pl @ QM>	N>+	,P � +M
,N+Mv+	,,
P mM> 3> 3l = (192)

This equation represents four different equations as the	 signs without parentheses cor-
relate with each other, as do the+	, signs with parentheses, too. The wavefunctions
mM>	N> +	,Pl are normalized and provided thatmM> 3> 3l is normalized we get from (190)
and (191) for normalization factorsQM>	N>+	,P

QM>	N>+	,P @ |
�N�P � h	lN�h+	,lP� �

�
+M �N,$

+M .N,$

+M �P,$

+M .P,$

�4@5
= (193)

The wavefunctionsmM> n>pl are closely related to the associated Legendre polynomials.
It can readily be veri¿ed for any givenM that the normalizedmM> 3> 3l functions can be
written as

mM> 3> 3l @ d3 � SM+frv �, @

u
5M . 4

;�5
� 4

5MM $

gM

g+frv �,M
+frv5 � � 4,M > (194)

whered3 is the¿rst term in the recursion relation (162) andSM+frv �, the Legendre poly-
nomial [8].

Our example wavefunctionm5> 4>�4l in (169) can now be formed,¿rst by calculating
m5> 3> 3l from (194):

m5> 3> 3l @
u

8

65�5
+6 frv5 � � 4,> (195)

and applying then (192) and (193) to obtain

m5> 4>�4l @
u

8

65�5
h�h��

9|5
M�Mv�+6 frv

5 � � 4,= (196)

Then, we use

Mv	 @ M[ 	 lM\ @ 	|h	l!
�
C

C�

 l

vlq �

�
C

C"
� frv �

C

C!

��
> (197)

M	 @ M{ 	 lM| @ 	|h
l"
�
C

C�
	 l

vlq �

�
C

C!
� frv �

C

C"

��
> (198)
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obtained from (171), (172), (124) and (125). The result is

m5> 4>�4l @ h�h��
u

8

65�5
+4� frv �,+4 . 5 frv �,h�l!hl"> (199)

which is identical to (169), if we write � @ �� � for the phase factors.
To determine now the symmetry properties of the rotational wavefunctions mM> n>pl in

the F6y+P, group, we need to determine how these functions transform under the equiv-
alent rotationsU5�@6

} andU�
�@5= We follow the deduction of Yamada [60] using the form

(192) for the wavefunctions. From the transformation properties of Euler angles in Table
5, it can be seen that the wavefunctionmM> 3> 3l of Eq.(194) is transformed as follows

U5�@6
} mM> 3> 3l @ mM> 3> 3l > (200)

U�
�@5 mM> 3> 3l @ +�4,M mM> 3> 3l = (201)

For the ladder operators from Table 20, the following operator equations can be obtained:

U5�@6
} Mv	 @ Mv	U

5�@6
} > (202)

U�
�@5M

v
	 @ Mv	U

�
�@5> (203)

and

U5�@6
} M	 @ h
l5�@6M	U5�@6

} > (204)

U�
�@5M	 @ �M	U�

�@5= (205)

Applying these we get

U5�@6
} mM>	N> +	,Pl @ h	l5�N@6 mM>	N> +	,Pl (206)

and

U�
�@5 mM>	N> +	,Pl @ +�4,M+�4,N

�QM>	N>+	,P mM>
N> +	,Pl @QM>
N>+	,P
@ h	5lN�+�4,M.N mM>
N> +	,Pl = (207)

In (207), we have used the relation

QM>	N>+	,P @ h	5lN�QM>
N>+	,P > (208)

derived from (193).
Summarizing these results, we¿nally get

U5�@6
} mM> n>pl @ hl5�n@6 mM> n>pl > (209)

U�
�@5 mM> n>pl @ h5ln�+�4,M.n mM>�n>pl = (210)

From (210), we notice the rather surprising fact that the transformation properties of the
symmetric top wavefunctions depend on the arbitrary phase,�=

Before leaving the rigid rotor, we collect some important non-vanishing matrix ele-
ments ofM5> M}, andM	 for future use in Table 15. The operators here are considered
dimensionless (| dropped), and the matrix elements are given in the basis of symmetric top
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Table 15. Non-vanishing matrix elements of the components of angular momentumM.

iM4j�Manifold iM5j�Manifold

kM> nmM} mM> nl @ n kM> nmM5 mM> nl @ M+M . 4,

kM> nmM	 mM> n 	 4l @ i	+M> n, kM> nmM5} mM> nl @ n5

kM> nmM	M
 mM> nl @ ^i	+M> n,`5

kM> nmM	M} mM> n 	 4l @ +n 	 4,i	+M> n,

kM> nmM}M	 mM> n 	 4l @ ni	+M> n,

kM> nmM	M	 mM> n 	 5l @ i	+M> n,i	+M> n 	 4,

i	+M> n, @ ^M+M . 4,� n+n 	 4,`4@5

wavefunctions mM> nl (p dropped). The phase factors of the wavefunctions are chosen so
that the matrix elements of M	 are real and positive.

4.1.2. One-dimensional harmonic oscillator

For a single one-dimensional oscillator the Schrödinger equation from (142) can be written
as

Kkr�
3
yq+tq, @

4

5
$q+s

5
q . t5q,�

3
yq+tq, @ Hyq�

3
yq+tq,= (211)

Usingsq @ �lC@Ctq> this can be expressed as

g5�3
yq

gt5q
.

�
5Hyq

$q
� t5q

�
�3
yq @ 3= (212)

This equation is solved [61] by substituting

�3
yq+tq, @ h�

4

5
t5
q�+tq,> (213)

giving for�+tq,

g5�

gt5q
� 5tq

g�

gtq
.

�
5Hyq

$q
� 4

�
� @ 3= (214)

This is the differential equation for theyqth Hermite polynomialKyq+tq,, provided that
+5Hyq@$q � 4, is an integer of the form5yq= Eq. (214) can be solved by using standard
methods [61] resulting in the solutions

�+tq, @ Kyq+tq, @ +�4,yqht
5

q

gyq

gtyqq
+h�t

5

q,= (215)
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The possible energies in (211) are thus

Hyq @ $q+yq . 4@5,> yq @ 3> 4> 5> � � � > (216)

with the corresponding wavefunctions

�3
yq+tq, @ Qyqh

� 4

5
t5
qKyq+tq,= (217)

Here, Qyq is a normalization constant chosen so that] 4

�4
^�3

yq+tq,`
��3

y3
q

+tq,gtq @ �yqy3q = (218)

The orthogonality of the Hermiten polynomials gives us

mQym5
] 4

�4
h�t

5

qK5
y +tq,gtq @ 4= (219)

Straightforward integration [61] leads to mQym5 @ +5yy$
s
�,�4 and the normalized wave-

functions then become

�3
yq+tq, @ myql @ 4s

5yqyq$
s
�
h�

4

5
t5
qKyq+tq,> (220)

where the arbitrary phase parameter forQy has been chosen to be zero.
As an example, we consider the case whereyq @ 6= From (215), we¿rst calculate

K6+tq, @ 7+5t6q � 6tq, and then obtain

�3
6+tq, @ m6l @ 4s

6
s
�
h�

4

5
t5
q+5t6q � 6tq,= (221)

To determine the symmetry properties of the wavefunctionsmyql in theF6y+P, group,
we need to determine how these functions transform under the point group operationsF6

and4�y= Here too, it is convenient to introduce ladder operators to build up the wavefunc-
tions starting from the totally symmetric ground state wavefunctionyq @ 3 (see Table
20)

m3l @ ��4@7h�
4

5
t5
q > (222)

which hence does not change underF6 and4�y= We then de¿ne operators

O�qq @ tq � l�qsq> �q @ 	4 (223)

with commutation relations

^Kkr>O�qq ` @ �q$qO�qq (224)

and symmetry properties (see Table 20)

F6O�qq @ O�qq F6> (225)
4�yO�qq @ O�qq 4�y= (226)
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Since now

Kkr myql @ Hyq myql (227)

we can write

Kkr^O�q myql` @ +Hyq . �q$q,^O�qq myql` (228)

and readily see that O�qq ladders the eigenfunctions in steps of �q= We can, therefore, write

myq . �ql @ Q�qO�qq myql > (229)

and then determine the normalization factor Q� from the normalization condition

kyq . �qm yq . �ql @ mQ�m5 kyqm O��qq O�qq myql @ 4= (230)

From (223), we get

O��qq O�qq @
5

$q
Kkr . �q> (231)

and, therefore,

Q�q @ h�l�^5yq . 4 . �`�4@5> (232)

where � is an arbitrary phase factor. We have thus obtained the laddering property

myq . �ql @ h�ql�^5yq . 4 . �q`
�4@5O�q myql = (233)

Using O.
q successively yq times starting from m3l we end up with

myql @ hlyq� ^5yqyq$`
�4@5 +O.

q ,
yq m3l = (234)

We thus get for our example wavefunction m6l > using Eq. (234) and the ladder operator
O.
q @ tq � C@Ctq

m6l @ h�l6�
�
566$

��4@5O.
qO.

qO.
q +�

�4@7h�
4

5
t5
q, (235)

@ h�l6�
4s
6
s
�
h�

4

5
t5
q+5t6q � 6tq,> (236)

which is identical to (221) if we set the arbitrary phase factor � @ 3=
Using the symmetry properties (225) and (226) for O.

q > we can readily see that the
wavefunction myql in (234) is totally symmetric for any given yq, regardless of the phase
factor �= We may therefore write

F6 myql @ myql > (237)
4�y myql @ myql = (238)

The nonvanishing matrix elements of the ladder operators may be obtained from (233)
and they are collected in the upper part of Table 16. From these, the elements for tq and
sq listed in the lower part may be deduced by applying de¿nition (223). The phase factors
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Table 16. Non-vanishing matrix elements of one dimensional vibrational operators.

i+t> s,4j�Manifold

kyqm O.
q myq � 4l @ ^5yq`

4@5

kyqm O�q myq . 4l @ ^5+yq . 4,`4@5

i+t> s,5j�Manifold

kyqm O�qO�q myq . 5l @ 5^+yq . 4,+yq . 4,`4@5

kyqm O.
qO�q myql @ 5yq

kyqm O�qO.
q myql @ 5+yq . 4,

kyqm O.
qO.

q myq � 5l @ 5^yq+yq � 4,`4@5

tq and sq

kyqm tq myq . 4l @ l kyqm sq myq . 4l @ ^+yq . 4,@5`4@5

kyqm tq myq � 4l @ �l kyqm sq myq � 4l @ ^yq@5`
4@5

have been chosen to result in the matrix elements of the ladder operators being real and
positive.

4.1.3. Two-dimensional harmonic oscillator

In a single two-dimensional harmonic oscillator there are two independent normal coordi-
natestwd andtwe describing the two normal modes of the same frequency. Instead of these,
it is advantageous to introduce polar coordinatestw and�w with the equations

twd @ tw frv�w> (239)

twe @ tw vlq�w> (240)

with symmetry properties summarized in Table 20. For the conjugate momenta, we then
get

swd @ �l

�
frv�w

C

Ctw
� vlq�w

tw

C

C�w

�
> (241)

swe @ �l

�
vlq�w

C

Ctw
.

frv�w
tw

C

C�w

�
> (242)
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and the Hamiltonian operator assumes the form

Kwgkr @
4

5
$w+s

5
wd . s5we . t5wd . t5we, (243)

@ �4

5
$w

�
C5

Ct5w
.

4

tw

C

Ctw
.

4

t5w

C

C�5w
� t5w

�
= (244)

The Schrödinger equation is now written as�
C5

Ct5w
.

4

tw

C

Ctw
.

4

t5w

C5

C�5w
.

�
5H

$w
� t5w

��
�3+tw> �w, @ 3> (245)

and solved by¿rst separating the variables. The angle�w does not explicitly occur in this
equation, but derivativeC5@C�5w does. It is therefore a cyclic coordinate and enters the
wave equation as

�3+tw> �w, @ I +tw,h
lcw�w > (246)

wherecw can only have integral values to ful¿l the requirements�3+tw> �w, @ �3+tw> �w .
q5�,. Substitution of (246) back to (245) yields forI +tw,�

C5

Ct5w
.

4

tw

C

Ctw
� c5w

t5w
.

5H

$w
� t5w

�
I +tw, @ 3= (247)

It is now convenient to change the variables

{ @ t5w (248)

I +tw, @ h�{@5{mcwm@5O+{,= (249)

This results in the equation forO+{,

{
C5O+{,

C{5
. +mcwm. 4� {,

CO+{,

C{
.

�
4

5
+yw . mcwm,� mcwm

�
O+{, @ 3> (250)

whereyw @ H@$w � 4= This is now the differential equation for the associated Laguerre
polynomial [20]O+{, @ O

mcwm
+yw.mcwm,@5+{,, provided thatyw and+yw . mcwm,@5 are integral

numbers

yw @ 3> 4> 5> � � � > (251)

cw @ yw> yw � 5> � � � >�yw . 5>�yw= (252)

The polynomialOmcwm+yw.mcwm,@5+{, may be calculated for example from [20]

Opq +{, @
q$

+q�p,$
h{

gq

g{q
+h�{{q�p,= (253)

The solutions for (245) are thus

�3
yw>cw+tw> �w, @ myw> cwl @ Qyw>cwh

�4

5
t5
w t
mcwm
w O

mcwm
+yw.mcwm,@5+t

5
w ,h

lcw�w (254)
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with corresponding energies

Hyw @ $w+yw . 4,> yq @ 3> 4> 5> � � � = (255)

The normalization constant Qyw>cw is chosen so that] 5�

3

] 4

3

^�3
yw>cw+tw> �w,`

��3
yw>cw+tw> �w,twgtwg�w @ 4= (256)

For example, in the state yw @ 6 and cw @ �4> we have in Eq. (253) p @ 4 and q @ 5
giving O4

5+{, @ 5{� 7 @ 5t5w � 7> and for the unnormalized wavefunction we get

�3
6>�4+tw> �w, @ Q6>�4h�

4

5
t5
w 5+t6w � 5tw,h

�l�w = (257)

Application of the normalization condition (256) yields mQ6>�4m5 @ 4@+;�,= The normal-
ized wavefunction therefore becomes

�3
6>�4+tw> �w, @

u
4

5�
h�

4

5
t5
w +t6w � 5tw,h

�l�w > (258)

where the arbitrary phase factor forQ5>�4 has been chosen to be zero.
The quantum numberyw in (251) is the vibrational quantum number and is used in

calculating the vibrational energy from (255). Each energy for a givenyw has+yw . 4,-
fold degeneracy corresponding to the+yw .4, values that the quantum numbercw can have
according to (252). The physical meaning ofcw may be understood by considering the
vibrational angular momentum. The superposition of the two normal vibrationsTwd and
Twe with a phase shift results in a circular or elliptical vibrational motion of the atomic
nuclei. The angular momentum involved in this type of motion is perpendicular to the
plane+Twd> Twe, and is classically written as

TwdSwe �TweSwd= (259)

ReplacingT andS by their dimensionless quantum mechanical correspondents and using
the polar coordinates given in (239) - (242) the vibrational angular momentum operator
assumes the form

Pw @ |+twdswe � tweswd, @ �l|
C

C�w
= (260)

From (246) we see that

�l|
C

C�w
myw> cwl @ |cw myw> cwl > (261)

and thereforecw can be considered as the quantum number for the vibrational angular mo-
mentum.

The ladder operators used to generate the eigenfunctionsmyw> cwl from the totally sym-
metric ground state (see Table 20)

m3> 3l @ 4s
�
h�

4

5
t5
w (262)
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are de¿ned in the case of a two dimensional oscillator as [80]

O�w�ww @ +twd . l� wtwe,� l�w+swd . l� wswe,> �w @ 	4> � w @ 	4= (263)

It is readily shown by the usual commutation relations (141) that the commutation proper-
ties of these operators arek

O�w�ww >O�3w� 3ww

l
@ +�3w � �w,+4� � w�

3
w,= (264)

Using now the Hamiltonian (243) and the vibrational angular momentum (260), it can be
shown that

^Kwgkr>O�w�ww ` @ �w$wO�q> (265)

^Pw>O�w�ww ` @ � w|O�q= (266)

Then we write

Kwgkr^O�w�ww myw> cwl` @ +Hyw . �w$w,^O�w�ww myw> cwl`> (267)

P ^O�w�ww myw> cwl` @ |+cw . � w,^O�w�ww myw> cwl`> (268)

and see thatO�w�ww laddersHyw in steps of�w and|cw in steps of� w. For the eigenfunctions
we can write

myw . �w> cw . � wl @ Q�w�wO�w�ww myw> cwl > (269)

and determine the normalization factorQ�w�w from the condition

kyw . �w> cw . � wm yw . �w> cw . � wl @ mQ�w�w m5 kyw> cwm O��w��ww O�w�ww myw> cwl @ 4= (270)

From (263) follows

O��w��ww O�w�ww @ 5

�
Kwgkr

$w
. �w� w

P

|
. �w

�
> (271)

and therefore

Q�w�w @ h�wl�wh�wl�w ^5+yw . 4 . �w . �w� wcw,`
�4@5> (272)

where�w and�w are the arbitrary phase factors. It is now easily veri¿ed [60] that all the
+yw . 4, wavefunctionsmyw> cwl for a givenyw can be calculated from

myw> cwl @ Qywow+O.�
w ,+yw�cw,@5+O..

w ,+yw.cw,@5 m3> 3l > (273)

where the normalization factorQyw>ow is

Qyw>ow @ h^�l+yw.cw,�w@5�l+yw�cw,�w@5` � 5�ywi^+yw . cw,@5`$^+yw � cw,@5`$j�4@5> (274)

with the property

Qyw>ow @ Qyw>�owh
�l+�

w
��

w
,cw = (275)
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Our example wavefunction m6>�4l in (258) can now be obtained from m3> 3l in (262)
using Eq.(273) and the ladder operators in the form

O�w�ww @ hl�w�w
�
tw � �w

C

Ctw
� l�w� w

4

tw

C

C�w

�
(276)

obtained from (263) using Eqs. (239) - (242). In this case, we have+yw . cw,@5 @ 4 and
+yw � cw,@5 @ 5 leading to

m6>�4l @ h�l+�w�5�w, � 4

;
s
5
O.�
w O.�

w O..
w

�
4s
�
h�

4

5
t5
w

�
(277)

@ h�l+�w�5�w,
u

4

5�
h�

4

5
t5
w +t6w � 5tw,h

�l�w > (278)

which is identical to (258) if we write� � 5� @ 3 for the phase factors.
The wavefunctionm3> 3l is totally symmetric and the transformation properties of the

ladder operatorsO�w�ww are summarized in Table 20. From (264) we see thatO.�
w andO..

w

commute. It is then easy to show that the wavefunctionsmyw> cwl from (273) transform as
follows

F6 myw> cwl @ h�l5�cw@6 myw> cwl > (279)
4�y myw> cwl @ Qyw>ow myw>�cwl @Qyw>�ow @ h�l+�w��w,cw myw>�cwl = (280)

Again, we notice that the symmetry properties of the wavefunctions depend on the arbitrary
phase,�w � �w=

The nonvanishing matrix elements of the two dimensional ladder operators may be ob-
tained from (269) and the most important are collected in Table 17. The phase factors have
been chosen so that the matrix elements are real and positive.

4.1.4. Combined rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator

The combined rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator energies and wavefunctions for the methyl
iodide molecule can now be formed using the results obtained in the previous sections. The
zero-order term values (energies in cm�4 units) from (145) and (149) are

W 3+y> M> n, @ J3+y, . I3+M> n,> (281)

where the term

J3+y> c, @
6[

q@4

$q+yq .
4

5
, .

9[
w@7

$w+yw . 4, (282)

is the sum of the vibrational energies collected from the eigenvalues (216) and (255) for
the non-degenerate and doubly degenerate oscillators, respectively. The term

I 3+M> n, @ EhM+M . 4, . +Dh �Eh,n
5 (283)
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Table 17. Non-vanishing matrix elements of two dimensional vibrational ladder operators.

i+t> s,4j�Manifold

kyw> cwm O�
w myw . 4> cw 	 4l @ ^5+yw 	 cw . 5,`4@5

kyw> cwm O.

w myw � 4> cw 
 4l @ ^5+yw 	 cw,`4@5

i+t> s,5j�Manifold

kyw> cwm O�
w O�
w myw . 5> cw 	 5l @ 5^+yw 	 cw . 5,+yw 	 cw . 7,`4@5

kyw> cwm O�
w O�	w myw . 5> cwl @ 5^+yw 	 cw . 5,+yw 
 cw . 5,`4@5

kyw> cwm O�
w O.

w myw> cw 	 5l @ 5^+yw 
 cw,+yw 	 cw . 5,`4@5

kyw> cwm O�
w O.	
w myw> cwl @ 5+yw 	 cw . 5,

kyw> cwm O.	
w O�
w myw> cwl @ 5+yw 	 cw,

kyw> cwm O.	
w O�	w myw> cw 
 5l @ 5^+yw 	 cw,+yw 
 cw . 5,`4@5

kyw> cwm O.	
w O.


w myw � 5> cwl @ 5^+yw 
 cw,+yw 	 cw,`
4@5

kyw> cwm O.	
w O.	

w myw � 5> cw 
 5l @ 5^+yw 	 cw,+yw 	 cw � 5,`4@5

is the rotational energy from the eigenvalue (163). The wavefunctions from (144), (148),
(192), (234), and (273) are written as a product

�3
UY @ mM> n>pl �

\
q

myql
\
w

myw> cwl (284)

@ miyqj> iyw> cwj>M> nl > (285)

where in (285) the quantum number p has been omitted and iyqj represents all the non-
degenerate andiyw> cwj all the doubly degenerate vibrational modes. These functions are
taken as the general zero-order rotation-vibration wavefunctions and are used as the basis
functions in the perturbation treatment of the complete Hamiltonian (133) - (136). From
the transformation properties (209) and (210) for the rigid rotor wavefunctions, (237) and
(238) for the one-dimensional oscillator wavefunctions, and (279) and (280) for the two
dimensional oscillator wavefunctions, we deduce that

+456, miyqj> iyw> cwj>M> nl @ h{s^l5�+n � c,@6` miyqj> iyw> cwj>M> nl > (286)

+56,� miyqj> iyw> cwj>M> nl @ h{s^l+5�n � �c,`

�+�4,M.n miyqj> iyw>�cwj>M>�nl = (287)

Herec @
S

w cw= In (287), we have assumed that the phase differences� @ �w� �w (see Eq.
(280)) are the same for all degenerate vibrations.
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The harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor term values (281) are independent of the quan-
tum numbersp andcw= In practice, however, the degeneracies associated withcw are re-
moved especially by Coriolis coupling interactions between the two components of degen-
erate vibrational modes via rotation about the} axis, as was already discussed on page 53.
The Hamiltonian (135) contains the term��h}}M}�} @ �5DhM}

S
no �

}
n>otnso+$o@$n,

4@5@|
in cm�4 units. The terms connecting the two components of degenerate vibrations are ob-
tained by letting bothn ando run over the componentswd andwe= In the result

�5DhM}
[
w

�}wd>we+twdswe � tweswd,@| @ �5DhM}
[
w

�}wd>wePw@|
5> (288)

we have¿rst used the fact that from de¿nition (74) it follows�}we>wd @ ��}wd>we and�}wd>wd @
�}we>we @ 3> and then applied the de¿nition for the vibrational angular momentum (260).
From (174) and (261), we see now that this operator is diagonal in basis functions (285)
and gives in the energy a¿rst-order term

�
[
w

5+D�w,hcwn= (289)

Here, the coef¿cient+D�w,h is used for the productDh�
}
wd>we= Including this additional term

into the rotational term (283), we get

I 3+M> n> c, @ EhM+M . 4, . +Dh �Eh,n
5 �

[
w

5+D�w,hcwn= (290)

So, the lower-order rotation-vibration energy depends in general not only on quantum
numbersiyqj, iywj, M, n5, but in addition on quantum numbersn andcw appearing in the
form ncw. Therefore, to determine the symmetry label for the energy level determined by
the quantum numbersiyqj> iyw> cwj> M> andn> we use the pair

imiyqj> iyw> cwj>M> nl > miyqj> iyw>�cwj>M>�nlj (291)

as the basis set of functions in setting up the representation. A common practice is then to
use the Wang-type linear combinations [62]

5�4@5+miyqj> iyw> cwj>M> nl 	 miyqj> iyw>�cwj>M>�nl, (292)

for the irreducible representations. This requires, however, a careful consideration of the
phases� and� and leads to the fact that the phase choice is no more arbitrary if certain
symmetry properties are required for the wavefunctions [60]. To avoid this problem, a new
approach to generate the basis functions for the irreducible representations has recently
been introduced [63]. We de¿ne linear combinationsmD	+cicwj>M> n,l in general as

mD	+cicwj>M> n,l @ 5�4@5ih�l+�n��c@5, miyqj> iyw> cwj>M> nl
	+�4,nhl+�n��c@5, miyqj> iyw>�cwj>M>�nlj> (293)

and in the special cases where allcw’s are separately zero and alson @ 3 we write

mD.+3i3j>M> 3,l @ miyqj> iyw> 3j>M> 3l = (294)
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In the symbol mD	+cicwj>M> n,l, icwj represents all three vibrational angular momentum
quantum numbers ic7> c8> c9j and again c @

S
w cw. According to the symmetry properties

(286) and (287), these functions transform under F6y+P, operations as follows

+456, mD	+cicwj>M> n,l @ frv 5�+n � c,@6 mD	+cicwj>M> n,l
.l vlq 5�+n � c,@6 mD
+cicwj>M> n,l > (295)

+56,� mD	+cicwj>M> n,l @ 	+�4,M mD	+cicwj>M> n,l > (296)

and we do not need to distinguish between the different values of 5�n � �c=
The symmetry species of the functions mD	l are D4 . D5 or H distinguished by the

transformation properties under +456,. The character of this operation in equation (295)
is determined by the combination n � c> which is often referred to as Hougen’s quantum
number [9]. This is useful, especially in determining the selection rules, and in the study
of the mixing of states by different types of interactions in the molecule. Forn � c @ 6s
(s @ 3>	4>	5> = = = ) the functionsmD	l are of symmetryD4 . D5 and forn � c 9@ 6s
the pair of functionsimD.l > mD�lj belongs to the speciesH= In the casesn � c @ 6s>
the speciesD4 andD5 are then distinguished by the operation+56,�= For even values ofM>
mD.l is of symmetryD4> andmD�l is D5> while for odd values ofM mD.l is of symmetry
D5 andmD�l isD4=

4.2. Expansion of the Hamiltonian and orders of magnitude

In terms of the dimensionless normal coordinates, the expansions of the potential energy
(75) and the� tensor (132) become

Y @ kf

+
4

5

[
n

$nt
5
n .

4

9

[
nop

nnoptntotp .
4

57

[
nopq

nnopqtntotptq . � � �
,
> (297)

��� @
5kf

|5

+
Eh
���� .

[
n

E��
n tn .

[
no

E��
no tnto . � � �

,
= (298)

Here in (297),nnop andnnopq are the cubic and quartic potential derivatives

nnop @
4

kf

�
C6Y

CtnCtoCtp

�
h

> (299)

nnopq @
4

kf

�
C7Y

CtnCtoCtpCtq

�
h

= (300)
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In (298), Eh
� are the rotational constants and E��

n and E��
no are the rotational derivatives.

The latter have forms [46, 64,65]

E��
n @

|5

5kf

�
C���
Ctn

�
h

@ �
�

|6

5+kf,6@5

�#
d��n

Lh��L
h
��$

4@5
n

$
> (301)

E��
no @

|5

7kf

#
C5���
CtnCto

$
h

@
6

;

[
�

+E��
n E��

o .E��
o E��

n ,@Eh
�> (302)

where the units of $n and E��
n are cm�4, d��n is in x4@5Å> andLh�� andLh�� are inxÅ5.

For future convenience, we list in Table 18 the numerical estimates for the equilibrium
rotational constantsEh

� and the non-zero rotational derivativesE��
n calculated from the

harmonic force¿eld. It is also worth noticing that

[
n

E��
n E��

n

$n
@ �4

5
�����> (303)

where all the constants are in cm�4.
The success of the perturbation theory now depends on how rapidly the expansions (297)

and (298) converge. There seems to be no apparent reason why the potential energy (297)
should converge fast. We know, however, that the potential energy has singularities at points
where the nuclei coincide. These lie roughly at distances of typical molecular dimension
U from the equilibrium positions of the nuclei. Based on the order of magnitude scheme
discussed in Section 3.1, the nuclear displacements of the order ofU correspond roughly
p

4@5
q U in terms of normal coordinatesT and��4@7|4@5p4@5

q U q +Hq,
4@5p

4@5
q U q

��4 in terms of dimensionless normal coordinatest. Here,� is the Born-Oppenheimer
expansion parameter, and it is of the order of 10�4. The Taylor series representation of
Y has been expanded in terms oft at the equilibrium con¿guration, and it diverges at
singularities. As such, the fact thatY diverges whent @ ��4> gives no information of the
individual terms in the series. However, if we additionally assume that in this diverging
series the successive terms are always greater than or at least equal to the previous one we
are lead roughly to

Cq.4Y

Ctq.4
q �

CqY

Ctq
(304)

for low orders ofq. This result is fairly well valid for methyl iodide for which we have for
example$5 = n555 = n5555 @ 4583 = 458 = ;3 or $4 = n444 = n4444 @ 5<88 = 439: = 644>
obtained fromab initio calculations [66,67].

The convergence of the expansion (298) may be examined by studying the ratioE��
n @Eh

�=
Using de¿nition (301) and the order of magnitude scheme discussed in Section 3.1, this ra-
tio is approximately

E��
n

Eh
�

q

�
Eh
�

$n

�4@5

q �= (305)
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Table 18. The rotational constants Dh and Eh and the non-zero rotational derivatives
E��
n @ E��

n (in cm�4) calculated from the harmonic force¿eld of 46CH6I .

Dh @ Eh
} 8=55:46 Eh @ Eh

{ @ Eh
| 3=56<845

E{{
4 @ E||

4 �:=5<:9� 43�7 E{{
7d @ �E||

7d @ �E{|
7e 7=46;3� 43�7

E}}
4 �8=::6;� 43�4 E{}

7d @ E|}
7e 8=9<<5� 43�6

E{{
5 @ E||

5 4=3;48� 43�6 E{{
8d @ �E||

8d @ �E{|
8e �9=<8<;� 43�7

E}}
5 �5=<;9;� 43�4 E{}

8d @ E|}
8e <=;<7<� 43�6

E{{
6 @ E||

6 �4=74;9� 43�5 E{{
9d @ �E||

9d @ �E{|
9e ;=;853� 43�8

E}}
6 �7=5576� 43�5 E{}

9d @ E|}
9e 6=5487� 43�5

For 46CH6I, this result may be veri¿ed from Table 18. We have, for example, Eh
} = E}}

4 =
E}}
44 @ 8=55: = �3=8:: = 3=37;> well in agreement with the obtained approximation. It

is important, however, to realize that the convergence ratio � summarizes only the ap-
proximate relative magnitudes. We have, for example,Eh

{ = E{{
4 = E{{

44 @ 3=56<8 =
�3=:5<;� 43�6 = 3=499;� 43�8> indicating much more rapid convergence than approxi-
mated in (305).

The expanded form of the vibrational-rotational Hamiltonian is now obtained by substi-
tuting the expansions (297) and (298) into (129). We get [47,64,65]

K @ Kvib .KCor .Krot> (306)

where the separation of the terms is based on the powers of the rotational operatorsM�.
The purely vibrational termKvib includes the terms withM3�= In wavenumber units it is
expressed as

Kvib @
4

5

[
n

$n+t
5
n . s5n, .

4

9

[
nop

nnoptntotp (307)

.
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.quintic anh.
4

|5

[
n>��

E��
n ��tn�� . � � � = (309)

At this stage, we have neglected theX term in the Hamiltonian. To understand why and
under what circumstances this can be done, the effect ofX on the vibrational energy is dis-
cussed in the following. Substituting the expansion (298) into (130) we get in wavenumber
units

X @ �4

7

+
+
[
�

Eh
�, . +

[
n

dntn, . +
[
no

dnotnto, . � � � >
,

(310)
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where

dn @
[
�

E��
n > (311)

dno @
[
�

E��
no = (312)

The constant term of this expansion for 46CH6I is

X3 @ �4

7
+5Eh .Dh, @ �4=75: cm�4> (313)

where the numerical estimation is calculated from Table 18. This rather large term con-
tributes to the isotopic shift of origin in electronic transitions, but does not reveal itself in
relations within one electronic state [46]. In the electronic ground state, for example, it can
conveniently be included in the potential energy of the equilibrium con¿guration. This, on
the other hand, is arbitrary and can therefore be chosen to be zero.

The effects of the terms inX linear intn can be estimated by perturbation theory. Tak-
ing the harmonic oscillator HamiltonianK3 @ +4@5,

S
n $n+t

5
n . s5n, as the zero order

Hamiltonian and assumingK 3 @ �+4@7,
S

n dntn as a small perturbation, we obtain the
second order energy shift from (see Chapter 5)

H3 @
4

5
l^V>K 3`> (314)

where the transformation operatorV turns out to be [55]

V @
4

7

[
n

+dn@$n,sn= (315)

A straightforward evaluation leads to

H3 @ � 4
65

[
n

+
[
�

E��
n ,5$�4n @ 4

97i+�{{{{ . �{{|| . �{{}},

.+�|||| . �||}} . �||{{, . +�}}}} . �}}{{ . �}}||,j (316)

@ �8=;74� 43�9 cm�4>

where we¿rst have used the relation (303), and then we have calculated the numerical
value from the values of� given in Table 14. This energy shift is very small compared to
(313) but it can in general show up in the values of the rotational constants [46]. Using the
expansion (298) we can write the equilibrium rotational constantEh

� as

Eh
� @

|5

5kf
��� @ +Eh

�,3 .
[
n

E��
n tn . � � � > (317)

where+Eh
�,3 represents the equilibrium rotational constant at the isotopically invariant

structure of the molecule and
S

nE
��
n tn is now an isotopic-dependent correction. The
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expectation value hEh
� for this ”operator” will be (Chapter 5)

hEh
� @ hlVEh

�h
�lV r +Eh

�,3 . l^V>
S
n

E��
n tn`

@ +Eh
�,3 .

4

7

[
n

+
S
�

E��
n ,E��

n $�4n = (318)

The changes in the equilibrium rotational constants for46CH6I now become

hEh � +Eh,3 @ �4

;
+�{{{{ . �||{{ . �}}{{, @ 3=77<5� 43�9 cm�4> (319)

hDh � +Dh,3 @ �4

;
+�{{}} . �||}} . �}}}}, @ 78=;6� 43�9 cm�4= (320)

From Table 24, on page 163, we see that the� vibrational corrections to the rotational
constants are of the order of4�43�6 cm�4 and43�43�6 cm�4 for E andD, respectively,
and that they can be determined roughly to the order of accuracy of (319) and (320). In
extrapolating the experimental equilibrium rotational constants, referring to the isotopically
invariant structure the contributions from (319) and (320) must be understood, but then,
however, they may usually be neglected.

The quadratic terms inX provide small corrections to the vibrational frequencies [46].
The¿rst order energy shifts, for example, are the diagonal elements of the third term in
expansion (310), and they can be written as

�4

7

[
n

dnn

yn

��t5n�� yn� @ �4

7

[
n

dnn+yn . 4@5,= (321)

The¿rst order changes in the frequencies are thus

h$n � $n @ �4

7
dnn @ � 6

49

[
��

+E��
n ,5@Eh

� = (322)

Using now Table 18, we calculate for exampleh$4�$4 @ �45=3�43�6 cm�4 or h$6�$6 @
�3=6;� 43�6 cm�4= These values indicate that the changes in frequencies are of the order
of 43�6 cm�4= The harmonic vibrational frequencies cannot be determined experimentally
to this order of accuracy and the quadratic contribution, as well as the higher contributions
fromX are usually neglected.

Accepting the total neglect of the termX in (307) - (309), we now continue to study the
termsKCor andKrot in the expanded Hamiltonian (306). The Coriolis termKCor contains
the terms withM4� and it can therefore be written as

KCor @ �
[
�

5Eh
�M��� �

[
n>��

E��
n +tnM��� . M���tn, (323)

�
[
no>��

E��
no +tntoM��� . M���tnto,� � � � = (324)

Here, it is important to retain the order of the operators of the typetn�� becausetn and
�� do not necessarily commute. The rotational termKrot includes the terms withM5� taking
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the form

Krot @
[
�

Eh
�M

5
� .

[
n>��

E��
n tnM�M� .

[
no>��

E��
no tntoM�M� . � � � = (325)

In these expansions, the factor kf originating from (298) has vanished as we have switched
into cm�4 units. The factor |5 in the denominator is also cancelled by the factors | from
the operators M� and ��= As we recall from their de¿nitions in Eqs. (124) - (126), the
components of the total angular momentum operator include|> and on the other hand, the
vibrational angular momentum operators expressed in terms of the dimensionless vibra-
tional operators (140) take the form

�� @ |
[
no

��notnso+$o@$n,
4@5= (326)

So, from now on all the operators in the expansions (307) - (309) and (323) - (325) are
considered dimensionless, and all the coef¿cients have dimensions of wavenumber.

The¿nal form of the Hamiltonian expanded in powers of dimensionless vibrational op-
erators (coordinatest and momentas) and rotational operators (componentsM� of the total
angular momentum operatorM) is now obtained by substituting (326) into the expansions
(307) - (309) and (323) - (325). The result is then conveniently written as [64]

K @
[
p>q

Kpq> (327)

where the subscriptsp andq in Kpq are the degrees in the vibrational and rotational
operators, respectively. The expressions for various lower order terms are presented, for
example in Refs. [47,64]. For convenience they are also summarized in Table 19.

The Hamiltonian operator is treated by perturbation theory. It is therefore important to
have a general idea of the relative magnitudes of the energy contributions of the various
termsKpq to the¿nal energy [47,68,69]. The order of magnitude of the energy contribu-
tion is understood as the order of magnitude of the corresponding operator.

In vibration-rotation spectroscopy it is convenient to compare the magnitudes of various
terms to the harmonic wavenumber$yle= The magnitude of the termK53 is thenu5$yle,
whereu represents eithert or s= The relative magnitudes of successive potential energy
derivatives are given in (304). We see that the magnitude of a general vibrational term
Kp3 is �p�5up$yle= From (305), and from Table 19, we see that the orders of magnitude
of the rotational termsK35> K45> andK55> are�5M5$yle> �6u4M5$yle and�7u5M5$yle>
respectively. The Coriolis� constants are of order4, and therefore the principal Coriolis
termK54 is of the order ofEh

�u
5M4 q �5u5M4$yle. The next term,K64> is then of the

order of+U�
nop@U�

no,�
5u6M4$yle which turns out to be+E��

n @Eh
�,�

5u6M4$yle and then
further�6u6M4$yle=

The general conclusion from the above discussion is that the order of magnitude of the
termKpq is �p.5q�5upMq$yle= This depends on the vibrational and rotational quantum
numbers, and thus the classi¿cation of the terms for the perturbation calculation becomes
problematic. For example, for low vibrational states we haveu q 4 leading toK53 = K35 q

433@M5= For low M values, the two terms are clearly in different orders of magnitude but
already forM q 43> K53 q K35= For bookkeeping purposes, however, it is important to
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Table 19. The lower-order terms of the vibration-rotation Hamiltoniand.

K53 @
4
5

S
n

$n+t
5
n . s5n,

K35 @
S
�
Eh
�M

5
�

K63 @
4
9

S
nop

nnoptntotp

K54 @
S
no>�

U�
notnsoM�

K45 @
S
n>��

E��
n tnM�M�

K73 @
4
57

S
nopq

nnopqtntotptq .
S
nopq

Unopqtnsotpsq

K64 @
S

nop>�

U�
noptnsptoM�

K55 @
S
no>��

E��
no tntoM�M�

U coef¿cients:

U�
no @ �+$o@$n,U

�
on @ �5+$o@$n,

4@5Eh
��

�
no

Unopq @
S
�
E��

�
no�

�
pq^+$o$q,@+$n$p,`4@5

U�
nop @ U�

onp @ �S
�

^+$p@$o,
4@5E��

n ��op . +$p@$n,
4@5E��

o ��np`

d All the operators are dimensionless and all the coef¿cients are in cm�4.

assign a given term to a certain ¿xed order of magnitude whatever the values of the quantum
numbers may be [68]. This classi¿cation is then preserved throughout the perturbation
calculation. In conventional infrared spectroscopy we choose u q 4 and M q ��4= This
gives Kpq q �p.q�5$yle> and we say that the order of Kpq is p.q� 5= This ordering
has been used in grouping the terms in Table 19.

4.3. Expanded Hamiltonian for ��� molecules

In Table 19, the lower-order terms of the Hamiltonian are given in one-dimensional rep-
resentation allowing a common treatment of molecules of asymmetric, symmetric, and
spherical tops. In this section, we utilize symmetry to study what types of perturbation
terms can appear in the Hamiltonian of theF6y type symmetric tops.
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Each term in the Hamiltonian is a product of a coef¿cient (nnop, for example) and an
operator (tntotp, for example). Since the Hamiltonian must be invariant under any MS
group operation, the coef¿cient of the Hamiltonian term must vanish if the corresponding
operator is not totally symmetric. The individual terms in the expansion seldom have the
desired symmetry properties. Thus, the problem is reduced to the construction of such
linear combinations of individual terms which are invariant with respect to the symmetry
operations.

As an example illustrating how the nonvanishing terms are determined, we consider in
detail the leading Coriolis term

K54 @
[
no>�

U�
notnsoM�= (328)

In Table 20, the transformation properties of certain vibrational and rotational operators
under F6y+P, are given. The symmetry species � of the now appropriate operators for
46CH6I are

�+tq, @ �+sq, @ D4> (329)

�+twd> twe, @ �+swd> swe, @ H> (330)

�+M{> M|, @ H> (331)

�+M}, @ D5> (332)

where q @ 4> 5> 6 and w @ 7> 8> 9. From the symmetry properties of the products of
operators, discussed on page 25, and the discussion above, we deduce that the coef¿cient
U�
no in (328) can now be non-vanishing only if

�+tn, �+so, �+M�, � D4= (333)

From properties (329) - (332), and by using the direct product rules given in Table 3, we
get the following combinations includingD4

�+tq, �+swd> swe, �+M{> M|, @ D4 �D5 �H> (334)

�+twd> twe, �+sq, �+M{> M|, @ D4 �D5 �H> (335)

�+twd> twe, �+swd> swe, �+M{> M|, @ D4 �D5 �H> (336)

�+twd> twe, �+swd> swe, �+M}, @ D4 �D5 � 6H= (337)

These four equations lead to three cases which will be treated separately in the following.
The ¿rst two equations (334) and (335) represent theD4 � H Coriolis coupling due to
rotation about the{ and| axes. The corresponding terms in the sum (328) may be written
as [

q>w

i
k
U{
q>wdtqswdM{ .U|

q>wdtqswdM| .U{
q>wetqsweM{ .U|

q>wetqsweM|
l

.
k
U{
wd>qtwdsqM{ .U|

wd>qtwdsqM| .U{
we>qtwesqM{ .U|

we>qtwesqM|
l
j= (338)

Here, the four operators on the¿rst row form the basis of a reducible representationD4 �
D5 �H> (334), and therefore containD4 only once. The second row corresponds to (335)
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and also includes D4 only once. From the symmetry properties given in Table 20, we see
that the operators tqswdM{, tqsweM|, twdsqM{, and twesqM| change signs under the (23)�

operation. These operators cannot therefore contribute to D4 and thus we obtain

U{
q>wd @ U|

q>we @ U{
wd>q @ U|

we>q @ 3= (339)

Applying now operation +456, on the remaining terms, we write for the D4 combinations

+456,iU|
q>wdtqswdM| .U{

q>wetqsweM{j @ U|
q>wdtqswdM| .U{

q>wetqsweM{ (340)

+456,iU|
wd>qtwdsqM| .U{

we>qtwesqM{j @ U|
wd>qtwdsqM| .U{

we>qtwesqM{= (341)

These lead unambiguously to

U{
q>we @ �U|

q>wd (342)

U{
we>q @ �U|

wd>q (343)

and we have thus deduced that only the operator combinations tqswdM| � tqsweM{ and
twdsqM| � twesqM{ are totally symmetric. The sum (338) takes now the form[

q>w

U|
q>wdtq+swdM| � sweM{, .U|

wd>q+twdM| � tweM{,sq= (344)

Using the U�
no coef¿cients from Table 19 we can ¿nally write[

q>w

5Eh�
|
q>wd^+$q@$w,

4@5+twdM| � tweM{,sq � +$w@$q,
4@5tq+swdM| � sweM{,`= (345)

Equation (336) represents the H � H Coriolis coupling due to rotation about the { and
| axes. The corresponding terms in (328) are[

w>w3

^U{
wd>wd3twdswd3M{ .U|

wd>wd3twdswd3M| .U{
wd>we3twdswe3M{

.U|
wd>we3twdswe3M| .U{

we>wd3tweswd3M{ .U|
we>wd3tweswd3M|

.U{
we>we3tweswe3M{ .U|

we>we3tweswe3M|`= (346)

The application of (23)� gives us

U{
wd>wd3 @ U|

wd>we3 @ U|
we>wd3 @ U{

we>we3 @ 3> (347)

and the use of the operator (123) shows that the totally symmetric operator combination is
then [55]

twdswd3M| . twdswe3M{ . tweswd3M{ � tweswe3M|= (348)

This means that

U|
wd>wd3 @ U{

wd>we3 @ U{
we>wd3 @ �U|

we>we3 9@ 3 (349)
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and the sum (346) takes the form

�
[
w?w3

5Eh�
|
wd>wd3i^+$w3@$w,4@5+twdswd3 � tweswe3,

�+$w@$w3,
4@5+twd3swd � twe3swe,`M| . ^+$w3@$w,

4@5+twdswe3 . tweswd3,

�+$w@$w3,
4@5+twd3swe . twe3swe,`M{j= (350)

Here all the terms with w @ w3 vanish because U�
wd>wd @ 3 (see the de¿nition in Table 19)

and the sum is then restricted to terms with w ? w3=
Finally, from (337) we get the case representing the H � H Coriolis coupling due to

rotation about the } axis. The corresponding sum is[
w>w3

^U}
wd>wd3twdswd3M} .U}

wd>we3twdswe3M} .U}
we>wd3tweswd3M} .U}

we>we3tweswe3M}`> (351)

and the only totally symmetric operator combination turns out to be

twdswe3M} � tweswd3M} = (352)

This means that

U}
wd>wd3 @ U}

we>we3 @ 3> (353)

U}
wd>we3 @ �U}

we>wd3 9@ 3> (354)

and we can write the sum as

�
[
w

5Dh�
}
wd>we+twdswe � tweswd,M} (355)

�
[
w?w3

5Dh�
}
wd>we3 ^+$w3@$w,

4@5+twdswe3 � tweswd3, (356)

�+$w@$w3,
4@5+twd3swe � twe3swd,`M} = (357)

Here, the ¿rst sum represents the terms with w @ w3> and the second the restricted sum of
the cross terms with w ? w3=

At this point, we may note from Table 19 that the U�
no coef¿cients obey the same sym-

metry rules as do the Coriolis��no constants. The only nonvanishing Coriolis constants are
thus

�|q>wd @ ��{q>we 9@ 3> (358)

�|wd>wd3 @ �{wd>we3 @ �{we>wd3 @ ��|we>we3 9@ 3> (359)

�}wd>we3 @ ��}we>wd3 9@ 3> (360)

a result already obtained by direct harmonic force¿eld calculations, see Table 12.
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A similar examination of the rotational term K45 leads to (see also Tables 19 and 18 and
for example Ref. [2])

E{{
q @ E||

q 9@ 3> (361)

E}}
q 9@ 3> (362)

E{}
wd @ E}{

wd @ E|}
we @ E}|

we 9@ 3> (363)

E||
wd @ E|{

we @ E{|
we @ �E{{

wd 9@ 3= (364)

We can thus write

K45 @
[
q

^E{{
q tq+M

5 � M5} , .E}}
q tqM

5
} ` (365)

.
[
w

E{}
wd ^twd+M{M} . M}M{, . twe+M|M} . M}M|,` (366)

�
[
w

E||
wd ^twd+M

5
{ � M5| ,� twe+M{M| . M|M{,`= (367)

From the de¿nition of E��
n in Eq. (301) and from (361) - (364), we also see that

d{{q @ d||q 9@ 3>

d}}q 9@ 3> (368)

d{}wd @ d}{wd @ d|}we @ d}|we 9@ 3>

d||wd @ d|{we @ d{|we @ �d{{wd 9@ 3>

again a result obtained directly from the harmonic force¿eld calculations, see Table 13.
The symmetry relations of the cubic and quartic anharmonicity constantsnnop and

nnopq have been tabulated for example by Henry and Amat [34,70]. In the case of the cubic
constants the reducible representations of the productstntotp are of the typeD4D4D4,
D4HH, D4H5, etc. All these representations contain theD4 species only once, if at
all, and the simple procedure described above is applicable. For the nonvanishing constants
we deduce

nqq3q33 9@ 3 , (369)

nqww3 @ nqwdwd3 @ nqwewe3 9@ 3 , (370)

nww3w33 @ nwdwd3wd33 @ �nwdwe3we33 @ �nwewd3we33 � nwewe3wd33 9@ 3 , (371)

and write the totally symmetric terms as

nqq3q33tqtq3tq33 , (372)

nqww3tq+twdtwd3 . twetwe3, , (373)

nww3w33+twdtwd3twd33 � twdtwe3twe33 � twetwd3twe33 � twetwe3twd33, . (374)

In the case of the quartic constants, the operator productstntotptq also contain represen-
tations of the typeH  H  H5 @ 5D4 � 5D5 � 7H andH5  H5 @ 5D4 � D5 � 6H.
In both of these representationsD4 occurs twice and the corresponding terms contain two
totally symmetric combinations of the operator products. This makes the treatment more
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complicated. Nevertheless, the nonvanishing totally symmetric terms turn out to be (see
for example [2,71])

nqq3q33q333tqtq3tq33tq333 , (375)

nqq3ww3tqtq3+twdtwd3 . twetwe3, , (376)

nqww3w33tq+twdtwd3twd33 � twdtwe3twe33 � twetwd3twe33 � twetwe3twd33, , (377)

nwww3w33+t
5
wd . t5we,+twd3twd33 . twe3twe33, , (378)

n�www3w33 ^+t
5
wd � t5we,+twd3twd33 � twe3twe33, . 5twdtwe+twd3twe33 . twe3twd33,` . (379)

In Eqs.(369) - (379) the different modes of the same symmetry are distinguished by primes.
However, the equations remain valid for the special casesq @ q3 @ q33 andw @ w3 @ w33,
too.
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Table 20. The transformation properties of the rotational and vibrational operators under
Hermitian conjugation +|,, time reversal +W===W�4,, and F6y+P, group operations.

H +456, +56,�

U3 U
5�@6
} U�

�@5

H | W===W�4 F6
4�y

M5 M5 M5 M5 M5 d

M} M} �M} M} �M}
e>f

M{ M{ �M{ �+4@5,M{ . +
s
6@5,M| �M{

e>f

M| M| �M| �+
s
6@5,M{ � +4@5,M| M|

e>f

M	 M
 �M
 h{si
l5�@6jM	 �M
 g>h

M] M] �M] M] M] i>f

M[ M[ �M[ M[ M[
i>f

M\ M\ �M\ M\ M\
i>f

Mv	 Mv
 �Mv
 Mv	 Mv	 g>h

tq tq tq tq tq j>k

sq sq �sq sq sq
k

O�qq O��qq O�qq O�qq O�qq l

twd twd twd �+4@5,twd . +
s
6@5,twe twd j>k

twe twe twe �+
s
6@5,twd � +4@5,twe �twe j>k

tw tw tw tw tw
n

hl� h�l� h�l� h{si�l5�@6jhl� hl� n

swd swd �swd �+4@5,swd . +
s
6@5,swe swd k

swe swe �swe �+
s
6@5,swd � +4@5,swe �swe k

O�w�ww O��w��ww O�w��ww h{si�l� w5�@6jO�w�ww O�w��ww
m

d see page 64 � e see page 58 � f see page 35 � g see page 64 � h see page 66
i see page 64 � j see page 53 � k see page 61 � l see page 69 � m see page 74
n see page 71
| consists of transposing the operator followed by complex conjugation
W===W�4 consists of a change of sign of the time variable followed by complex conjugation



5. Transformations on the Hamiltonian

In the perturbation procedures, the Hamiltonian is expanded as a convergent series of terms
of different magnitudes with a bookkeeping parameter � as

K @ K3 . �K4 . �5K5 . �6K6 . = = = > (380)

where the terms belonging to a given order of magnitude l are collectively denoted by Kl=
According to the order of magnitude scheme discussed in Section 4.2 (see also Ref. [68]),
we now choose the classi¿cation which is appropriate when the vibrational and rotational
quantum numbers are approximately y r 4> M @ 43= According to this scheme, a general
term Kpq is on the order of p. q� 5 and we can write

K3 @ K53 .K35 (381)

K4 @ K63 .K54 .K45 (382)

K5 @ K73 .K64 .K55 (383)

K6 @ K83 .K74 .K65 . (384)

The zero-order Hamiltonian (381) is diagonal when expressed in the basis of the har-
monic oscillator wave functions. All the vibrational states are completely separable from
each other and the effective rotational Hamiltonian can be obtained by averaging over the
vibrational coordinates. We get

K rot
3 @ EhM

5 . +Dh �Eh,M
5
} > (385)

which operates only within each vibrational state. This separation is now violated by the
perturbation termsK4, K5> etc., because these terms include operators mixing different
vibrational states. The aim of the perturbation calculation is to introduce the perturbation
terms into the Hamiltonian and at the same time remove the off-diagonal vibrational oper-
ators so that the separation of the different vibrational states is retained. In this process, the
effective rotational Hamiltonian (385) is modi¿ed in two ways. The values of the already
existing constants change and new terms are introduced.

The effective HamiltonianhK obtained as the end product of the vibrational perturbation
calculation can also be separated into terms of different orders:hK @ K3 . � hK4 . �5 hK5 . �6 hK6 . = = = > (386)
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where now, in principle,hK4 @ hK63 . hK54 . hK45 . hK36 (387)hK5 @ hK73 . hK64 . hK55 . hK46 . hK37 (388)hK6 @ hK83 . hK74 . hK65 . hK56 . hK47 . hK38 . (389)

In practical calculations, the frequent question is what are the terms in the original
Hamiltonian contributing to a given term, say hKPQ , in the transformed Hamiltonian, and
what are the orders of the perturbation theory needed to obtain hKPQ? Whatever per-
turbation technique we might use, the second and higher order perturbation formulae are
always implicit or explicit representations of vibrational and rotational commutators (see
e.g. Appendix C in Ref. [72]). The second order formulae, for example, include perturba-
tion products of the typeKpqKp3q3 and the commutators to be evaluated are of the type
^+tn> so,

p.p3

> +tn> so,
p.p3

` and^+M�,q.q
3

> +M�,
q.q3

`= Since each vibrational commuta-
tion (Eq. (141)) reduces the vibrational degree by 2, and each rotational commutation (Eq.
(178)) the rotational degree by 1, the second order treatment of the productKpqKp3q3

contributes to the termshK+p.p3�5,+q.q3, and hK+p.p3,+q.q3�4,. In general, the pertur-

bation products contributing tohKPQ are

Kpq =
�

+p>q, @ +P>Q, (390)

by ¿rst order perturbation theory,

KpqKp3q3 =

�
+p.p3> q. q3, @ +P . 5> Q,
+p.p3> q. q3, @ +P>Q . 4,

(391)

by second order perturbation theory,

KpqKp3q3Kp33q33 =

;?= +p.p3 .p33> q. q3 . q33, @ +P . 7> Q,
+p.p3 .p33> q. q3 . q33, @ +P . 5> Q . 4,
+p.p3 .p33> q. q3 . q33, @ +P>Q . 5,

(392)

by third order perturbation theory, and so on.
From (390), we see that the order of magnitude classi¿cation+p.q�5, also applies tohKpq, although nowhKpq contains contributions of several orders of perturbation theory.

The maximum order is also given by+p. q � 5,= For examplehK74 is a third order term
+p . q � 5 @ 6, containing contributions fromK74 by ¿rst order perturbation theory,
fromK63K64, K73K54, andK54K54 by second order perturbation theory and¿nally from
K63K63K54 by third order perturbation theory.

In actual employment of the perturbation theory, there are two alternative ways in prac-
tice. One way is to set up the matrix of the Hamiltonian (380) in the harmonic oscillator
basis, and then to use the conventional Rayleigh-Schrödinger-type perturbation formulae
[8]

ky mKpqm y3l � ky3 mKp3q3 m yl @+Hy �Hy,> � � � (393)

to remove from the matrix those terms which are off-diagonal in the vibrational basis. At
this point of the calculation, the rotational operators are included in the matrix as constants.
The diagonal matrix elements in the modi¿ed (transformed) matrix then give the desired
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effective rotational Hamiltonian for the different vibrational states. In lower order perturba-
tion calculations, this approach is simple to use and provides an easy understanding of the
importance of the various perturbation terms. The termhK37 is a good example. According
to the arguments above,hK37 is a second order term+p.q�5 @ 5,= To calculate its effect
on the rotational Hamiltonian (385), we need to evaluateK37 by ¿rst order perturbation
theory andK45K45 by second order perturbation theory.K37 does not exist in the original
Hamiltonian and we are left with[

����

M�M�M�M�
[
no

E��
n E��

o

[
y3+9@yn,

kyn mtnm y3l ky3 mtom ynl
H+yn,�H+y3,

(394)

obtained fromK45K45, (K45 taken from Table 19). Clearly, the non-zero contributions
appear only for indiceso @ n. This leads to[

����

M�M�M�M�
[
n

E��
n E��

n

�
yn
5$n

� yn . 4

5$n

�

@ �4

5

[
����

#[
n

E��
n E��

n

$n

$
M�M�M�M�> (395)

which, using relation (303), takes the familiar form

4

7

[
����

�����M�M�M�M�= (396)

Thus, hK37 gives the quartic centrifugal distortion terms to the effective rotational Hamilto-
nian. Although it may seem simple, the calculation of the higher order corrections requires
tedious summations over a large number of intermediate states and this procedure becomes
impractical.

The alternative way is to apply contact transformation [22,73–75]. This method applies
operator techniques directly and the perturbation formulae are expressed explicitly as com-
mutators. This leads to signi¿cant simpli¿cation of the formulae and the commutators can
be evaluated in a systematic way.

5.1. Vibrational contact transformation

The idea of contact transformation is to transform the original Hamiltonian operatorK into
an equivalent operatorhK which is diagonal in the harmonic oscillator basis. The transfor-
mation must be a similarity transformation with a unitary operator so that the eigenvalue
spectrum and the normalization of the wavefunctions are preserved. This is ensured by
writing the transformation operator asX @ h{s+lV,, whereV is a Hermitian operator. We
then have hK @ XKX�4 @ hlVKh�lV> (397)h# @ X# @ hlV#> (398)
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where the functions # and h# are the original and the harmonic oscillator wave functions,
respectively.

The transformed Hamiltonian hK must have the same general physical properties as has
K> that is, it must be invariant to Hermitian conjugation, time reversal, and to the operations
of the appropriate MS group. From these requirements, together with (397), we readily
deduce that V must also be invariant to the MS group operations but it must change sign
under time reversal. Otherwise it can be chosen arbitrarily, as long as it diagonalizesK.

It is obvious [55, 64] that also V is build up of the powers of vibrational and rotational
operators, and it too can be written as a sum

V @
[
p3q3

Vp3q3 > (399)

where the ¿rst subscript is the degree in the vibrational operators and the second subscript
is the degree in the rotational operators. The transformation operator X then takes a form
of a product X @ � � � h{s+lVp3q3�4, h{s+lVp3q3, h{s+lVp3q3.4, � � � , for example, and we
can complete the contact transformation through a sequence of successive transformations,
each with one individual Vp3q3 operator

K+Q.4, @ hlVp3q3K+Q,h�lVp3q3 > (400)

where K+Q, is the Hamiltonian resulting from the previous transformations. To calculate
the +Q . 4,th transformation with an operator Vp3q3 we expand h{s+lVp3q3, as

hlVp3q3 @ 4 . lVp3q3 � 4

5
V5
p3q3 . = = = (401)

and then obtain K+Q.4, as [55]

K+Q.4, @ K+Q, .
4[
s@4

+
ls

s$
,^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > � � � ^Vp3q3 > K+Q,` � � � ``> (402)

where the number of nested commutators is s. To calculate a general term, say K
+Q.4,
pq >

the expanded form of K+Q, is substituted into (402) and the commutators representing the
same order as K+Q.4,

pq are collected together. At this stage, the following commutator prop-
erties must be considered. The commutators in question are of the form^Vp3q3 > K

+Q,
p33q33 `.

The operatorsVp3q3 andK+Q,
p33q33 are combinations of vibrational and rotational operators

and they may be expressed symbolically as

Vp3q3 @ +Vp33,Y +V3q3,U @ VY VU (403)

K
+Q,
p33q33 @ +K

+Q,
p333,Y +K

+Q,
3q33 ,Y @ KYKU= (404)

Here the subscriptsY andU refer to the vibrational and rotational operators, respectively. It
is readily seen that the commutator^Vp3q3 > K

+Q,
p33q33 ` can be written as a sum of a vibrational

commutator and a rotational commutator [76,77]

^Vp3q3 >K
+Q,
p33q33 ` @ ^V>K` @ ^V>K`Y . ^V>K`U> (405)
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where

^V>K`Y @ ^VY > KY `Y
4

5
+VUKU .KUVU, (406)

^V>K`U @
4

5
+VYKY .KY VY , ^VU> KU`U= (407)

Since now each vibrational commutator reduces the vibrational degree by 2, and each ro-
tational commutator reduces the rotational degree by 1, the commutator (405) gives contri-
bution to the Hamiltonian terms of the types+p3 .p33 � 5> q3 . q33, from its vibrational
part and+p3 . p33> q3 . q33 � 4, from its rotational part. Taking into account all this, a
lengthy but explicit commutator formula can be written from (402) forK

+Q.4,
pq =

K+Q.4,
pq @ K+Q,

pq . ld4 � 4

5
d5 � l

9
d6 . = = = , (408)

where

d4 @ ^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�p3.5> q�q3.3`Y

.^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�p3.3> q�q3.4`U

> (409)

d5 @ ^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�5p3.7> q�5q3.3`Y `Y

.^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 >K
+Q,
p�5p3.5> q�5q3.4`Y `U

.^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�5p3.3> q�5q3.5`U`U

> (410)

and

d6 @ ^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�6p3.9> q�6q3.3`Y `Y `Y

.^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�6p3.7> q�6q3.4`Y `Y `U

.^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�6p3.5> q�6q3.5`Y `U`U

.^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > ^Vp3q3 > K
+Q,
p�6p3.3> q�6q3.6`U`U`U

= (411)

We are now in position to set the rules to determine the transformation operatorsVpq.
Applying formula (408) by using operatorVpq> and assuming thatK+Q.4,

pq will be the
term hKpq of the completely transformed HamiltonianhK , we get

hKpq @ K+Q,
pq . l^Vpq> K

+Q,
53 `Y @ K+Q,

pq . l^Vpq> K53`> (412)

where the factK+Q,
53 @ K53 is also obtained from (408). So, the operatorVpq is chosen to

bringK+Q,
pq to diagonal form at the last step of the transformation. Under these conditions,

the operatorVpq can be solved from (412) by using for example ladder operator techniques
[47]. The contact transformation is most conveniently calculated in a one dimensional
representation, and the termK+Q,

pq can always be expressed as linear combination of the
one-dimensional ladder operatorsO�nn introduced in Eq.(223). We¿rst write

K+Q,
pq @

[
F+n> �n> n

3> �n3 > n33> �n33 > � � � ,O�nn O�n3n3 O�n33n33 � � � > (413)
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and then Vpq takes the form

Vpq @ �l
[�

F+n> �n> n
3> �n3 > n33> �n33 > � � � , O�nn O�n3n3 O�n33n33 � � �

+�n$n . �n3$n3 . �n3$n3 . � � � , > (414)

where the coef¿cients F+n> �n> n
3> �n3 > n33> �n33 > � � � , are rotational operators. The starred

summation in (414) implies that terms in which the denominator +�n$n.�n3$n3.�n3$n3.
� � � , vanishes or nearly vanishes are omitted (see resonances in Section 5.3). The correct-
ness of (414) is readily veri¿ed by repeated application of the commutation relation (224)
leading tol^Vpq> K53` @ �K

+Q,
pq =

Examining the transformed Hamiltonian (386), for example, we see that theV operators
are of the typeV63, V54, V45, V73, V64, V55 = = = , and we must decide in which order the
sequential transformations are calculated. Various possible sequences have been considered
by Niroomand-Rad and Parker [78, 79], and they have shown that equivalent results are
obtained for different choices. Aliev and Watson [64] and Watson [80] have shown that the
amount of calculation can be reduced by performing the transformations in the increasing
order of vibrational powerp> and for a givenp by transforming all orders ofq before
proceeding to the next value ofp. The recommendable sequence can thus be written as

V45 V46 V47 � � �
V54 V55 V56 � � �
V63 V64 V65 � � �
V73 V74 V75 � � �

= (415)

A careful study of indices in Eq. (408) shows that for calculation ofhKpq each line can be
truncated at the value ofq> and it is necessary to retain only the¿rstp lines (forp A 3,.
For example, to calculatehK65> six transformations byV45> V54> V55> V63> V64> andV65 are
required.

To illustrate the described procedure of contact transformation, we consider the calcu-
lation of the second order termhK55> +p . q � 5 @ 5,= Three transformations,V45, V54,
andV55 are now required. From (390) - (392), we see thathK55 contains contributions
from K55 by ¿rst order perturbation theory, and fromK63K45, K54K54, andK54K35 by
second order perturbation theory. This means that in addition to the transformations on
K55> we must consider the transformations on the termsK35> K45, K54, andK63> too. The
transformations byV45 by applying Eq.(408) lead to

K
+4,
35 @ K35 @ hK35 (416)

K
+4,
45 @ K45 . l^V45> K53` @ hK45 @ 3 (417)

K
+4,
54 @ K54 (418)

K
+4,
63 @ K63 (419)

K
+4,
55 @ K55 . l^V45> K63`= (420)

At this point, the termshK35 and hK45 have reached their¿nal forms, and in addition Eq.
(417) determines the operatorV45= OperatorK45 has only off-diagonal terms and to apply
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(413) and (414) we ¿rst write K45 in ladder operator format

K45 @
[
n>��

E��
n M�M�

4

5
+O.

n . O�n ,= (421)

We then obtain

V45 @ �l
[
n>��

E��
n M�M�

4

5

+O.
n �O�n ,
$n

@ �
[
n>��

E��
n $�4n snM�M�= (422)

The second transformation, now by V54> gives us

K
+5,
54 @ K54 . l^V54> K53` @ hK54 (423)

K
+5,
63 @ K63 (424)

K
+5,
55 @ K

+4,
55 . l^V54> K54` . l^V54>K35`U � 4

5
^V54> ^V54> K53``= (425)

Here, (423) determines the operator V54. For symmetric top molecules, K54 includes
”semidiagonal” terms connecting the two components+wd> we, of degenerate vibrations,
see (288) and (355). They may be calculated from

K 3
54 @

[
no>�

4

5
+U�

notnso �U�
onsnto,M�> (426)

which we do not want to remove fromK54. We therefore use

K54 �K3
54 @

[
no>�

4

5
+U�

notnso .U�
onsnto,M� @

l

;

[
no>�

M� � (427)

��
+U�

on .U�
no,+O.

n O.
o �O�n O�o , . ++U�

on �U�
no,+O.

n O�o �O�n O.
o ,

�
(428)

to determineV54= From (414) we get [47]

V54 @
[
no>�

M�
�
P�

no+O.
n O.

o . O�n O�o , .Q�
no+O.

n O�o . O�n O�o ,
�
> (429)

where

P�
no @

+U�
on .U�

no,

;+$n . $o,
, Q�

on @
+U�

on �U�
no,

;+$n � $o,
= (430)

The¿nal transformation is then byV55

K
+6,
63 @ K63 (431)

K
+6,
55 @ K

+5,
55 . l^V55> K53` @ hK55= (432)

First we notice that we do not need to calculateV63> after all. This is a bene¿t of the
ordering (415) applied [47]. Most other orderings [76, 81] requireV63 and the evaluation
of the corresponding commutators becomes tedious. The second observation is that also
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V55 need not be evaluated explicitly, because its function is merely to eliminate the off-
diagonal elements ofK+5,

55 > which we do not need anyway. Thus

hK55 @ iK55 . l^V45> K63` . l^V54> K54` (433)

.l^V54> K35`U � 4

5
^V54> ^V54> K53``jdiag (434)

@ iK55 . l^V45> K63` .
l

5
+^V54> K54` . ^V54> K

3
54` . 5^V54>K35`U,jdiag> (435)

where all the commutators are vibrational commutators, except when indicated otherwise.
The next step is purely technical and consists of the evaluation of the commutators. The
two ¿rst terms give straightforwardly

iK55jdiag @ i
[
no>��

E��
no tntoM�M�jdiag @

4

5

[̀
no>��

E��
no +tnto . snso,M�M�> (436)

il^V45> K63`jdiag @ �4

7

[̀
no>��

�S
p

E��
p $�4p nnop

�
+tnto . snso,M�M�> (437)

and the third, after fairly extensive algebra [47,55,82]

i l
5
+^V54> K54` . ^V54> K

3
54` . 5^V54> K35`U,jdiag

@ �5
[̀
no>��

S
p
i+P�

pnP
�
po .P�

poP
�
pn,+5$p . $n . $o, (438)

.+Q�
pnQ

�
po .Q�

poQ
�
pn,+5$p � $n � $o,j+tnto . snso,M�M�=

In these equations, the sumiS includes only terms with$n * $o since only such terms are
diagonal inyn= We have also used the fact that if$n * $o> thenitntojdiag @ isnsojdiag @

+tnto . snso,@5 [82]. Collecting the terms from Eqs. (436) - (438) the expression forhK55

may be written in the form [47]

hK55 @ �4

5

[̀
no>��

+tnto . snso,�
��
no M�M�> (439)

where

���no @ ���no @ ���on @ ���on @ �E��
no .

4

5

S
p

E��
p $�4p nnop

.
4

7
Eh
�E

h
�

S
p
+��pn�

�
po . ��po�

�
pn,

+$p � $n,+$p � $o,+5$p . $n . $o,

$p+$p . $n,+$p . $o,+$n$o,4@5
(440)

.
4

7
Eh
�E

h
�

�S
p

+��pn�
�
po . ��po�

�
pn,

+$p . $n,+$p . $o,+5$p � $n � $o,

$p+$p � $n,+$p � $o,+$n$o,4@5
=

Here the summation
S� means that the terms with$p @ +$n> $o, are excluded.

All terms in the Hamiltonian can be obtained by systematic application of the method
described above. The steps of the calculation are well documented in the literature, and the
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expressions for the various Vpq and hKpq operators in one-dimensional notation can be
found in Tables IV and V of Aliev and Watson [47], for example.

5.2. Transformed Hamiltonian for ��� molecules

As a result of vibrational contact transformation, the different vibrational states are sep-
arated from each other. It is therefore convenient to group the transformed Hamiltonian
terms into three categories. First, we have the pure vibrational operatorshKp3 describing
the vibrational energy. These terms include both harmonic and anharmonic contributions.
Second, the pure rotational operatorshK3p describe the rotational energy in the vibrational
equilibrium state. The centrifugal distortion of the molecule is also included here. Finally,
we have the cross terms describing the interaction between vibration and rotation. These
terms give the vibrational dependence of the parameters in the pure rotational operators.

In this section, we shall consider in detail the operators in the three categories. We shall
not consider the accidental resonances so that only those operators which are diagonal with
respect to all vibrational quantum numbersiyq> ywj will be considered. Explicit formu-
lae to calculate the rotational-vibrational energy of aF6y symmetric top molecule will be
given.

5.2.1. Vibrational Hamiltonian

The vibrational Hamiltonian in the quartic approximation is given by the diagonal elements
of the operator

KY @ K53 . hK63 . hK73= (441)

To calculatehK73 we transform, according to (408) and (415)

K
+4,
63 @ hK63 @ K63 . l^V63> K53` @ 3> (442)

K
+4,
73 @ K73 . l^V63> K63`� 4

5
^V63> ^V63> K53``= (443)

HereK63 is purely off-diagonal andV63 is de¿ned so as to remove it completely. The next,
¿nal transformation byV73> would only remove the off-diagonal terms fromK+4,

73 > and thus
becomes unnecessary now. We therefore have

KY @ K53 .K73 .
l

5
^V63> K63`= (444)

The calculation ofV63 from (442) and then evaluation of^V63> K63` leads to [55]

KY @ K53 .K73 � 4

;

[
nopq

S
l
nlpqnlno

�4
lno ^5$l$n$otptqsnso

.$l+$
5
n . $5o � $5l ,tntotptq`> (445)
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where

lno @ +$l . $n . $o,+�$l . $n . $o,+$l � $n . $o,+$l . $n � $o,= (446)

The calculation of the vibrational energy from (445) in a one-dimensional representation
is a simple and straightforward task. Only terms involving even powers oftn andsn con-
tribute, and the use of the diagonal matrix elements of the corresponding operators yields
[28,55,65]

J+y, @
[
n

$n+yn . 4@5, .
[
n�o

{no+yn . 4@5,+yo . 4@5,= (447)

Here the anharmonic constants{no are

{nn @
4

49
nnnnn � 4

49

[
l

n5lnn
+;$5n � 6$5l ,

$l+7$5n � $5l ,
> (448)

{no @
4

7
nnnoo � 4

7

[
l

nlnnnloo
$l

� 4

5

[
l

n5lno$l+$
5
n . $5o � $5l ,

lno

.
[
�

Eh
�+�

�
no,

5^$n@$o . $o@$n`= (449)

In F6y molecules, there are two-fold degenerate vibrations and the calculation of the
anharmonic constants from (445) becomes more complex. However, to a certain extent
we can generalize the one-dimensional results obtained above to apply forF6y molecules,
too. By extending the summations over the degenerate components, the vibrational energy
becomes

J+y> c, @
[
q

$q+yq . 4@5, .
[
q�q3

{qq3+yq . 4@5,+yq . 4@5,

.
[
w

$w+yq . 4, .
[
q>w

{qw+yq . 4@5,+yw . 4, (450)

.
[
w�w3

{ww3+yw . 4,+yw3 . 4, .
[
w�w3

jww3cwcw3 =

Here the anharmonic constants{qq and{qq3 associated with the non-degenerate vibra-
tions are directly obtained from (448) and (449) by setting+n> o, @ +q> q3, appropri-
ately. The rest of the{ constants also originate from strictly diagonal contributions in
themyq> ywd> ywe> ywd3 > ywe3l representation, and can be calculated from (448) and (449). We
get

{qw @ {qwd @ {qwe> (451)

{ww @ {wdwd @ {wewe> (452)

{ww3 @
4

5
+{wdwd3 . {wdwe3,> {wewe3 @ {wdwd3 = (453)

The energy contributionsjww3cwcw3 in (450) originate from suchKY terms which are not
diagonal in the one-dimensional representationmywd> ywe> ywd3 > ywe3l but are in the two-
dimensional representationmyw> cw> yw3 > cw3l = For example, by summing the terms with
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+nopq, @ +wdwd3we3we,, +wewd3we3wd,, +wdwe3wd3we,, and +wewe3wd3wd,> we obtain%[
w33

n5wdwd3wd33
$w$w3$w33

7ww3w33
�Eh+�

|
wdwd3,

5

&
+twdswe � tweswd,+twd3swe3 � twe3swd3,= (454)

In the calculation of (454), we have already rejected the terms of the type twdtwd3twetwe3
and +twdswe . tweswd, since they are not diagonal in any representation. Using now the
two-dimensional ladder operators (263) we calculate, for example

kyw> cw m+twdswe-tweswd,m yw> cwl @

yw> cw

��4
7+O..

w O��w -O.�
w O�.w ,

�� yw> cw� @ cw> (455)

and see that the contribution of (454) onjww3 is in the square brackets of (454). Including
all possible terms, we¿nally obtain [55,65]

jww3 @ �4

5

[
q

n5qwdwd3
$q$w$w3

qww3
.
[
w33

n5wdwd3wd33
$w$w3$w33

ww3w33

�5Eh+�
|
wdwd3,

5 .Dh^+�
}
wdwe3,

5 . 5�}wdwe�
}
wd3we3 `= (456)

The result (456) is valid only ifw3 9@ w= To calculatejww we must begin withKY and use
w3 @ w there. In this case, the contributing terms are of the type+wdwd3we3we, @ +wdwdwewe,,
for example, and they are diagonal also in a one-dimensional representation. The result for
jww in terms of Eqs.(448) and (449) turns out to be

jww @
4

5
+{wdwe � {wdwd � {wewe,= (457)

5.2.2. Rotational Hamiltonian

In the general case, the rotational Hamiltonian resulting from the vibrational contact trans-
formation is

K
+Y ,
rot @ K35 . hK37 . hK39 . = = = => (458)

whereK35 is the rigid rotor Hamiltonian

K35 @
4

5

[
��

�h��M�M� @
[
�

Eh
�M

5
�= (459)

Here, we have already reduced [5]�h�� to diagonal form by simply rotating the axes so
that they coincide with the principal inertial axes of the equilibrium con¿guration of the
molecule. After this reduction, the rotational energies depend only on three constants,
namely the rotational constantsEh

�= Therefore also in general orientation the nine individ-
ual terms in the¿rst part of (459) can only include three independent combinations. In
(458), the termshK37 and hK39 are the quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion terms (see
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Eq.(396) and Ref. [64])

hK37 @
4

7

[
����

�����M�M�M�M�> (460)

hK39 @
[

����%�

�����%�M�M�M�M�M%M�= (461)

The number of individual terms in hK37 and hK39 are 67 @ ;4 and 69 @ :5<, respectively,
but here also not all these terms are independent. In this section, we use symmetry to
construct the allowed independent combinations. We ¿rst consider the quartic terms in
detail in order to obtain the explicit expressions for the centrifugal G constants in terms
of taus (see Eq. (111)) and then we construct the general expression for the rotational
Hamiltonian including all terms to any given order.

To deal with the quartic centrifugal terms, we ¿rst express hK37 in the standard form
[5, 6]. The only dynamic variables in the rotational Hamiltonian are the components M� of
the total angular momentum operator, and the Hamiltonian is expressed as a power series
in them. The series consists of terms of the type �����M�M�M�M� and by means of the
commutation relations (178) it is always possible to express such terms in the form (see the
example below)

�����M�M�M�M� @ ks7t7u7+M
s7
{ Mt7| Mu7} . Mu7} Mt7| Ms7{ ,

.ks6t6u6+M
s6
{ Mt6| Mu6} . Mu6} Mt6| Ms6{ , (462)

.ks5t5u5+M
s5
{ Mt5| Mu5} . Mu5} Mt5| Ms5{ ,

.ks4t4u4+M
s4
{ Mt4| Mu4} . Mu4} Mt4| Ms4{ ,> (463)

where s7 . t7 . u7 @ 7> s6 . t6 . u6 @ 6> and so on. Thus, the power series of the
Hamiltonian can be reduced to the form

K53 . hK37 @
[
s>t>u

kstu+M
s
{M

t
|M

u
} . Mu}M

t
|M

s
{,> (464)

where the coef¿cients kstu may, in general, be real or complex.
The number of terms in (464) can further be decreased by making use of the knowledge

that the Hamiltonian must be invariant both to time reversal +W � � �W�4, and Hermitian
conjugation +|,, which are equivalent to complex conjugation when the coef¿cients kstu
are concerned. Examining the properties of M{M|M} (Table 20), we see that�

K53 . hK37

�|
@

[
s>t>u

k�stu+M
s
{M

t
|M

u
} . Mu}M

t
|M

s
{,> (465)

�
W +K53 . hK37,W

�4
�|

@
[
s>t>u

+�4,s.t.ukstu+M
s
{M

t
|M

u
} . Mu}M

t
|M

s
{,= (466)

The ¿rst equation shows us that the terms are invariant only if the coef¿cients kstu are real,
and the second that only the terms with even s. t . u are possible. Hence, we can write

K53 . hK37 @
[

s.t.u , even

kstu+M
s
{M

t
|M

u
} . Mu}M

t
|M

s
{,> (467)
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bearing in mind that kstu are real. In the series (467), the number of terms of qth degree,
q @ s.t.u> is given by +q.4,+q.5,@5= In the following, we shall use symbols h and r to
refer to even and odd numbers, respectively. The number of permitted stu-combinations in
(467) of typehhh is +q.5,+q.7,@;> and the numbers of the other permitted combinations
hrr> rhr> rrh areq+q.5,@; each [6]. The quadratic terms were already reduced to diagonal
form in Eq. (459) giving usk443 @ k434 @ k344 @ 3= Below, we list the coef¿cientskstu
of the rest of the contributing terms in (467) up to the degree of four:

q @ 5 = k533 k353 k335
q @ 7 = k733 k373 k337 k553 k535 k355
q @ 7 = k643 k634 k364 k463 k436 k346 k544 k454 k445

(468)

The¿rst two lines show the combinations with all three indices being even, and the third
line comprises of combinations with one even and two odd indices.

The next step in reducing the terms in the Hamiltonian is to apply the symmetry of
the molecule itself. ForF6y molecules the most powerful operation with this respect
at this point is�y= Table 20 shows that of operatorsMs{M

t
|M

u
} only the types ofstu @

hhh> hrh> rhr> rrr are non-vanishing, and thus we may reject the six termsk643, k364,
k463, k346, k544> andk445 from (468). The¿nal step is to express the coef¿cientskstu
in terms of the� constants. At this stage, we utilize the molecular symmetry by applying
the symmetry properties of the� constants (Table 14). As an example, we consider the
casek535+M5{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{,= In view of the powers ofM{ andM}> it is obvious thatk535 gets

contribution from the six constants�{{}} @ �}}{{ and�{}{} @ �{}}{ @ �}{}{ @ �}{{}=
Straightforward application of the commutation rules to the corresponding operators gives
us

M{M{M}M} @
4
5+M

5
{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{, . l+M{M|M} . M}M|M{,

M}M}M{M{ @ 4
5+M

5
{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{,� l+M{M|M} . M}M|M{,

M{M}M{M} @
4
5+M

5
{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{, .

l
5+M{M|M} . M}M|M{,� 4

5+M
5
{ � M5| . M5} ,

M{M}M}M{ @ 4
5+M

5
{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{, . M5| � M5}

M}M{M}M{ @ 4
5+M

5
{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{,� l

5+M{M|M} . M}M|M{,� 4
5+M

5
{ � M5| . M5} ,

M}M{M{M} @
4
5+M

5
{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{,� M5{ . M5|

(469)

Adding these together in the form�����M�M�M�M� cancels out the terms with the imagi-
nary unitl. These terms are also forbidden by symmetry. For the coef¿cient of +M5{M

5
} .

M5}M
5
{,> we then obtain

k535 @
4
7+�{{}} . 5�{}{},= (470)

Similar examination of the other terms gives the results

k733 @ k373 @ �{{{{@; k553 @ +�{{|| . 5�{|{|,@7 @ �{{{{@7
k337 @ �}}}}@; k535 @ k355 @ +�{{}} . 5�{}{},@7
k634 @ �{{{}@5 k454 @ �6�{{{}@5
k436 @ �{}}}@5 @ 3

(471)
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The Hamiltonian hK37 from (467) thus becomeshK37 @ 4
7�{{{{+M

7
{ . M7| . M5{M

5
| . M5|M

5
{, .

4
7�}}}}M

7
}

.4
7+�{{}} . 5�{}{},+M

5
{M

5
} . M5}M

5
{ . M5|M

5
} . M5}M

5
| ,

.4
7�{{{}5iM6{M} . M}M

6
{ � 6+M{M

5
|M} . M}M

5
|M{,

�+M{M} . M}M{,j> (472)

where the two terms of the second degree in the last line have been included here (instead
of K35) for later convenience. This Hamiltonian can now be rearranged so that it only
includes four independent termshK37 @ �GM

h +M
5,5 �GMN

h M5M5} �GN
h M7} . %^M} > M

6
. . M6�`. > (473)

where

GM
h @ ��}}}}@7

GMN
h @ �5GM

h � +�{{}} . 5�{}{},@5

GN
h @ �GM

h �GMN
h � �}}}}@7 (474)

% @ �{{{}@7=

In the symmetric top basis, the three ¿rst terms in (473) are diagonal, whereas the last,
non-diagonal term connects states withn differing by three. The symbol^� � � `. refers to
an anticommutator so that^A>B`. @AB . BA=

The standard form of the Hamiltonian was obtained at the expense of introducing addi-
tional terms of lower degree. In our example (469) these terms are

4
7�{}{}+�5M5{ . 6M5| � 5M5} ,= (475)

The additional second degree non-diagonal terms in the last line of (472) are also of this
type. The non-diagonal terms are absorbed into the% term, and the diagonal terms give a
contribution to the rigid rotor part of the Hamiltonian. This leads to a new de¿nition of the
rotational constants. Collecting all terms together, we obtain

E3
h @ Eh � 4

7+�{}{} � 5�{|{|, (476)

D3h @ Dh � 4
7+6�{|{| � 7�{}{},= (477)

Using the� values in Table 14, the changes in rotational constants for46CH6I will be
3=948;� 43�9 cm�4 and5=797� 43�9 cm�4 for Eh andDh, respectively. These changes
are in the same order of magnitude as the contributions from theX term (see Eqs. (319)
and (320)), and by similar arguments, as in the case ofX> they are usually neglected in the
structural calculations of the molecule.

So far we have established that there are two terms of the second degree, and¿ve terms
of the fourth degree in the rotational Hamiltonian ofF6y molecules. In general, the num-
ber of terms of any given degreeq can be obtained from the number of times that the
totally symmetric species is contained in theqth symmetric power of the representation
of M [6]= For F6y molecules, the components ofM belong to two species,�+M}, @ D5

and�+M{> M|, @ H, and the calculation of the species of the powers ofM becomes some-
what complicated. We therefore proceed as follows. The groupF6y is a subgroup of
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Wg and the components of M in Wg belong to one single, three dimensional representation
�+M{> M|> M}, @ �+M, @ I4 (see the character tables in Refs. [12, 83], for example). The
symmetric powers of �+M, in Wg can thus be easily calculated (see for example Table 11.II
in Ref. [55]) and the correlation table between Wg and F6y is then used to determine the
corresponding species in F6y= From the correlation table (see for example appendix X in
Ref. [12]), we see that the three dimensional species I4 and I5 of Wg resolve down to
D5 .H and D4 .H of F6y> respectively. The ¿nal result of all this calculation is then (up
to the sixth degree)

Wg $ F6y

^�+M,5`sym @ D4 .H . I5 $ 5D4 . 5H

^�+M,7`sym @ 5D4 . 5H . I4 . 5I5 $ 7D4 .D5 . 8H

^�+M,9`sym @ 6D4 .D5 . 6H . 5I4 . 7I5 $ :D4 . 6D5 . <H

(478)

We now see that the rotational Hamiltonian for the F6y molecule in the sextic approxima-
tion contains two quadratic terms, four quartic terms, and seven sextic terms.

The actual construction of the desired terms is most conveniently achieved in terms
of the operatorsM5> M	> andM}. The symmetry properties of these operators under the
Hermitian conjugation and time reversal, as well as under theF6y+P, group are also given
in Table 20. Inspection of the table shows that the ladder operators must be of the formM6	
in order to be symmetric with respect toF6= Further, because of the properties under the
Hermitian conjugation, time reversal and reÀection, we must use the combinationM6..M6�
instead of the operatorsM6	 themselves. The operatorsM5 andM} behave rather well, and it
is not dif¿cult to¿nd out that the Hamiltonian having the desired symmetry properties may
be written in the anticommutator form [64,84]

K
+Y ,
rot @

4[
w@3

4[
s>p>q@3

kwspqM
5s

k
M5p.w
} > M

6+5q.w,
. . M

6+5q.w,
�

l
.

. (479)

Herek3333 @ �3@5 is the pure vibrational energy of the studied state. For equilibrium state
k3333 @ 3= The general form of the equilibrium state rotational Hamiltonian up to the sixth
degree is therefore

K
+Y ,
rot @ EhM

5 . +Dh �Eh,M
5
}

�GM
h +M

5,5 �GMN
h M5M5} �GN

h M7} . %^M}> M
6
. . M6�`.

.KM
h +M

5,6 .KMN
h +M5,5M5} .KNM

h M5M7} .KN
h M9} (480)

.k6+M
9
. . M9�, . %MM

5^M}> M
6
. . M6�`. . %MNM5^M6} > M

6
. . M6�`. >

where the¿rst line represents the quadratic rigid rotor HamiltonianK53+4,, the second
line is the quartic HamiltonianhK37+�5,, and the terms in the two last lines belong to the
sextic parthK39+�7,= Based on the general order of magnitude discussion on page 83, we
may writeK35: hK37: hK39 r EM5:GM7:KM9 r �5M5$vib:�9M7$vib:�43M9$vib> whereE>
G> andK represent collectively the constants in the quadratic, quartic and sextic terms,
respectively. The relative magnitudes of the constants becomeE:G:K r �5:�9:�43 r 4 =
�7 = �; r 4 = 43�7 = 43�;> and by choosingM r ��4 (see page 84) the relative magnitudes
of the successive terms areK35: hK37: hK39 r 4 = �5 = �7= These magnitudes are also given
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above in parentheses of the corresponding terms. From Table 23 on page 162, we see that
in the case of 46CH6I the magnitudes of the observed ground state constants in a given
category +E,G,K, vary considerably. For example, D3 r 53E3 and KN

3 r 8 � 437KM
3 =

Nevertheless, we see that roughly E:G:K r 4:43�9:43�43, and the order of magnitude
approximation applies well. In fact expression (480) converges faster than approximated.

Although all the terms in (480) are allowed by symmetry, the experimental determi-
nation of the centrifugal distortion constants involves problems induced by strong corre-
lations among some of the parameters. These problems mainly concern terms which are
non-diagonal in the symmetric top basis and are therefore more serious in cases of asym-
metric top molecules. A good example is given by Dreizleret al. in Refs. [85, 86]. The
problem has been solved by Watson [5, 6]. The idea is to apply a unitary transformation
(rotational contact transformation) to remove the indeterminable non-diagonal coef¿cients
from the Hamiltonian. By similar arguments to those in case of the vibrational contact
transformation (see Eq.(402) now withVp3q3 @ VU, we write

hKrot @ hlVUK
+Y ,
rot h�lVU @ K

+Y ,
rot . l^VU>K

+Y ,
rot `� 4

5 ^VU> ^VU> K
+Y ,
rot ``� = = = . (481)

Here, the resulthKrot is called reduced rotational Hamiltonian, and the transformation op-
eratorVU must be Hermitian, totally symmetric in the molecular symmetry group, and
change signs under a time reversal operation. Again, by similar arguments to those in
constructing the Hamiltonian operator (479), the transformation operatorVU having the
desired symmetry properties may be written in the form [64,84]

VU @ l
4[
w@3

4[
s>p>q@3

vwspqM
5s

k
M5p.4�w
} > M

6+5q.w,
. � M

6+5q.w,
�

l
.

, (482)

wherev3333 @ 3= Expanding this we get

VU @ V6+�
4, . V8+�

6, . = = = (483)

where

V6 @ lv6+M
6
. � M6�,> (484)

V8 @ lv8MM
5+M6. � M6�, . lv8N^M5} > M

6
. � M6�`.= (485)

Here, the subscripts6 and8 indicate the sums of powers of rotational operators in a given
term and the coef¿cientsv6> v8M > andv8N must be chosen so that the relative order of
magnitude of the termsV6 andV8 are not larger than those given in parentheses in Eq.
(483). This means+whenM r ��4,

v6 2 �7> +v8M > v8N, 2 �;= (486)

The relative orders of magnitude ofV6+�4, andV8+�6, are comparable to those ofK35+4,,hK37+�
5,> and hK39+�

7, and they are now used to regroup the transformation (481). Bearing
in mind that under these conditions a commutator of the type^Vq3 > K3q` contributes to the
Hamiltonian term of the typeK3>q.q3�4 (see page 95), the terms from (481) in the same
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order of magnitude can be grouped ashKrot @ K35 . hK 3
37 . hK 3

39> (487)

where hK 3
37 @ hK37 . l^V6> K35` (488)hK 3
39 @ hK39 . l^V8> K35` . l^V6> hK37`� 4

5 ^V6> ^V6>K35``= (489)

Evaluation of the commutators is a purely technical, though lengthy task. Some intensive
calculation leads to the following result:

l^V6> K35` @ �6v6+Dh �Eh,^M}> M
6
. . M6�`. , (490)

l^V6> hK37` @ .6v6G
MN
h M5^M} > M

6
. . M6�`. . 9v6G

N
h ^M6} > M

6
. . M6�`.

�5:v6G
N
h ^M}> M

6
. . M6�`. . 9v6%[ , (491)

l^V8> K35` @ �6v8M+Dh �Eh,M
5^M} > M

6
. . M6�`.

�9v8N+Dh �Eh,^M
6
} > M

6
. . M6�`.

.5:v8N+Dh �Eh,^M}> M
6
. . M6�`. , (492)

�4
5 ^V6> ^V6> K35`` @ �<v56+Dh �Eh,[ . (493)

In commutators (491) and (493), the operator [ is

[ @ +�57M5 . :5M5} ,� +�49M7 . 459M5M5} � 463M7} ,

.i�5M9 . 4;M7M5} � 63M5M7} . 47M9} � +M9. . M9�,j= (494)

The transformed Hamiltonian hKrot has the same form as hK+Y ,
rot in (480), but the constants

are different now. The new diagonal constants collected from the above result are [84, 87,
88] hEh @ Eh � 57� hGM

h @ GM
h � 49� hKM

h @ KM
h � 5�hDh @ Dh . :5� hGMN

h @ GMN
h . 459� hKMN

h @ KMN
h . 4;�hGN

h @ GN
h � 463� hKNM

h @ KNM
h � 63�hKN

h @ KN
h . 47�

> (495)

where

� @ �<v56+Dh �Eh, . 9v6% . (496)

The non-diagonal constants take forms

h% @ %� 6v6+Dh �Eh,� 5:v6G
N
h . 5:v8N+Dh �Eh,hk6 @ k6 � �h%M @ %M . 6v6GMN

h � 6v8M+Dh �Eh,h%N @ %N . 9v6G
N
h � 9v8N+Dh �Eh,

= (497)
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From these results we see that the commutators (491) and (493) contribute not only to the
sextic terms, but also to the lower ones. Based on the order of magnitude consideration
above, with v6> v8M > and v8N properly chosen, these contributions are however neglible.
The changes in Dh> Eh> and G constants as well as the .9v6% part of � and the�5:v6GN

h .
5:v8N+Dh �Eh, part of h% may be omitted.

The transformation coef¿cients v6> v8M > and v8N are arbitrary as long as the order of
magnitude requirements in (486) are ful¿lled. The changes in the K constants, as well as
in %> k6> %M > and %N can be calculated from the above equations in any arbitrary transforma-
tion. On the other hand, a unitary transformation does not change the eigenvalue spectrum
of the Hamiltonian. This means that those constants that do change in a transformation
are not independent, and therefore cannot be determined simultaneously from the observed
energies. Only certain combinations are determinable. To overcome this, the values of the
coef¿cientsv6> v8M > andv8N can be chosen to introduce three constraints among the inde-
terminable constants. The usual choice in case of prolate symmetric tops is to completely
eliminate (set to zero) the constants%> %M > and%N= From Eqs. (497) we see that this is
achieved by selecting

v6 @ 4
6%+Dh �Eh,

�4

v8M @ 4
6%M+Dh �Eh,

�4 . 4
6%G

MN
h +Dh �Eh,

�5 (498)

v8N @ 4
9%N+Dh �Eh,

�4 . 4
6%G

N
h +Dh �Eh,

�5>

which also ful¿lls (486). With this choice ofv6> the parameter� in Eq.(496) becomes

� @ %5+Dh �Eh,
�4= (499)

The completely reduced sextic rotational Hamiltonian for the46CH6I molecule can now be
written as [64]

hKrot @ EhM
5 . +Dh �Eh,M

5
} �GM

h +M
5,5 �GMN

h M5M5} �GN
h M7}

. hKM
h +M

5,6 . hKMN
h +M5,5M5} . hKNM

h M5M7} . hKN
h M9}

.hk6+M9. . M9�,> (500)

where

hKM
h @ KM

h � 5%5+Dh �Eh,
�4 (501)hKMN

h @ KMN
h . 4;%5+Dh �Eh,

�4 (502)hKNM
h @ KNM

h � 63%5+Dh �Eh,
�4 (503)hKN

h @ KN
h . 47%5+Dh �Eh,

�4 (504)hk6 @ k6 � %5+Dh �Eh,
�4= (505)

The quarticG and% constants in terms of����� are given in (474). Watson [89], and Aliev
and Watson [64] have considered the sexticK andk6 constants, which for aF6y molecule
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are

KM
h @ 4

5+�{{{ .�|||, (506)

KMN
h @ 5�}{{ � 6KM (507)

KNM
h @ 5�}}{ � 5KMN

h � 6KM (508)

KN
h @ �}}} �KNM

h �KMN
h �KM (509)

5k6 @ 4
5+�{{{ ��|||,= (510)

The detailed expressions for the ���� ’s in terms of the basic molecular parameters are
given for example in Table IV of Ref. [64].

The splitting of the otherwise degenerate energy+M> n @ 	6, is the most prominent
feature that the non-diagonal terms%^M}> M

6
..M6�`.. k6+M

9
..M9�, in (480) orhk6+M9..M9�,

in (500) introduce to the rotational energy structure. This splitting has been observed in
numerous symmetric top molecules [90–94], however not in46CH6I. To approximate the
magnitude of the splitting in CH6I it is essential to know the magnitude of the constanthk6=
To calculate this, we now apply Eqs.(505) and (510) together with

���� @
6

49

[
�

�5����
E�

� 5
[
n

+e���n ,5 � 4

9

[
nop

nnop
E��
n E��

o E��
p

$n$o$p
(511)

taken from [64]. The¿rst sum in (511) describes harmonic contribution, and the required
numeric values of the constants are taken from Tables 14 and 18. The second sum repre-
sents the Coriolis contribution wheree���n is

e���n @
[
o

+$�5o . 5$�5n ,$
4@5
o E��

o Eh
��

�
on= (512)

The values of the constants in (512) are taken from Tables 9, 18 and 12. The last sum in
(511) describes the anharmonic contribution, which is now somewhat problematic. The
values ofE��

n and$n are taken from the tables already mentioned, but the cubic anhar-
monic constants are not yet known for46CH6I. However, we are only interested in the order
of magnitude ofhk6, and we shall use theab initio values calculated for45CH6I by Schnei-
deret al. [67], as the small change in the mass of the carbon atom+43(, is not expected
to completely change the anharmonic constants. The experimentally observed constant
KM
h is also obtained from�{{{ and�|||= We can use its calculated value to estimate the

reliability of the results. The calculated results for5k6 andKM
h are

5k6 @ +3=788< . 5:=945� 3=;839,� 43�4< @ 5:=55� 43�4< cm-1 (513)

KM
h @ +3=797:� 3=3386� 3=86;:,� 43�45 @ �3=3:<6� 43�45 cm-1>

where the three contributions are ¿rst shown separately for comparison in the ¿rst part
of the results. The Coriolis contribution in 5k6 dominates clearly the harmonic and anhar-
monic contributions. The reason can be traced back to the strong Coriolis resonance�5@�8.
The small value of+$5 � $8, in the resonance denominator inhK39 (see Table III in Ref.
[64]) increases the corresponding contribution. These effects are concealed by larger terms
in the case ofKM

h = The transformation to the completely reduced forms by (505) and (501)
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leads ¿nally to

5hk6 @ +5:=55� 3=97,� 43�4< @ 59=9� 43�4<cm-1 (514)hKM
h @ �3=3:<� 43�45 cm-1= (515)

Here, it is worth noticing that the contribution %5+Dh�Eh,�4 @ 3=97�43�4< cm-1 arising
from the reduction is in the same order of magnitude as the harmonic and anharmonic
contributions in 5k6> and it is completely negligible in the case of KM

h = The observed value
for hKM

3 from Paper I is �3=3<5 � 43�45 cm-1. This is surprisingly close to the calculated
value, and therefore we may assume that the result for 5k6 is probably at least in the correct
order of magnitude. To be on the safe side, we say that 5hk6 is no larger than 6 � 43�4;

cm-1= The actual splitting �M of the +M> n @ 	6, level is now calculated using the operatorhk6+M9. . M9�,= From (186) we recall that M. ladders the eigenfunctions down in n and we
thus obtain �M for example as follows

�M @ 5
G
M> n @ �6

���hk6M9.���M> n @ .6
H

@ 5hk6M+M . 4,^M+M . 4,� 5`^M+M . 4,� 9` r 5hk6M9= (516)

Here, the last approximation applies for high M values. The splitting increases strongly as
M increases, but even for M r 433 the splitting for 46CH6I is no larger than 6� 43�9 cm-1.
This explains why this splitting has not been observed in the spectrum of 46CH6I.

Based on the discussion above, the values of % and k6 of 46CH6I are estimated to be
much smaller than expected based on the general order of magnitude approximation. This
leads to the result that for this type of molecules there are no ambiguity problems in deter-
mining the centrifugal constants, and only the diagonal parameters are determinable. The
rotational Hamiltonian can be written in the form (500) with thek6 term as well as the
tildes from the sexticK constants removed. The rotational energy then takes the familiar
form

Ih+M> n, @ EhM+M . 4, . +Dh �Eh,n
5

�GM
h M

5+M . 4,5 �GMN
h M+M . 4,n5 �GN

h n7 (517)

.KM
h M

6+M . 4,6 .KMN
h M5+M . 4,5n5

.KNM
h M+M . 4,n7 .KN

h n9=

5.2.3. Vibration-rotation interaction

The effect of the vibration-rotation interaction terms on the diagonal rotational Hamiltonian
is two-fold, and accordingly these terms are grouped into two categories:

L = + hK54 . hK56 . hK58 . = = = , . + hK74 . hK76 . = = = ,

LL = + hK55 . hK57 . = = = , . + hK75 . hK77 . = = = ,
= (518)
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The ¿rst group of operators in the ¿rst category introduces completely new terms into
the Hamiltonian. These so-called Coriolis coupling terms appear in degenerate vibrational
states only. The second group operators in the¿rst category give the vibrational dependence
of the Coriolis constants. In the second category, on the other hand, the operators in the¿rst
group contain terms describing the vibrational dependence of the rotational and centrifugal
constants, whereas the second group gives the higher order dependences of these constants.
In this section these four groups are discussed.

The general expressions forhK54, hK56, and hK58 are (see Eqs. (288) and (426) and Refs.
[95–97])

hK54 @
[
no

[
�

U�
notnsoM�> (519)

hK56 @
[
no

[
���

\ ���
no tnsoM�M�M� > (520)

hK58 @
[
no

[
����%

]����%
no tnsoM�M�M�M�M%= (521)

All these operators show a similar vibrational dependence,tnso= The terms diagonal in the
vibrational quantum numbers are obtained by takingn ando to be components of degenerate
vibrations and the coef¿cientsU�

no> \
���
no > and]����%

no to be antisymmetric inn ando (see
Eq.(288), for example):

U�
on @ �U�

no � \
���
on @ �\ ���

no � ]����%
on @ �]����%

no = (522)

Under these circumstances, the contributing vibrational part in (519) - (521) takes the form
ow @ twdswe � tweswd (see also Eq. (260)) having the matrix elementkyw> cw mowm yw> cwl @
cw (see Eq. (455))= Inspection of Table 20 shows that operatorow has exactly the same
symmetry properties as has operatorM}= Thus, the diagonal symmetry allowed terms from
(519) - (521) are obtained from the general rotational Hamiltonian (479) by settingw @
q @ 3 and by replacing one of the powers ofM} by ow= We get

KCor @
[
w

# 4[
s@3

4[
p@4

ks>pM5sM5p�4} ow

$
= (523)

Expanding this up to the¿fth power of rotational operators, we obtain the familiar expres-
sion

KCor @ �5
[
w

+D�w,hM}ow .
[
w

i�Mw M5M}ow . �Nw M6} owj

.
[
w

i�MMw +M5,5M}ow . �MNw M5M6} ow . �NN
w M8} owj= (524)

Here, the¿rst, second and third sum represent terms from (519), (520) and (521), respec-
tively, and the coef¿cients in (524) are obtained by comparison. For46CH6I, the¿rst order
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coef¿cients are (see Eq. (289))

+D�7,h @ Dh�
}
7d>7e @ .3=5<4 cm-1 +.3=585,

+D�8,h @ Dh�
}
8d>8e @ �4=557 cm-1 +�4=59:,

+D�9,h @ Dh�
}
9d>9e @ .4=445 cm-1 +.4=468,

> (525)

where the values are the experimental values taken from Table 26 on page 165. The values
quoted in parentheses are harmonic force ¿eld values calculated from Tables 12 and 18.
From these numerical values, we see that the principal Coriolis coef¿cients are of the same
magnitude as the principal rotational constants.

The theoretical expression for hK56 have been discussed for example by Amat and co-
workers [69], and Aliev and Watson [98]. The coef¿cients are�Mw @ \ {}{

wdwe . 5\ {{}
wdwe and

�Nw @ \ }}}
wdwe � �Mw , where the detailed expressions for the\ coef¿cients may be found

for example in Table II of Ref. [98]. In addition to the harmonic force¿eld constants,
the expressions involve cubic potential constants giving therefore information on the cubic
force¿eld, too. For46CH6I, we summarize below the experimental values from Table 26.
In parentheses we give the values obtained from the theoretical formulae, calculated by
applying theab initio cubic force¿eld for 45CH6I by Schneideret al. [67].

�M7 @ �3=99� 43�9 cm-1 +�3=4;� 43�9,
�M8 @ �7=8:� 43�9 cm-1 +�49=;� 43�9,
�M9 @ .9=95� 43�9 cm-1 +.9=76� 43�9,

> (526)

�N7 @ .3=6;� 43�7 cm-1 +.3=59� 43�7,
�N8 @ �5=68� 43�7 cm-1 +�4=87� 43�7,
�N9 @ .4=6<� 43�7 cm-1 +.4=75� 43�7,

= (527)

The agreement between the observed and calculated values is only moderately good, except
for �M9 and �N9 , see details near Table 26 on page 164. The theoretical formulae are rather
complex and to check the calculations an interesting sum rule for �3s given in Ref. [98]
may be used. Accordingly, for 46CH6I we should have[

w

+�Mw . �Nw , @ GMN . 5GM = (528)

By using the calculated �3s from (526) and (527), and the calculated GMN and GM from
page 56, we can verify this. This also indicates that we have correctly applied the theo-
retical formulae for�3s. The agreement between the observed and calculated values could
probably be improved by re¿nement of the cubic potential constants.

The vibrational dependence of the Coriolis+D�w,h constants is described by thehK74

operator. Maes [65,95,96] has shown that this dependence may be written as

+D�w,y @ +D�w,h �
[
q

�D�wq +yq . 4@5, .
[
w

�
D�

w

w +yw . 4,> (529)

where the constants�D�wq and�D�ww are extremely complicated expressions of the funda-
mental constants of the molecule. The�

D�
w

q and�D�ww constants, as well as the vibrational
dependence of�3s, have not been considered in the experimental part of this thesis although
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the vibrationally dependent form of the Coriolis energy (see the corresponding operator in
(524))

�5
[
w

+D�w,yncw .
[
w

i+�Mw ,yM+M . 4,ncw . +�Nw ,yn
6cwj

.
[
w

i+�MMw ,yM
5+M . 4,5ncw . +�MNw ,yM+M . 4,n6cw . +�NN

w ,yn
8cwj (530)

was found to be appropriate.
The most important of the operators in the second category of (518) is hK55> whose

partially diagonalized form is given in Eq.(439). hK55 describes the vibrational dependence
of the rotational constants, D and E for symmetric tops. These constants are found to show
vibrational dependence given by

Dy @ Dh �
[
q

�Dq +yq . 4@5,�
[
w

�Dw +yw . 4,> (531)

Ey @ Eh �
[
q

�Eq +yq . 4@5,�
[
w

�Ew +yw . 4,> (532)

where the � constants can be calculated from (440) by setting n @ o and � @ �= This leads
to

k355 @ �
[
n>�

���nn +t
5
n . s5n,M

5
�> (533)

where

����nn @
5+Eh

�,
5

$n
�

�
%[

�

6+d��n ,5

7Lh�
. �

� f

k

�4@5[
p

nnnpd��p $n

$
6@5
p

.
�[

p

+��np,5
6$5n . $5p
$5n � $5p

&
= (534)

If we now choose n @ q> the diagonal vibrational matrix elements give the vibrational
dependence +yq.4@5, in Eqs.(531) and (532). The � constants for F6y molecules become

��Dq @ �}}qq @
5D5

h

$q

%
6+d}}q ,5

7Lh}
. �

� f

k

�4@5[
q3

nqqq3d
}}
q3$q

$
6@5
q3

&
(535)

and

��Eq @ ��{{qq @ ��||qq @

5E5
h

$q

%
6+d||q ,5

7Lh|
. �

� f

k

�4@5[
q3

nqqq3d
||
q3$q

$
6@5
q3

.
[
w

+�|qwd,
5 6$

5
q . $5w

$5q � $5w

&
= (536)

The calculation of the � constants associated with the degenerate modes is slightly more
complicated. A straightforward summation over n @ wd> we and � @ } , however, leaves
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(533) to the form

�
[
w

�}}wdwd^t
5
wdwd . s5wdwd . t5wewe . s5wewe`M

5
} > (537)

where we have used �}}wewe @ �}}wdwd> obtained from inspection of (534) in the light of the
symmetry properties of d��n , nnop, and ��np= The square bracket part gives the vibrational
dependence +yw . 4,> and for �Dw we can write

��Dw @ ��}}wdwd @ ��}}wewe @

5+Dh,5

$w

%
6+d{}wd ,

5

7Lh{
. �

� f

k

�4@5[
q

nqwdwdd
}}
q $w

$
6@5
q

.
�[

w3

+�}wd>we3,
5 6$

5
w . $5w3

$5w � $5w3

&
= (538)

Finally, to calculate �Ew we ¿rst deduce that

��{{wdwd @ ��||wewe @

5+Eh,5

$w

%
6+d{{wd ,

5

7Lh{
.

6+d{}wd ,
5

7Lh}
. �

� f

k

�4@5[
q

nqwwd
{{
q

$w

$
6@5
q

(539)

.
�[

w3

+�|wdwd3,
5 6$

5
w . $5w3

$5w � $5w3

&
(540)

and

��||wdwd @ ��{{wewe @

5+Eh,5

$w

%
6+d{{wd ,

5

7Lh{
. �

� f

k

�4@5[
q

nqwwd
{{
q

$w

$
6@5
q

.
[
q

+�|qwd,
5 6$

5
w . $5q

$5w � $5q
.

�[
w3

+�|wdwd3,
5 6$

5
w . $5w3

$5w � $5w3

&
= (541)

Then the summation over n @ wd> we and � @ {> | leads (533) into the form

�4

5

[
w

+�{{wdwd . �||wdwd,+t
5
wd . s5wd,+M

5
{ . M5| ,= (542)

Here we have also used the fact that the diagonal matrix elements are the same for t5wd.s5wd
and t5we . s5we= Readily, we see that

��Ew @ �+�{{wdwd . �||wdwd,@5 @

5+Eh,5

$w

%
6+d{{wd ,

5

7Lh{
.

6+d{}wd ,
5

;Lh}
. �

� f

k

�4@5[
q

nqwdwdd
{{
q

$w

$
6@5
q

.
4

5

[
q

+�|qwd,
5 6$

5
w . $5q

$5w � $5q
.

�[
w3

+�|wdwd3,
5 6$

5
w . $5w3

$5w � $5w3

&
= (543)
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Below we tabulate the experimental and calculated (in parentheses) � values for 46CH6I for
comparison. The experimental values for �4 and �7 are taken from Paper VI from the ¿t
where the Fermi resonance �4@5�38 was not taken into account off-diagonally. The constant
�5 and�8 are taken from Paper V, and the values for�6 and�9 are taken from Paper IV
from the¿t where�6 and�9 were considered as unperturbed bands. The calculated values
are obtained by applyingab initio cubic force¿eld for 45CH6I by Schneideret al. [67].

�D4 @ .7<=6� 43�6 cm-1 +.7<=4� 43�6,
�D5 @ �53=6� 43�6 cm-1 +�56=7� 43�6,
�D6 @ .9=98� 43�6 cm-1 +.:=9;� 43�6,

(544)

�D7 @ .5;=<� 43�6 cm-1 +.66=3� 43�6,
�D8 @ .79=6� 43�6 cm-1 +.75=:� 43�6,
�D9 @ �67=7� 43�6 cm-1 +�65=3� 43�6,

(545)

�E4 @ .3=338;� 43�6 cm-1 +�3=3788� 43�6,
�E5 @ .3=;55� 43�6 cm-1 +.4=5<� 43�6,
�E6 @ .4=9;� 43�6 cm-1 +.4=95� 43�6,

(546)

�E7 @ �3=46;� 43�6 cm-1 +�3=553� 43�6,
�E8 @ .3=373;� 43�6 cm-1 +�3=547� 43�6,
�E9 @ .3=:6:� 43�6 cm-1 +.3=9<4� 43�6,

= (547)

5.3. Resonances

The vibrational contact transformation is an application of the perturbation theory and one
of the requirements on the transformation operators Vpq is that they must be small. Pro-
vided with this, we may expand the exponential in Eq.(401) and express the transformation
in a commutator form (402), of which only a few leading terms need be taken into account.
For a typical molecule the cases where these requirements are not met, however, are nu-
merous. These cases are called resonances.

The transformation operatorsVpq include terms with denominators of the form+�n$n.
�n3$n3 .�n3$n3 . � � � , (see Eq.(414)). If two or more vibrational modes have nearly equal
energies the corresponding denominator becomes very small or vanishes altogether. This
leads to a break-down of the smallness condition, and thus these terms have to be excluded
from the transformation operator. As a result, the resonant vibrational levels are no longer
separate but must be considered together as a polyad. It also gives rise to changes in the
rotation-vibration energy structure of the corresponding vibrational levels. Spectra of this
type are often regarded as perturbed.

In order to obtain the vibration-rotation energies in case of resonances, a matrix of the
block of the near-degenerate vibrational levels is set up in a harmonic oscillator and rigid
rotor basis and diagonalized numerically. The diagonal elements in setting up the matrix
are the unperturbed vibration-rotation energies calculated from the explicit energy formulas
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discussed in the previous sections and the resonances are included as non-diagonal matrix
elements of the coupling operators. In this section, we discuss these non-diagonal matrix
elements. We¿rst develop a general symmetry based method to calculate any given ele-
ment and then discuss the most important resonances observed in46CH6I. The resonance
types discussed are the essential resonances resulting from the symmetry of the molecule
and the accidental resonances where two vibrational modes have close energies merely by
accident.

5.3.1. A method of calculating non-diagonal matrix elements

In the analysis of perturbed spectra the frequently asked question is what are the speci¿c
rotation-vibration states that can interact through a non-diagonal resonant operator, say
k? A general solution to this problem is achieved by considering the symmetry properties
of the states and the coupling operator in question. In our case, forF6y molecules, it is
convenient to use the symmetrized wavefunctionsmD	+cicwj>M> n,l > de¿ned in Eqs.(293)
and (294), to describe the vibrational-rotational states. The interaction between the two
statesmD	+cicwj>M> n,l and mD	+c.�cicw .�cwj>M> n .�n,l is then possible if the
integral (or matrix element)

kD	+cicwj>M> n, mkmD	+c.�cicw .�cwj>M> n .�n,l (548)

does not vanish. We know that the coupling operator is totally symmetric in theF6y+P,
group. Therefore, according to the vanishing integral rule [2], the intergal (548) is non-
vanishing if the direct product of the symmetry species of the two states includes the totally
symmetric speciesD4= From Table 3, we see that in order to ful¿l this requirement the two
states must belong to the same species,D4> D5> orH= From Eqs.(295) and (296) we see that
the principal vibrational quantum numbersy are not involved in determining the symmetry
properties of the wavefunctions, and therefore they are not explicitly included in (548). The
total angular momentum is preserved and naturally there are no non-diagonal elements in
M= Based on the text after Eq.(294) we can now say that the two states in (548) can resonate
if

�n ��c @ 6s> s @ 3>	4>	5> = = = (549)

Here we denote�c @
S

w�cw= This result is called Amat’s rule forF6y molecules. The
corresponding rules for molecules with various symmetries are summarized in [9, 69, 99],
for example.

Having Amat’s rule at our disposal we are able to derive any given coupling matrix
element based solely on the fact that the coupling operator must be totally symmetric. At
this point it is advantageous to use the ladder operatorsO�q> O�w�ww > M	> and the operators
M5 andM} to construct the operator combinations connecting the states of interest. These
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operators were discussed in Section 4.1 and we recall that their laddering properties are

O�q myql @ ^5yq . 4 . �q`
4@5 myq . �ql > (550)

O�w�ww myw> cwl @ ^5+yw . 4 . �w . �w� wcw,`
4@5 myw . �w> cw . � wl > (551)

M	 mM> nl @ ^M+M . 4,� n+n 
 4,`4@5 mM> n 
 4l > (552)

M5 mM> nl @ M+M . 4, mM> nl > (553)

M} mM> nl @ n mM> nl > (554)

and their symmetry properties are listed in Table 20. The construction of any given matrix
element is now a four step process:

1. Find all the ladder operator combinations that can connect the states in question. The
non-ladderingM5 andM} operators are not taken into account at this point. Only the
combinations containing the minimum number of operators possible are accepted.

2. Construct the totally symmetric combinations of the operators obtained in step 1. If
such combinations do not exist, the operators are¿rst combined withM}.

3. Construct the desired higher order operators. The operators obtained in step 2 can be
combined as symmetrized products (see the examples below) with any given totally
symmetric operator combination that does not ladder the states. The usualM andn de-
pendencies on the principal matrix elements are obtained by applying+M5> M5} > M.M�.
M�M.,> ++M5,5> M7} > M5M5} > � � � ,> and so on, as additional operators.

4. Calculate the matrix elements by applying (550) - (554).

To illustrate the above described procedure, we now calculate the matrix elements in-
volved with the so-called accidental Coriolis resonance and essentialc+5>�4, resonance
(see the resonance classi¿cation later in this section). The Coriolis resonance matrix ele-
ment is of the type

kyq> yw> cw>M> n mkm yq � 4> yw . 4> cw 	 4>M> n 	 4l > (555)

where�n��c @ 	4
 4 @ 3 satisfying thus Amat’s rule. If we setyq @ 4> yw @ cw @ 3>
for example, the connected states aremM> nl in the non-degenerateyq @ 4 vibrational level,
andmcw @ 	4>M> n 	 4l in the degenerateyw @ 4 vibrational level. From the matrix element
(555), we see that there are only two ladder operator combinations that can connect these
states:

O.
qO��w M. and O.

qO�.w M�= (556)

These operators do not separately satisfy the symmetry properties. It is, however, easy
to see from Table 20 that their difference is symmetric, except under the Hermitian con-
jugation. To satisfy also this condition, we write the totally symmetric Hamiltonian term
as

z+O.
qO��w M. �O.

qO�.w M�, .K=F=> (557)

wherez is a constant coef¿cient. The symbolK=F= [84] represents Hermitian conju-
gate of the preceding part of the operator, and it is obtained by changing the signs in
all the subscripts and superscripts of the ladder operators. In the present caseK=F= @
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z+O�qO..
w M��O�qO.�

w M.,= Its function is merely to enable the calculation of the matrix
element Hermitian conjugate to (555)

kyq � 4> yw . 4> cw 
 4>M> n 
 4 mkm yq> yw> cw>M> nl = (558)

We now proceed to step 3. It is shown in [8] that from the products ij and ji of any given
non-commuting Hermitian operators we can form an Hermitian symmetrized product by
taking +ij . ji,@5= Applying this we now form the symmetrized products of (557) and
the new operatorsM5> M5} > andM.M�. M�M.. BecauseM.M�. M�M. @ 5+M5� M5} , we
can write

zM+ ,M5> (559)

zN^M5} + , . + ,M5} `> (560)

where we have droppedK=F=> denoted operator (557) as+ ,> and used the fact thatM5

commutes withM. andM�= Also the factor4@5 from symmetrization has been included
into the new coef¿cientszM andzN= The matrix elements of the operator (557) and the
operators (559) and (560) now become, respectively

z � 5^yq+yw 	 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n, (561)

z � 5^yq+yw 	 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n,�zM ^M+M . 4,` (562)

z � 5^yq+yw 	 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n,�zN^n5 . +n 	 4,5` (563)

where

I	+M> n, @ ^M+M . 4,� n+n 	 4,`4@5= (564)

Rearrangement of then dependent partn5 . +n 	 4,5 @ 5n5 	 +5n 	 4, in (563)¿nally
gives us the Coriolis matrix element in the formG

yq> yw> cw>M> n
��� hK54 . hK56

��� yq � 4> yw . 4> cw 	 4>M> n 	 4
H

@ 	^ZF 	ZN
F +5n 	 4, .ZM

FM+M . 4, .ZNN
F n5` (565)

�^yq+yw 	 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n,=

Here, we have explicitly written down those terms from the transformed Hamiltonian that
contribute to the result. They can easily be obtained by studying the powers of the vibra-
tional and rotational operators in (557), (559), and (560).

To illustrate a slightly different case, we shall consider thec+5>�4, resonance as the
second example. The matrix element with�n ��c @ 	4	 5 @ 	6 is

kyw> cw>M> n mkm yw> cw 
 5>M> n 	 4l = (566)

For example, by settingyw @ 4> cw @ 	4 the states connected aremcw @ 	4>M> nl and
mcw @ 
4>M> n 	 4l > both in the same degenerate vibrational levelyw @ 4= The ladder
operators connecting the states are now

O..
w O�.w M. and O.�

w O��w M� (567)
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(note that O..
w O�.w @ O�.w O..

w ,= It turns out that no totally symmetric combinations can
be formed from these operators. We therefore need to introduce the non-laddering operator
M}, following the second path of step 2. The combinations will then be

O..
w O�.w M.M} and O.�

w O��w M�M} (568)

and the totally symmetric Hamiltonian term becomes

z^O..
w O�.w +M.M} . M}M., . O.�

w O��w +M�M} . M}M�,` .K=F= (569)

Exactly as in the case of the Coriolis resonance, we write the higher order operators as

zM+ ,M5> (570)

zN^M5} + , . + ,M5} `> (571)

where now+ , represents the operator (569). The matrix elements of (569), (570), and
(571) become

z � 5+5n 	 4,^+yw 	 cw,+yw 
 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n, (572)

z � 5+5n 	 4,^+yw 	 cw,+yw 
 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n,�zM ^M+M . 4,` (573)

z � 5+5n 	 4,^+yw 	 cw,+yw 
 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n,�zN^n5 . +n 	 4,5`>(574)

and the complete matrix element takes the formG
yw> cw>M> n

��� hK55 . hK57

��� yw> cw 
 5>M> n 	 4
H

@ +5n 	 4,^uw . uNw +5n 	 4, . uNN
w n5 . uMw M+M . 4,` (575)

�^+yw 	 cw,+yw 
 cw . 5,`4@5I	+M> n,=

The method described above gives easy access to any symmetry allowed resonance ma-
trix element. However, no information, except the general order of magnitude, about the
internal structure of the constant coef¿cientZ> u> = = = is obtained. The relationship of these
constants to the potential¿eld and the structural parameters of the molecule is usually very
complex and the formulae correspondingly become somewhat complicated, especially for
the higher order terms. For spectral analysis purposes, on the other hand, these constants
can be considered as empirical parameters whose values are adjusted to¿t the observed
spectra. How they depend on the fundamental properties of the molecule can then be
treated separately from the¿tting.

The detailed expressions of the parameters are calculated from the terms of the trans-
formed Hamiltonian that connect the resonating states. The terms of the Hamiltonian gen-
erally comprise of tedious summations over numerous indices, but again the symmetry
allowed form of the matrix element obtained using Amat’s rule allows us to focus our at-
tention on the appropriate terms only. For example, from (565) we see that the coef¿cient
ZF of the principal Coriolis resonance term is calculated fromhK54> which has the form
(see Eq.(519))

hK54 @
[
no

[
�

U�
notnsoM�= (576)
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It must be remembered that this term differs from the corresponding K54 in Table 19 in the
sense that here only contributions with $n r $o exist (see (426)). From (557) we see that
now n and o run only over q> wd> and we, and � over { and |= In the resonance situation, we
also have $q r $wd @ $we> and the contributing terms may be picked from (576) as (see
also (345))

5Eh�
|
q>wd^+$q@$w,

4@5+twdM| � tweM{,sq � +$w@$q,
4@5tq+swdM| � sweM{,= (577)

In the ladder operator format, this expression becomes

4

7
Eh�

|
q>wd �

�
+%�

$q
$w

�4@5

.

�
$q
$w

�4@5
& �

+O.
qO��w M. �O.

qO�.w M�, .K=F=
�

(578)

.

%�
$q
$w

�4@5

�
�
$q
$w

�4@5
& �

+O.
qO.�

w M. �O.
qO..

w M�, .K=F=
�,

>

where the operator on the third line does not contribute to the Coriolis resonance we are
dealing with now. Comparing the ¿rst and second line of (578) with Eqs. (557), (561) and
(565), we readily see that
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5.3.2. Essential resonances

In symmetric top molecules, the two independent vibrational modes wd and we associ-
ated with one doubly degenerate vibrationw have exactly the same vibrational frequency,
$wd @ $we= This exact degeneracy results from the symmetry of the molecule, and is called
essential degeneracy. In general, the resonances produced by off-diagonal matrix elements
between essentially degenerated vibrational levels are called essential resonances.

By nature, the essential resonances occur within the states for which all the principal
vibrational quantum numbersy have the same values in both resonating levels. The quan-
tum numbersn andc may yet vary within the limits of Amat’s rule, and thus the types
of essential resonances are numerous. According to Amat and Nielsen [100], they can be
classi¿ed into three groups

4= N-type rotational resonances+�n 9@ 3 and�c @ 3,
5= vibrationalc-type resonances+�n @ 3 and�c 9@ 3,
6= rotationalc-type resonances +�n 9@ 3 and�c 9@ 3,

In this section, we shall consider the appearance of these resonances inF6y molecules,
speci¿cally in 46CH6I.
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The N-type rotational resonance matrix elements are of typeskn mm n 	 6l, kn mm n 	 9l,
etc. In the case of46CH6I, they are exactly those involved with the% andk6 centrifugal non-
diagonal terms discussed in Section 5.2.2. It was shown there that for the equilibrium state
the effects of these elements are neglible for46CH6I. Similar elements also exist in excited
vibrational states as long as�c @ 3= The vibrational dependences of% andk6 are produced
by higher order perturbation theory, and thus they appear only as small corrections to the
values of% andk6= For these reasons, this resonance has not yet been observed in infrared
spectra of46CH6I.

The vibrationalc-type resonances can appear only if two or more degenerate vibrational
levels are excited at the same time. The matrix elements in this case are of typekc mm cl,
kc mm c	 6l, etc., wherec @

S
w cw= In the ¿rst element,c does not change, but for the

element to be nondiagonal, the individualcw’s must change. Bearing in mind thatcw may
only obtain valuesyw> yw � 5> = = = >�yw> the element including two degenerate vibrations
can be written in the formkcw> cw3 mm cw 	 5> cw3 	 5l = Then, by using the method described
in the previous section, we obtain [101,102]

G
yw> cw> yw3 > cw3 >M> n

��� hK73 . hK75

��� yw> cw 	 5> yw3 > cw3 	 5>M> n
H

@ ^Uww3 . jMM+M . 4, . jNn5` (580)

�^+yw 	 cw . 5,+yw 
 cw,+yw3 
 cw3 . 5,+yw3 	 cw3,`
4@5=

The most important cases when the vibrationalc resonance appears are within vibra-
tional levels of the typeyw @ yw3 @ 4= In the harmonic approximation, all the four sub-
levels+cw> cw3, @ +.4>.4,> +.4>�4,> +�4>.4,> +�4>�4, have equal energies. The four
corresponding vibrational wavefunctions form the basis of the representationHH> which
reduces to the irreducible componentsD4�D5 andH= The sublevelsi+.4>.4,> +�4>�4,j
span the speciesH and the sub-levelsi+.4>�4,> +�4>.4,j the speciesD4 . D5= Due to
the anharmonic termjww3cwcw3 in Eq. (450) theD4 � D5 andH components separate with
energy difference5jww3 = The vibrationalc resonance then takes place within the sub-levels
of theD4 � D5 component. The details of how this resonance appears may be found for
example in Refs. [102–104]. Also a detailed analysis of vibrationalc resonance in the
y6 @ y8 @ y9 @ 4 vibrational level of46CH6I is presented in Paper VI of this thesis.

The most important types of rotationalc resonances occurring in the fundamental de-
generate vibrations have been discussed for example by Oka [81] and Cartwright and Mills
[105]. ForF6y molecules, they aret+.,w - type c+5> 5, resonance anduw - type c+5>�4,
resonance. Here, we denote the changes inc andn in the formc+�c>�n,.

The matrix element ofc+5> 5, resonance is of typekcw � 4> n � 4 mm cw . 4> n . 4l and
the application of the method in the previous section leads to

G
yw> cw � 4>M> n � 4

��� hK55 . hK57

��� yw> cw . 4>M> n . 4
H

@ �4
7 ^tw . tMw M+M . 4, . tNw +n5 . 4,` (581)

�^+yw . 4,5 � c5w `
4@5I.+M> n,I�+M> n,=
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Here, tw is obtained from hK55 given in (439) and (440) by letting n and o run over the
components of the degenerate mode. The result is [65, 105]
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This resonance has a pronounced effect on the energy structure of a degenerate vibrational
level because of the so-calledc - doubling. The matrix element (581) gives rise to splitting
of levels +n> cw, @ +�4>�4,> +.4>.4, into D4 andD5 components with separation of
roughly mH+D4,�H+D5,m @ mtwmM+M . 4,> calculated from (581) by settingn @ cw @ 3=
The sign of thec - doublingtw constant is an observable quantity. It is therefore important to
adopt a convention to relate the experimental observation to the theoretical formula (582).
The sign of the matrix element (581) depends on the relative phases of the basis functions,
and in Eqs. (581) and (582) we have adopted the convention proposed by Cartwright and
Mills [9, 105]. The convention is that for positivetw constant, theD4 levels lie above the
D5 levels for evenM values and vice versa for oddM values:

H+D4,�H+D5, @ twM+M . 4, for M even (583)

H+D5,�H+D4, @ twM+M . 4, for M odd. (584)

The experimental determination of thetw constants is often problematic because they
are strongly correlated to Coriolis resonance parameters, as will be discussed in Section
7.4. For the46CH6I molecule, the degenerate vibrational levely9 @ 4 is well separated
from the other vibrational levels. The experimentalt9 constant taken from column ”Fit
I” in Table III in paper III corresponds best to the value calculated from Eq. (582). The
experimental and calculated values fort9 are�3=4;4 � 43�6 cm�4 and�3=4:5 � 43�6

cm�4> respectively. Again, we have used theab initio cubic force¿eld for 45CH6I by
Schneideret al. [67], but still the agreement between the observed and the calculated value
is remarkable.

We already calculated the matrix element ofc+5>�4, resonance as an example in the
previous section, in Eq. (575). Also in this case, the principal resonance parameteruw
originates fromhK55 and its magnitude is expected to be of the same order as is that of the
tw constants. However, there are now no splittings involved and this resonance takes effect
only if the interacting states are accidentally close enough. In the fundamental vibrational
level, the interacting states aremcw @ 	4>M> nl and mcw @ 
4>M> n 	 4l > and their energy
separation in rigid rotor - harmonic oscillator approximation is (see. Eq. (290))�n @
^D � E . 5+D�,w`+5n . 4,= For 46CH6I, the quantityD � E . 5+D�,w is always greater
thanq 5=8 cm�4= Assuming thatuw is of the order of, say3=4 � 43�6 cm-1> the energy
shifts for n @ 3 become of the order of (5u5w @�n,M+M . 4, r 4 � 43�;M+M . 4, cm�4=
For M as high as <3 (see the observed M ranges in paper III, for example), the energy shifts
are of the order of 4� 43�7 cm�4. These very small effects are in principle detectable but
as it turns out [106, 107] uw is strongly correlated to the diagonal � parameters which then
absorb the effects. As a conclusion, we may say that the c+5>�4, resonance parameters
cannot be determined from the fundamental bands of 46CH6I.
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5.3.3. Accidental resonances

A resonance is called accidental if the two resonating vibrational levels have close energies
by chance. In such cases, the coupling matrix element is off-diagonal with respect to at
least two quantum numbersy. Again according to Amat and Nielsen [100] it is customary
to consider two kinds of accidental resonances:

4= Vibrational or Fermi type resonances
5= Rotational or Coriolis type resonances.

In Fermi type resonances, the coupling matrix element originates from Hamiltonian terms
containing only vibrational operators, and thus it is a function of vibrational quantum num-
bers only. In Coriolis type resonances, the coupling matrix element is a function of both
vibrational and rotational quantum numbers.

The part of the Hamiltonian responsible for the principal elements of Fermi type reso-
nances are those non-diagonal contributions from the potential function termsK63> K73>
K83> = = = that cannot be removed by contact transformation. Accordingly these resonances
are often referred to as anharmonic resonances and classi¿ed as cubic, quartic, and higher
order anharmonic resonances, respectively. The special cases due to cubic and quartic
terms are also often referred to as Fermi resonance [108] and Darling-Dennison resonance
[109], respectively.

There are two major Fermi resonance interactions identi¿ed at the fundamental levels
of 46CH6I. The¿rst is the resonance betweenH type vibrationsy8 @ 4 andy6 @ y9 @ 4
and the second betweenD4 vibrationsy4 @ 4 andy8 @ 5 +c8 @ 3,= The general form of
the resonance matrix element in the¿rst case isG

yq> yw> cw> yw3 > cw3 >M> n
��� hK63 . hK65

��� yq � 4> yw . 4> cw 	 4> yw3 � 4> cw3 
 4>M> n
H

@ 4
5 ^Iqww3 . IM

qww3M+M . 4, . IN
qww3n

5`� ^yq+yw 	 cw . 5,+yw3 	 cw3,`
4@5> (585)

where the parameterIqww3 is the coef¿cient of the operator
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The second term in (586) does not exist in the cubic potential function, and by comparing
the¿rst with (373) we get

Iqww3 @
4

5
s
5
nqww3 = (587)

A detailed analysis of this resonance on the levels+y8 @ 4/y6 @ y9 @ 4,, as well as on
the next layer of excitation+y8 @ 5/y6 @ y8 @ y9 @ 4,, is presented in papers V and VI.
The observed value ofn689 @ 5;=4;889;+76, cm�4 agrees nicely with theab initio value
�65=3 cm�4 calculated for45CH6I [67]. The matrix element of the second major Fermi
resonance is G

yq> yw> cw>M> n
��� hK63

��� yq � 4> yw . 5> cw>M> n
H

(588)

@ 4
5Iqww^yq+yw . cw . 5,+yw � cw . 5,`4@5> (589)
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where the parameter Iqww turns out to be

Iqww @
4

5
s
5
nqww= (590)

The experimental determination of the Fermi resonance parameters in the case of two D4

type vibrational levels is problematic, especially if there are no crossings of levels in the
observed region, and this is generally the case. Strong correlations between the parameters
result in unstable and usually nonconverging ¿ts. This was the case also in �4@5�38 reso-
nance for46CH6I and the Fermi parameter had to be constrained in the¿t. The detailed
analysis is found in paper VI. Examples of higher order anharmonic resonances are also
presented there.

The most important of the rotational type resonances is the Coriolis resonance between
D4 andH fundamentals. The matrix element describing this resonance we already calcu-
lated as an example in Eqs. (565) and (579). There are threeD4 and threeH fundamentals
in 46CH6I and thus, in principle, nineD4 � H Coriolis resonances. However, only the
vibrational levelsy5 @ 4+D4, andy8 @ 4+H, are close enough to make the perturba-
tion calculation fail. The interaction must be taken into account as a nondiagonal matrix
element. A detailed analysis is presented in paper V.

The lowest fundamental vibrations of46CH6I lie relatively low in energy+�6 q 853
cm�4, �9 q ;;3 cm�4, leading to a rather dense vibrational energy level structure in
the region of the highest fundamentals (see Fig. 20). In addition, the rotational constant
E is only about3=58 cm�4> resulting in a dense rotational energy level stack within each
vibrational level. The rotation-vibration energy level patterns are thus likely to overlap and
the probability of different types of accidental resonances is large, especially since the only
limit factor is Amat’s rule. Indeed, the number of observed resonances in the region of
the highest fundamentals�4 and�7 is overwhelming, as shown in paper VI. However, all
the matrix elements can be easily calculated using the method described in the previous
section.

5.4. Nuclear quadrupole hyper¿ne structure

So far, we have considered molecular energies obtained solely from the vibration-rotation
Hamiltonian. There are also other operators giving measurable contributions to the ener-
gies, and therefore are of interest in spectroscopy, see for example the termsKkiv and
Khv in the Hamiltonian (2). The most predominant of such operators in the absence of
external¿elds are those arising from the so-called nuclear quadrupole interaction+KT,
[72, 110] and the spin-rotation interaction+KVU, [3, 72]. The nuclear quadrupole interac-
tion is observed if a nucleus has a nuclear spinL � 4= The nuclear charge distribution is
then non-spherical giving rise to an electric quadrupole moment. On the other hand, the
electronic charge about the nucleus generates an electric¿eld gradient at the position of
the nucleus. This¿eld gradient then interacts with the nuclear quadrupole moment tending
to align the nuclear spin moment in the direction of the¿eld gradient. The¿eld gradient
is slightly different for different vibrational states and it strongly depends on the rotational
state of the molecule. The effect of this interaction is thus to split particularly the rota-
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tional energy levels into hyper¿ne components. The spin-rotation interaction on the other
hand is a consequence of nuclear spin magnetic moments interacting with the magnetic
¿elds arising mainly from the rotation of the molecular charges with the molecular frame.
The magnetic effects in molecules are generally very small [110], and the spin rotation
interaction will not be considered further here.

The Hamiltonian which describes the interaction of a single quadrupole momentT
(componentsT��) with the electric¿eld gradient at the position of the nucleus can be
written as [72,110,111]

KT @ �4

9

[
��

T��t��> (591)

wheret�� @ u�u�! are the components of the¿eld gradient and! is the electrostatic
potential. Hougen [112] and Hougen and Oka [113] have shown that an operator equivalent
to (591) may be written as

KT @ hT

57[
��

t��+tn,M�M�

68I +L>M,= (592)

HerehT is the nuclear quadrupole moment (h the electronic charge) and

I +L>M, @
6+L � M,5 . 6

5L � M� L5M5

M+M . 4,+5M � 4,+5M . 6,L+5L � 4,
> (593)

M is the total angular momentum operator, andL the nuclear spin angular momentum op-
erator with quantum numbersL= In operator (592), the¿eld gradient componentst�� can
be expanded as power series in the dimensionless normal coordinatestn= The operator can
then be subjected to vibrational contact transformation, which has been carried out for ex-
ample by Aliev and Hougen [111]. As a result, the quadrupole Hamiltonian is expanded as
(see also [47])

hKT @ Z35 . iZ37 .iZ55 . = = = > (594)

where

Z35 @ I +L>M,
[
�

"��h M5� (595)

iZ37 @ I +L>M,
[
����

"����M�M�M�M�> (596)

iZ55 @ I +L>M,
[
no

[
��

"��no +tnto . snso,M�M�= (597)

Here"��h @ hT+t��,h and the higher order" parameters are complicated functions of the
fundamental properties of the molecule, see [111].

For a symmetric top molecule, with one quadrupole nucleus located on its symmetry
axis, the¿eld gradient is also symmetric about the same axis, and relations of the type
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"{{h @ "||h @ �"}}h @5 apply [111]. The expressions (595) - (597) are now simpli¿ed to

Z35 @
4

5
+hTth,+6M

5
} � M5,I +L>M, (598)

iZ37 @
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+"3MM

7 . "3MNM5M5} . "3NM7} ,I +L>M, (599)GiZ55
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�"q+yq . 4@5, .
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w

�"w +yw . 4,

&
�+6M5} � M5,I +L>M, . iZ 3

55= (600)

Here, the termiZ55 has been averaged over the vibrational coordinates andiZ 3
55 includes

terms similar to thec - type resonance part of operatorhK55. The termZ35 describes the
principal quadrupole coupling energy of the equilibrium state, the coef¿cienthTth @ "}}h
being the familiar quadrupole coupling coef¿cient. The termiZ37 gives the centrifugal
contribution to the quadrupole energy in a manner similar to the way the centrifugal termhK37 contributes to the rotational energy. The vibrational dependence of the quadrupole
coupling constant, obtained fromiZ55, resembles that of the principal rotational constants
in Eq.(532).

The contribution of the quadrupole interaction to the energy of a given vibration-rotation
state is obtained as the expectation value ofhKT= We are therefore interested in calculating
the diagonal matrix elements ofhKT in the basismy> n> L> M> I l = HereI represents the
quantum numbers of an operatorI> obtained from couplingL andM as a vector sum

I @ M . L> M . L � 4> M . L � 5> � � � > mM � Lm = (601)

The matrix elements of the operatorI +L>M, in Eq.(593) are given by [110]

ky> n> L> M> I mI +L>M,m y> n> L> M> I l @ 5

M+M . 4,
\ +M> L> I ,> (602)

where\ +M> L> I , is the so-called Casimir function

\ +M> L> I , @
6
7F+F . 4,� L+L . 4,M+M . 4,

5+5M � 4,+5M . 6,L+5L � 4,
> (603)

F @ I +I . 4,� M+M . 4,� L+L . 4,= (604)

The quadrupole energy for a symmetric top with one coupling nucleus on the molecular
symmetry axis may then¿nally be written, after rearranging terms and rede¿ning the cen-
trifugal constants, in the form [72,110,114]

HT @

�
^hTty . "MM+M . 4, . "Nn5`

�
6n5

M+M . 4,
� 4	 5�nc>4nc�

�
. "G

n5+7n5 � 4,

M+M . 4,

�
\ +M> L> I ,= (605)
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Here, the subscript y in the quadrupole coupling constant indicates the vibrational depen-
dence of this constant. The coef¿cient � originates fromiZ 3

55 and affects only thec -
doubling components withn @ c @ 	4.

In general, the effects of the hyper¿ne interactions are small and discernible only if
molecular spectra are studied with very high resolution. They are rarely seen in the in-
frared region and the determination of the splitting parameters is solely a subject of rota-
tional spectroscopy in the microwave and millimeter-wave regions where the instrumental
resolution is much better. For the CH6I molecule, the splittings are exceptionally large due
to the large nuclear quadrupole moment and large spin of the interacting iodine nucleus
and as a consequence the lowM transitions also in infrared spectra appear as broadened or
even partially split lines. The splitting parameters for CH6I in the ground and low vibra-
tionally excited states have been determined very accurately by microwave techniques, see
for example Refs. [115–118]. The accuracy of infrared measurements is lower, and it does
not allow us to see any vibrational dependence. Only a small portion of rotation-vibration
lines in typical infrared spectra are remarkably affected by this effect and we have shown in
Ref. [119] that they can safely be omitted in the case of rotation-vibration analysis. In the
analyses presented in papers I-IV, all lines suffering from hyper¿ne interaction have been
omitted.

In any physical experiment, care must be taken before omitting an observation. It must
be closely examined to completely understand the reason why it may be omitted. Sim-
ulations can be exploited for this purpose to effectively study the hyper¿ne structure of
IR lines. In Fig. 10 theUT8+M, branch of�9 band of 46CH6I is given as an exam-
ple. The quadrupole energies were calculated from (605) using the ground state value
hTt3 @ �3=397854 cm�4 taken from Ref. [118] for both ground andy9 @ 4 states. The
higher order effects are negligible for the present purpose and thus are not included in the
calculations. The nuclear spin for iodine isL @ 8@5= The selection rules and the relative in-
tensities for transitions between hyper¿ne components of a particular vibrational-rotational
transition depend on the non-vanishing matrix elements of the molecular dipole moment
along space-¿xed axes. In the case of a single coupling nucleus, they are found from
[72,120], for example. For�M @ 3 transitions, they are

I � 4 $ I = �+M.I.L.4,+M.I�L,+M�I.L.4,+M�I�L,
I

I $ I = ^M+M.4,.I +I.4,�L+L.4,`5+5I.4,
I +I.4,

I . 4 $ I = �+M.I.L.5,+M.I�L.4,+M�I.L,+M�I�L�4,
+I.4,

=

In Fig. 10, the lowM region of theUT8 branch is shown, and the assignment of theM @ 47
line is given explicitly. From Fig.10a, for example, the otherT branch lines are easily
located. The¿rst is withM @ 9 at about 921.33 cm�4> and the last in the¿gure withM @ 54
at about 921.05 cm�4. Four additional lines not belonging to theT branch are also located
in the region. The quadrupole coupling now appears as broadening of the lowM lines,
while the highM lines are apparently not affected. This can be explained by examining
the intensity factors for various hyper¿ne transitions. From (601), we calculate that for
eachM (M A 5, there are 6 hyper¿ne components. According to the selection rules�I @
3>	4> there are 16 hyper¿ne transitions altogether, corresponding to a single vibration-
rotation line. For�M @ 3 lines, the transitions with�I 9@ 3 deviate considerably from
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Fig. 10. A small portion of the -QD branch of the DS band of ��CH�I to illustrate the effects
of the hyper¿ne quadrupole interaction on infrared lines. (a) Calculated spectrum without the
hyper¿ne splittings. The line positions were calculated using the constants from paper III and
the intensities are those of a rigid rotor. The Doppler lineshape with FWHM of 0.0020 cm3�

was used. Hot bands are not included. (b) Calculated spectrum with the hyper¿ne interaction
included. For constants, see text. (c) Observed spectrum. The experimental conditions are
given in paper III.

the unperturbed line position, whereas the transitions with �I @ 3 do not. From the
expressions of relative intensities given above, we can calculate that for high M values the
intensity of a single vibration-rotation line is distributed to components with�I @ �M>
whereas for lowM lines the intensity is divided randomly to all transitions�I @ 3>	4.



6. Intensities of infrared transitions

The most probable interaction of an isolated molecule with microwave or infrared radiation
is absorption via coupling between the electric ¿eld of the radiation and the electric dipole
moment of the molecule. The transitions related to higher electric multipole moments, or
to interaction of magnetic dipole moment with the magnetic ¿eld are also possible (see
e.g. [121]), but they are, however, extremely weak. They may be of interest in the case of
molecules for which the electric dipole transitions are forbidden, for example by symme-
try. An example of an electric quadrupole rotation - vibration spectrum of the hydrogen
molecule may be found in Ref. [122]. In this section, we shall concentrate exclusively on
electric dipole moment transitions.

Molecules act like tiny antennae, where the absorption of radiation in general is associ-
ated with a change of electric dipole moment (see, for example, [123]). In the cases where
no vibrational motions are present, the change of the dipole moment can only be due to the
change of its direction with respect to the space¿xed coordinate system. This leads to the
fact that only the molecules with permanent dipole moment can have pure rotational spec-
tra. During vibrational motion, on the other hand, the dipole moment can vary periodically
whether the molecule possesses permanent dipole moment or not. The frequencies that are
absorbed by the molecule are the vibrational frequencies.

Transitions between the quantized energy levels in a molecule may take place only if the
energy differences between the levels correspond to the absorbed quanta. Further restric-
tions determining between which energy levels such transitions may occur are called selec-
tion rules. In specifying these rules, the symmetry properties of the molecules are of great
bene¿t. Intensities of spectral lines arising from allowed transitions are then determined
by the transition probabilities, whose actual calculation sometimes requires evaluation of
rather complicated matrix element integrals.

Let us examine one single vibration - rotation transition closer. The resonant frequency
�li of the transition from the initial statel to the¿nal statei ful¿lls the Bohr condition

�li @ +Hi �Hl,@k> (606)

whereHi andHl are the rovibrational energies of the¿nal and initial states, respectively,
andk is the Planck’s constant. The line contour of this transition in the measured transmit-
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tance spectrum, according to the Beer - Lambert law is

�+�, @ h{s^�Vlii+� � �li,{`> (607)

where{ is the optical density, which is a measure of the number of absorbing molecules per
unit area occurring along the direction of propagation of the radiation in the gas sample. It
may be expressed in terms of sample pressures and absorption path lengtho. The function
i+� � �li, is the normalized line shape function, andVli is the line intensity given by
[124]

Vli @

�
;�6

6kf

Q

T

�
�li h{s+�kfHl@nW , ^4� h{s+�kf�li@nW ,` vljl mkl m�m ilm5 = (608)

Here,Q is the number of molecules of the absorbing gas per cubic centimeter per atmo-
sphere,T is the total partition function,vl is the spin statistical weight,jl is the degeneracy
of the initial state, andmkl m�m ilm5 is the square of the dipole moment matrix element (tran-
sition moment) between the initial and¿nal states. The exponential terms describe the
relative populations of the states according to the Boltzmann law. The energyHl of the
initial state, as well as the transition frequency�li are given here in units of cm�4. Some
characteristics of a spectral line corresponding Eq.(607) are de¿ned in Fig. 11
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Fig. 11. The line contour corresponding to transmittance of a single rotation-vibration ab-
sorption line at frequency D�s . Also the de¿nition of full width at half maximum (FWHM) is
shown.

Extracting the intensity information from experimental lines forms a branch of spec-
troscopy of its own, with which we shall not involve ourselves to at this point. Detailed
description of the methods may be found in [124] and the references therein. Our pur-
pose now is simply to gain understanding about why the experimental spectra appear in
the infrared measurements as they do. We shall use Eqs. (607) and (608) only to simulate
experimental spectra.

In the next sections, we¿rst study the symmetry properties of the dipole moment ma-
trix element to obtain the selection rules for infrared transitions. We then calculate the
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corresponding matrix elements in the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approximation in
order to obtain intensity formulae for the most important transitions in the spectrum. Spin
statistical weights will also be discussed. Finally, we shall brieÀy review some perturba-
tion calculations on the dipole moment operator in order to understand certain important
transitions which are not allowed by the rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator approximation.

6.1. Selection rules

In terms of quantum mechanics, a transition from an initial statemll to a¿nal statemil is
infrared active if at least one of the following matrix elements of the components of electric
dipole moment operator� along the space¿xed axes[>\> ] does not vanish:

kl m�[ m il > kl m�\ m il > kl m�]m il = (609)

Since we are now dealing with free, isolated rotating and vibratingF6y molecules in their
electronic ground state in a¿eld free space, it is convenient to use the symmetrized wave-
functionsmD	+cicwj>M> n,l de¿ned in Eqs. (293) and (294) to describe the initial and¿nal
vibrational-rotational states. The isotropy of the¿eld free space makes it necessary to con-
sider only one of the above integrals, and the obvious, though random, choice iskl m�] m il.
We are left with G

D	+cicwj>M> n, m�] mD
3

	+c
3ic3wj>M

3

> n
3

,
H
9@ 3= (610)

According to the rule of vanishing integrals, e.g. [2], the condition for this integral not to
vanish by symmetry is that the direct product of the symmetry species of the initial and
¿nal states contain the symmetry species of�] = The de¿nition of the component�] is

�] @
[
m

hm]m > (611)

wherehm and]m are the charge and] coordinate of themth particle. The indexm runs over
all nuclei and electrons in the molecule. From this de¿nition, we see that�] is invariant
to permutation of identical nuclei but changes its sign in inversion. ForF6y molecules
the characters for the operations+456, and+56,� are thus4 and�4, respectively. From
the character table (Table 2 on page 24), it is readily seen that�] transforms according to
the one dimensional irreducible representationD5. The vibration-rotation wavefunctions
mD	+cicwj>M> n,l > on the other hand, have symmetriesD4, D5, or H and, according to
Table 3, where the direct product rules are given, the following symmetry based selection
rules for allowed transitions may be veri¿ed:

D4 ' D5 andH ' H= (612)

Based on the discussion on page 78 concerning the symmetries of the wavefunctions
mD	+cicwj>M> n,l > these rules, in terms of�n and�c> take a form similar to Amat’s rule

�n ��c @ 6s> s @ 3>	4>	5> = = = = (613)
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Selection rules (612) and (613) constitute rigorous rules for electric dipole transitions of
an isolated F6y molecule in a ¿eld free space, and they must be ful¿lled in any transitions,
normally allowed or forbidden.

The actual calculation of the dipole moment matrix elements provides more detailed
rules, including all appropriate quantum numbers. In calculating the matrix elements cer-
tain approximations, typically the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approximation, must
be made. The selection rules thus derived then determine the normally allowed transi-
tions within the framework of the chosen approximation. Transitions not allowed by these
restrictive rules, but allowed if no approximations are made, are called forbidden or pertur-
bation allowed transitions. They are discussed in Section 6.4.

6.2. Intensities in harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approximation

In the following calculation, we adopt the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor approxima-
tion and use the wavefunctions in the familiar formmy> c>M> nl @ my> cl � mM> nl = Herey
represents collectively all the principal vibrational quantum numbers. The matrix elements
to be evaluated are of type (610). They take the form

[
�

%
��h ky> cmy3> c3l.

[
n

�
C��
Ctn

�
h

ky> c mtnm y3> c3l
&
kM> n m�]�mM 3> n3l > (614)

where�] has¿rst been written in terms of dipole moment components along the molecule
¿xed axes� @ {> |> } by using the direction cosine elements�]� @ frv+_+]>�,, (see
Table 4)

�] @ �{�]{ . �|�]| . �}�]}= (615)

Then each�� has been expanded in terms of dimensionless normal coordinatestn at the
point of equilibrium

�� @ ��h .
[
n

�
C��
Ctn

�
h

tn .
4

5

[
no

�
C5��
CtnCto

�
h

tnto . = = = = (616)

In (614) only the¿rst two terms from expansion (616) are included. The separation of
rotation from vibration is achieved because components�]� depend only on the rotational
coordinates (Euler angles) and components�� only on the vibrational coordinates.

Pure rotational transitions in a given vibrational state+y3 @ y, are controlled by the
¿rst term in the square brackets in (614). The need for a permanent dipole moment�3�
for molecules possessing pure rotational spectra is apparent. The second term controls the
vibrational transitions. Two conditions are readily seen. Firstly, again according to the rule
of vanishing integrals, the direct product of the symmetry species of the two vibrational
wavefunctions must contain the species of the normal coordinatetn= For F6y molecules,
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the symmetries of the normal coordinates are either D4 or H> leading to

�+y, �+y3, � D4 (617)

�+y, �+y3, � H= (618)

In the case of F6y molecules, these rules are not restrictive, however, and, for example,
all the fundamental bands of 46CH6I are infrared active. Secondly, the harmonic oscillator
matrix elements are non-vanishing only if

�yq @ .4 (619)

for absorption transitions including non-degenerate, and

�yw @ .4> cw @ 	4 (620)

for doubly degenerate vibrational levels.
Vibrational transitions are accompanied by rotational transitions controlled by the di-

rection cosine matrix elementskM> n m�]�mM 3> n3l in (614). As a result of a rather involved
calculation [125] these matrix elements in the symmetric top basis are obtained. They are
given for example in Table 5eI of Ref. [125]. See also Refs. [55,72]. From these results, it
can be seen that the only non-vanishing direction cosine matrix elements are

kM> n m�]}mM 3> nl >
kM> n m�]{ 	 l�]|mM 3> n 
 4l (621)

with �M @ M 3 � M @ �4> 3>.4 valid for all three types of elements.
For symmetric top molecules, we now have two cases. If the rotational transitions

within a vibrational band satisfy�n @ 3> then from (613) we get�c @ 3 (the cases
with �c @ 	6> = = = are extremely rare), and from (614) that the transition is induced by
the} components of the dipole moment derivatives. Bands of this type are called parallel
bands because the dipole moment oscillates parallel to the symmetry axis (} axis) of the
molecule. The selection rules are

�n @ �c @ 3 �M @ 3>	4 for n 9@ 3
�n @ �c @ 3 �M @ 	4 for n @ 3

= (622)

The additional restriction�M 9@ 3 if n @ 3 follows later from Eq. (626). The second case,
�n @ 	4 with �c @ 	4> (613), and with{ and| components of the dipole moment
derivatives involved, leads to the so-called perpendicular bands. The dipole moment now
oscillates perpendicular to the symmetry axis, and the selection rules are

�n @ �c @ 	4 �M @ 3>	4 = (623)

The square of the dipole moment matrix element is now obtained from the components
in (609) using (614), Table 5eI of Ref. [125], and the known selection rules. Again a rather
lengthy but straightforward calculation, shown in detail in Ref. [126], for example, leads
to the result factorized as

jMn � mky> c>M> n m�m y3> c3>M 3> n3lm5 @ jMn �
���Uy3>c3

y>c

���5 � ���DM 3>n3

M>n

���5 > (624)
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where the U term describes the vibrational transition moment and the D term the direction
cosine matrix element, and jMn is the degeneracy. These terms are for the parallel band���DM�4>n

M>n

���5 @
M5 � n5

M+5M . 4,
> (625)���DM>n

M>n

���5 @
n5

M+M . 4,
> (626)���DM.4>n

M>n

���5 @
+M . 4,5 � n5

+M . 4,+5M . 4,
> (627)

���Uy3>c
y>c

���5 @ mky> c m�}m y3> clm5 > (628)

and for the perpendicular band���DM�4>n	4
M>n

���5 @
+M 
 n � 4,+M 
 n,

5M+5M . 4,+5� �n3,
> (629)���DM>n	4

M>n

���5 @
+M 	 n . 4,+M 
 n,

5M+M . 4,+5� �n3,
> (630)���DM.4>n	4

M>n

���5 @
+M 	 n . 5,+M 	 n . 4,

5+M . 4,+5M . 4,+5� �n3,
> (631)

���Uy3>c	4
y>c

���5 @ 5 mky> c m�{m y3> c	 4lm5 = (632)

In literature the D terms are often referred to as Hönl-London formulae [15]. The degener-
acyjMn in most cases consists of two factors

jMn @ +5M . 4,+5� �n3,= (633)

The¿rst factor arises from the quantum numbersp representing the components of the
angular momentum operator in the direction of the space¿xed] axis. There are+5M . 4,
values ofp> and in the absence of external¿elds the corresponding states are all degener-
ate. The second factor takes care of then degeneracy. Eachn level (exceptn @ 3, consists
of two levels corresponding to the negative and positive values ofn= Alternatively, in the
symmetrized basis, eachn level (exceptn @ 3) includes two levels, theD4@D5 pair or the
doubly degenerateH level.

The parallel and perpendicular bands have their characteristic appearances in infrared
spectra. They both are composed of sub-bands, one for eachN @ mnm = Each sub-band then
includesS , T, andU branches, corresponding to�M @ �4> 3>.4> respectively. The often
used symbol to describe a particular transition is�N+�M,N+M,= For example,ST6+43,
denotes a transition with the quantum numbersN @ 6 andM @ 43 for the initial state, and
with changes�N @ �4 and�M @ 3= To understand how the different branches appear in
the spectrum, we¿rst calculate the transition wavenumbers from the term values

Iy+M> n> c, @ �3 .EyM+M . 4, . +Dy �Ey,n
5 � 5+D�w,ync= (634)

Here,�3 represents the vibrational energy. For the present purpose only rigid rotor terms,
as well as the principal Coriolis term have been included. For a given sub-band in both
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band types, the application of the selection rules (622) and (623) on transitions from the
vibrational ground state leads to wavenumbers

�S +M> n, @ �sub � +Ey .E3,M . +Ey �E3,M
5 (635)

�U+M> n, @ �sub . +Ey .E3,+M . 4, . +Ey �E3,+M . 4,5 (636)

�T+M> n, @ �sub . +Ey �E3,M+M . 4,> (637)

for S> U> and T transitions, respectively. Here �sub stands for the sub-band center. TheS
andU branches are formed of series of lines with a separation between adjacent lines of
roughly+Ey.E3, r 5E3= TheS branch is located on the lower wavenumber side, and the
U branch on the higher wavenumber side of the sub-band center. The change in rotational
constants is small when going from one vibrational level to another. As a consequence,
the T branch is formed of a dense group of lines near the sub-band center. Typically
Ey � E3 ? 3 for parallel bands, resulting in the degradation theT branch towards the
lower wavenumbers. The line separation in theS branch also tends to grow, but in theU
branch diminishes when going to higherM lines. Even a band head may be observed in the
U branch, see for example the5�6 band of46CH6I, in Ref. [142]. Examples of sub-bands
in the�6 and�9 bands of46CH6I are shown in Fig. 12.

  K = 6
K∆K = -6

  K = 6
K∆K = +6

Wavenumber / cm-1

Parallel

K = 0

440 460 480 500 520 540 560 580 600

K = 6

Perpendicular

  K = 0
K∆K = 0

800 820 840 860 880 900 920 940 960

Fig. 12. Two examples of calculated sub-bands corresponding tog ' f and g ' S in parallel
D� and perpendicular DS band of ��CH�I. The upper panel shows the two sub-bands nearly
coinciding in the parallel band. In the perpendicular band the sub-bands withg �' f are split
into two well separated components because of Coriolis effects, as is shown in the lower panel.

The different appearance of the two band types arises mainly from two reasons. First,
the sub-band centers in (635) - (637) are

�sub @ �3 . ^+Dy �Ey,� +D3 �E3,`N
5 (638)
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for the parallel band, and

�sub @ �3 . +Dy �Ey � 5+D�,w, (639)

.^+Dy �Ey,� +D3 �E3,`N
5 	 5^Dy �Ey � +D�,w`N> (640)

for the perpendicular band. Here the signs 	 apply to transitions with �n @ �c @ 	4>
respectively. Again +Dy � Ey, � +D3 � E3, r 3> and the sub-band centers in the
parallel band nearly coincide, see Figs. 12 and 13. All theT branches appear within a
narrowT branch region in the middle of theS andU branches. Also the differentM
lines in theS andU branches appear as a group ofN components. In the perpendicu-
lar band, on the other hand, for a givenN there are two subbands with a separation of
roughly 7 mDy �Ey � +D�,wmN= The separation of the adjacent subbandT branches is
then roughly5 mDy �Ey � +D�,wm = The appearance of the perpendicular band now de-
pends strongly on the magnitudes of the constantsDy> Ey> and+D�,w= For the�9 band of
46CH6I, we have5 mDy �Ey � +D�,wm r :=9 cm�4> and the sub-bands are well separated
from each other, as shown in Figs. 12 and 14. This is typical for prolate symmetric tops.

The second clearly different feature in the band types is the sub-band intensities. In
the parallel band sub-bands, the dipole moment matrix elements (625) - (627) with (633)
obey roughlyM> 4@M> andM dependences for theS> T, andU branches, respectively. The
T branch intensity goes down rapidly asM increases. TheS andU branches are almost
equally intense, the Bolzmann factor counter-balancing the otherwise ever-growing inten-
sities so that the lines smoothly disappear in the highM regions, see Fig. 12. The subband
intensities of the perpendicular band show similar features in lowN subbands but are dif-
ferent for higherN’s. The transitions with�M @ ��N are now weak and those with
�M @ �N are strong, as seen in Fig. 12. This feature, together with the fact thatM � N>
is useful in assigning the lines.

6.3. Spin statistical weights

For molecules with identical nuclei, the intensities also in rigid rotor and harmonic os-
cillator approximation are strongly affected by spin statistical weights. The nuclear spin
wavefunction for a single nucleus� can be written asmL�>pL�l > wherepL� @ L�> L� �
4> = = = >�L�> andL� andpL� are the quantum numbers of the nuclear spin angular momen-
tum and its] component, respectively. The number of possible nuclear spin states for each
nucleus is thus5L� . 4= In the case ofQ nuclei with nonzero spin in a molecule, there areTQ

�@4+5L�.4, different spin states. In the absence of external¿elds (and quadrupole cou-
pling neglected), the same energy corresponds to all these states. In an electronic ground
state, the electronic wavefunction is totally symmetric, and the essential wavefunctions are
written as combinations of rotation-vibration wavefunctions and nuclear spin wavefunc-
tions. However, not all combinations are possible and the individual rotation-vibration
states have, in general, different spin state degeneracies. The number of quantum states
corresponding to a given energy level determine the statistical weight of that level.

The spin statistical weights can be derived from the symmetry properties of the wave-
functions. The basic rules are the following, see e.g. [2,7,55]. The complete wavefunction
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Fig. 13. The D� band of ��CH�I as an example of the appearence of a typical parallel band
in an infrared spectrum. The topmost panels present the spectrum in low resolution (4 cm3�).
The coinciding ' branches appear as a sharp peak in the middle of the � and - wings. The
lower panels show the experimental and calculated spectra with the g structures of the a lines
� E�D� and � E�S�� The labels in the mid panel refer to the g components of � E�D�� In the
spectrum also the hot band 2D� 3 D� is visible. In the low resolution spectrum, its ' branch is
seen as a small peak about 10 cm3� lower than the main ' branch. The assignments of the g
components of � E2D� have been marked in the lowest, simulated spectrum. In the simulation
the exact line positions including the centrifugal effects have been calculated from the constants
given in paper IV. The intensities are those of a rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator. The factors
from vibrational matrix element (628) are 0.5 and 1.0 for cold and hot band, respectively.

� of a molecule, in our case written as a product of the spin wavefunction and the rotation-
vibration wavefunction, is either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to permutation
S of the positions and spins of two identical nuclei in the molecule. If the permuted parti-
cles obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, i.e. have spins4

5 >
6
5 > = = = > the wavefunction changes signs

in each permutation. In the case of Bose-Einstein statistics (spins4> 5> = = = , the wavefunc-
tion remains unchanged. The complete wavefunction is also an even or odd function of
the positions of the particles and thus it can change signs in inversionH�= Based on these
facts, the symmetry species�+�, of the total wavefunction can be determined. On a given
energy level, only such spin states can exist for which

�qv  �UY � �+�,= (641)

Here,�qv and�UY denote the symmetry species of the spin states and rotation-vibration
states, respectively.
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Fig. 14. The DS band of ��CH�I as an example of the appearence of a typical perpendicular
band in an infrared spectrum. On the top panels, the spectrum is shown in low resolution (4
cm3�). In contradiction to Fig.13 the ' branches are now well separated. The lower panels
show experimental and calculated details from the higher frequency end of the spectrum. In the
mid panel, the ' branches are assigned and in the lowest, the ¿rst lines in the corrersponding
- branches are indicated.

The PV group of 46CH6I molecule is F6y+P, with the relevant operations +456, and
+56,�= The three identical protons have spins L4 @ L5 @ L6 @ 4@5> with ] components
�4 @ �5 @ �6 @ � @ 4@5 and �4 @ �5 @ �6 @ � @ �4@5= They thus obey Fermi-
Dirac statistics. The total wavefunction under the operation+456, @ +45,+56, remains
unchanged, but may change signs under the operation+56,�> i.e. � belongs either toD4 or
D5 species. On the other hand, the number of proton spin states that can be constructed is
+5� 4@5 . 4,6 @ ;> they are the following

��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� = (642)

Only the¿rst and last ones of these remain unchanged under operation+456,> thus con-
tributing to the corresponding character, giving us"+456, @ 5= By de¿nition, (see page
18) the inversion operator does not invert spins, and thus the effect of+56,� on���, for
example, is merely to permute it to form���= Out of the eight combinations above, four
remain unchanged under operation+56,� and we therefore get"+56,� @ 7= The character
of the identity operation is naturally;= The structure of the reducible representation span
by the proton spin functions can be decomposed to (see Eq. (11))�qv @ 7D4 . 5H= The
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species of the rotational-vibrational wavefunctions areD4> D5> andH, and Eq. (641) may
be written as

^7D4 � 5H` ^D4 �D5 �H` � +D4 orD5,= (643)

The fourD4 spin functions may combine with theD4 or D5 rotation-vibration functions
and the twoH spin functions with theH rotation-vibration function to produceD4 or
D5= The statistical weights of the vibration-rotation levels are thusD4+45 � 7 @ 7;,>
D5+45�7 @ 7;,> andH+45�7 @ 7;,> where the factor45 @ +5�8@5.4,�+5�4@5.4,
is the number of spin states corresponding the iodine nucleusL+LL @ 8@5, and the carbon
nucleus46F+L46F @ 4@5,=

In intensity formula (608) the spin statistical weights are represented by the factor
vl> and the relative weights may now be given asvl+D4, @ vl+D5, @ vl+H, @ 4= These
weights can conveniently be combined with the degeneracy factorsjMn in Eq.(633) giving
for 46CH6I:

n @ c @ 3 = D4 orD5 vl � jMn @ 4+5M . 4,
n � c @ 6s = D4 .D5 vl � jMn @ 5+5M . 4,
n � c 9@ 6s = H vl � jMn @ 4+5M . 4,

(644)

In Figs. 13 and 14 the spin statistical weights are clearly observed.

6.4. Perturbation calculations on the dipole moment operator

The simple model described in the previous section can explain most of the important reg-
ular features in the spectrum. There are, however, a number of other important transitions
that cannot be understood by the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor intensity approxima-
tion. In a typical infrared spectrum, see for example Fig. 20, overtone and combination
bands, forbidden in harmonic oscillator approximation, are quite common. In strong reso-
nance situations, lines not obeying the usual selection rules may also appear. To understand
the origin of these transitions, a more detailed examination of the dipole moment expansion
(616) is required [127,128].

The electric dipole moment operator� can be expanded in terms of vibrational coordi-
nates and can then be subjected to contact transformation. Using Eqs. (615) and (616) the
expansion of the] component of the original operator becomes

�] @
[
p

�p4 @ �34 . �44 . �54 . = = = (645)

where

�34 @
[
�

�]��
�
h > �44 @

[
n>�

�]��
�
ntn> �54 @

[
no>�

�]��
�
notnto> (646)

and so on. Here derivatives of the dipole moment are denoted as��n and��no> and the
familiar pq - subscript notation has been used to indicate the degree of vibrational and
rotational operators. To transform this operator the same unitary transformations that were
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used to bring the Hamiltonian itself to the block diagonal form must be applied. This
calculation has been carried out in Refs. [47, 129, 130] for example. As a result, the
transformed dipole moment operator h�] is expanded as

h�] @ �34 . h�36 . h�38 . = = = (647)

.�44 . h�45 . h�46 . = = = (648)

.h�54 . h�55 . = = = , (649)

where the unchanged operators �34 and �44 give the familiar intensity formulae discussed
in the previous section. The operator �34 induces the pure rotational transitions due to
permanent dipole moment and the operator �44 the allowed infrared bands. The rest of the
operators in the ¿rst line (647) give forbidden centrifugal induced rotational lines and in the
second line (648) the rotational dependence of the allowed dipole moment matrix elements
(Herman-Wallis effect [131]). The detailed expressions for the various terms may be found
from the above mentioned references.
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Fig. 15. The anharmonicity mechanism to explain the origin of the overtone 2D2 band of
��CH�I. (a) A scheme showing the cubic anharmonicity coupling of �2 ' 2 to the three fun-
damental levels of the molecule. Part of the intensity of the2D2 band originates from the fun-
damental band intensities. (b) Simulated spectrum. Only the relevant bands are shown. (c)
Experimental spectrum with a resolution of 4 cm3�.

As an example, we now study how the appearance of the relatively strong overtone
band 5�5 in the infrared spectrum of 46CH6I can be understood, see Fig. 15c. The term
responsible for the ¿rst overtones and combinations as well as the difference bands is h�54
in (649). The expression for h�54 is given in Eq. (154) of Ref. [47], for example, according
to which the part of the operator inducing the parallel overtone bands 5�q may be written
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as (see also Eq. (84) in Ref. [129])

h�over
54 @

4

;
O�qO�q

%
�}qq .

[
n

�}nnnqq$n
7$5q � $5n

&
�]}= (650)

The square of the relevant matrix element of this operator in the case of 5�5 of 46CH6I is

mky5 @ 3>M> n mh�over
54 m y5 @ 5>M 3> nlm5

@
4

;

�
�}55 .

�}4n455$4
7$55 � $54

.
�}5n555
6$5

.
�}6n556$6
7$55 � $56

�5
mkM> n m�]}mM 3> nlm5 = (651)

We see that the intensity of 5�5 originates, to this approximation, from two sources. The
transitions may be induced by the second derivative �}55> or they may be due to the anhar-
monicity. We now study the contribution of the latter. In this mechanism, the overtone level
y5 @ 5 is assumed to interact with the parallel fundamental levels of the molecule by the
cubic anharmonicity terms, as shown in Fig. 15(a), and the5�5 intensity is then borrowed
from the�4, �5 and�6 band intensities.

In Fig. 15b, the simulated intensities for the parallel fundamental bands, as well as for
the overtone5�5 are shown. In the calculations, the anharmonicity mechanism was as-
sumed (�}55 r 3,> and the ratiosm�}5m = m�}4m r 4=943 andm�}5m = m�}6m r 4=5:3 were¿rst
determined by adjusting the�4, �5 and�6 intensities to match the experimental intensities,
shown in Fig. 15c. Then, by using (in cm�4) $4 r 63;5> $5 r 45;3> and$6 r 857 from
Table 9, andn455 r 5<8> n555 r �458 andn556 r �95=6 from Ref. [67], the part in the
square brackets of element (651) was calculated and found to be roughly

4

;
m�}5m5 ^3=4<5	 3=366	 3=337`5 = (652)

Here, the signs	 have been used since we do not know the relative signs of the dipole
moment derivatives. The two	’s are not correlated. The result (652) shows that most of
the5�5 intensity comes from the�4 band intensity (if�}55 r 3, and the contribution from
�6 is nearly negligible. This can also be understood based on the energy distances of the
interacting levels, seen in Fig. 15a. Depending now on whether the cross terms in the ex-
pansion of the square in (652) have positive or negative signs, the5�5 intensity is enhanced
or diminished. The signs of the dipole moment derivatives for MH6X halides have been
discussed by Schneider and Thiel [66] in the light ofab initio calculations. Following their
suggestion,+.>�>�, for +�}4> �

}
5> �

}
6,> the overtone band becomes that shown in Fig. 15b.

Other selections give slightly different intensities. However, the unambiguous determina-
tion of the relative signs from this qualitative analysis cannot be achieved, especially since
the role of the second derivative�}55 is unknown. Apparently (see the¿gure), the major
contribution to5�5 band intensity originates just from�}55= The appearance of the overtone
5�5 band is understood, however .

In general, the formulae for the terms of the transformed dipole moment operator give
straightforward access to various overall intensity phenomena observed in the spectra.
However, strong intensity anomalies introduced by local resonances are more easily com-
prehensible, if they are treated by the conventional perturbation theory. In this procedure,
instead of transforming the operators and then applying the pure harmonic oscillator and
rigid rotor wavefunctions, the operators are left unaltered but the wavefunctions are allowed
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to mix. As an illustration of this, we now discuss the forbidden transitions induced by the
c+5>�4, resonance mixing the states of �8 and �6. �9 bands (see Figs. 1 and 2 in Paper II
and Fig. 9 in Paper V).
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Fig. 16. An energy level diagram of DD and D� n DS illustrating the mixing mechanism making
the forbidden transitions 7'� and �'S detectable. Considerable contribution of the D� n DS
intensity comes from DD via Fermi resonance (F). The forbidden transitions are then induced
by the �E2c3�� resonance. The numerical values of the upper and lower state energies and
the transition frequencies (in cm3�), as well as of the mixing coef¿cients (dimensionless) in the
lower left corner are for a ' �H� For simplicity, only the ' branch transitions are shown.

The bands �5> �8> and �6 . �9 are all located close to each other, near 1500 cm�4> and
their upper states are coupled. The frequency analysis of these bands requires an extended
model including various resonances. Details are given in Paper V. The most important
resonance induced intensity anomalies can, however, be understood by a simple four level
coupling scheme shown in Fig. 16. In the ¿gure, the four excited state energy levels are
denoted as L, LL, LLL, and LY and we now write the corresponding unperturbed basis
functions (wave functions) as mL3l > mLL3l > mLLL3l > and mLY3l = The energies of these levels,
for each M> are obtained by diagonalizing a 7� 7 matrix of the form

mL3l mLL3l mLLL3l mLY3l
HL I
I HLL c+5>�4,

c+5>�4, HLLL I
I HLY

. (653)
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Here, the unperturbed energies Hl and the Fermi resonance elements I> as well as the
c+5>�4, resonance elements, can be calculated from the formulae and constants given in
Paper V. The perturbed wavefunctions, the new basis functions, are often called mixed
wavefunctions since they are formed as linear combinations of the unperturbed ones. For
example

mLLLl @ d mL3l. e mLL3l. f mLLL3l. g mLY3l > (654)

where the mixing coef¿cients are the corresponding eigenvector components of the matrix
(653). The perturbed energies and the mixing coef¿cients for M @ 4; are shown in Fig. 16.
The transition moment from a ground state, say m9l > to a perturbed excited state, say mLLLl,
is then given as

k9 m�m LLLl @ d k9 m�m L3l. e k9 m�m LL3l. f k9 m�m LLL3l. g k9 m�m LY3l > (655)

and is thus obtained as a linear combination of the unperturbed transition moments. If
m9l represents the ground state N @ 9 level in Fig. 16, the elements k9 m�m LLL3l and
k9 m�m LY3l vanish according to the usual selection rules, but the total transition moment
corresponding to the forbidden RT9 lines does not:

k9 m�m LLLl @ d k9 m�m L3l. e k9 m�m LL3l 9@ 3= (656)

So the RT9 lines become detectable because they gain intensity from the lines of ST9 of
�8 and ST9 of �6 . �9=
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Fig. 17. Calculated and experimental spectra of the normally allowed �'S branch of DD and
-'� branch of D� n DS� A single line,-'�E�H�c is shown in the right-hand narrow panels. For
details, see text. The sharp tail of�'S is due to a strong Coriolis resonanceD2*DD� The line
positions were corrected with respect to this interaction, but it was not included in the intensity
calculations. Here, and in the next two¿gures, only the cold band' branch lines are simulated.

Next, we consider numerical calculations. In Fig. 17, the calculated and experimental
spectra of ST9 branch of �8 and a small portion of UT6 branch of �6 . �9 are presented.
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These branches are practically unaffected by the c+5>�4, resonance and they can be uti-
lized in determining the relative unperturbed (with respect toc+5>�4, resonance) transition
momentsP8 andP69 for the�8 and�6 . �9 bands. The intensity ofST9 was¿rst ad-
justed to match the experimental intensity (see the left panels in Fig. 17). The intensity of
theUT6 lines were then calculated,¿rst by assuming that the�6 . �9 transition moment
is negligible compared to that of�8= To illustrate the results, a single line,UT6+4;,> is
shown in the right-hand narrow panels in Fig. 17. The transmittance scale is greatly exag-
gerated in these narrow¿gures. The smaller peak in the upper panel shows the intensity
contribution delivered from�8 by the Fermi resonance. We see that the calculated peak is
clearly smaller than the observed one and thus the combination band must have intensity of
its own. The use of the transition moment ratiomP69 = P8m r 3=45 in the calculation then
resulted in intensities comparable to the experimental ones. At this point of the calculation,
it also became important to use a negative value for the Fermi parameterI= The sign of
a resonance parameter has no inÀuence on the energies, but it effects the relative signs of
the eigenvector elements [35]. Because of the cross terms in the square of the transition
moment, the correct sign becomes important.
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Fig. 18. Calculated and experimental spectra of the normally allowed �'S branch of D� n DS
and the forbidden branch �'S. The forbidden branch becomes detectable because a small
contribution of the �'S intensity is given to it.

The intensities of the normally allowedST9 branch of�6 . �9 and the accompanying
forbidden branchRT9 were then calculated using the above determined relative transition
moments. The calculated spectra are compared to the experimental ones in Fig. 18. The
corresponding results for the allowedUT6 branch of�8 together with the forbiddenVT6

are presented in Fig. 19. The calculated intensities of both of the forbidden branches agree
well with the corresponding experimental ones. Therefore the origin of the forbidden tran-
sitions may be considered to be understood.
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Fig. 19. Calculated and experimental spectra of the normally allowed -'� branch of DD and the
forbidden branch 7'�. The forbidden 7'�branch becomes detectable because it gains some
contribution from the -'� intensity. As the -'� branch is extremely intense, the forbidden
lines appear relatively strongly. The experimental -'� branch is overlapped by a hot band '
branch.



7. Rotational analysis of the fundamental bands of 46CH6I

The infrared spectrum of 46CH6I measured over the fundamental band region extends up
to 3250 cm�4. In Fig. 20, the low resolution scan is shown one more time, now with the
approximate vibrational energy level diagram including all the levels located in this region.
The two lowest fundamentals, �6 and �9> are practically isolated from the other bands but,
as usual, the vibrational energy level density increases rapidly when going up to the higher
wavenumbers. Resonances are therefore likely to arise.

The main features of the fundamentals were already given in 1969 in a paper by Duncan
and Allan [132]. The resolution was about 0.2 cm�4. The T branch structures of all the
three perpendicular fundamentals, also visible in our low resolution scan, were analyzed.
The M structure of the parallel �5 band was also partly resolved, but for the other two
parallel fundamentals only the band centers could be estimated. Of the resonances, only a
Fermi interaction between �8 and �6. �9 was observed and analyzed.

In the present work, the high resolution investigation of the fundamental bands is pre-
sented. Due to the numerous resonances revealed in the high resolution measurements, the
analysis had to be performed in three parts:

4= �6@�9 +5�6, Paper IV
5= �5@�8 +�6 . �9, Paper V
6= �4@�7 +5�8> �6 . �8 . �9, Paper VI

Each part includes two fundamentals, one parallel and one perpendicular, and a number of
additional perturbers, the most important of which are given in parentheses in the above
list. The details of the analyses are presented in Papers IV, V, and VI as also indicated in
the list.

All three band systems were analyzed by applying least-squares¿tting to the parame-
ters of the excited vibrational states. Fixed values for the ground state constants were used.
Therefore it was of vital importance that the rotational structure of the vibrational ground
state was accurately known. The determination of certain ground state constants of a sym-
metric top molecule introduces special problems. Altogether three papers, I, II, and III, are
devoted therefore to the ground state analysis.

In the next sections, we shall brieÀy review the phases of the analysis. First, some
experimental and computational details are discussed, and then the main principles of the
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ground state analysis are considered. In the next three sections, we then review the course
of the main analyses, and ¿nally the most important results are summarized.

7.1. Experimental methods

All the spectra used in this work were recorded on the Bruker IFS 120 HR Fourier trans-
form infrared spectrometer at the Department of Physical Sciences in Oulu. The technical
details of the instrument are beyond the scope of this work. The most important factors
in optimizing the measurements, however, need consideration. The principles of infrared
measurements with Fourier spectrometers based on the Michelson interferometer, in gen-
eral, may be found in [133], for example.

The intensities are not analyzed quantitatively in this thesis. Therefore the measure-
ments of the fundamental band regions could be optimized to obtain as detailed frequency
information as possible. This requires the use of the maximum ”reasonable” resolution
with as good a signal to noise ratio as possible. The lineshape in the measured spectrum
is determined mainly by two factors, the lineshape characteristic for the sample molecule
itself and the instrumental lineshape. The observed lineshape is a convolution of these two.
The resulting linewidth��Exp can be calculated approximately as [134]

��Exp @
s
+��Mol,5 . +��Ins,5> (657)

where��Mol and��Ins are the linewidths of the molecular and instrumental lineshapes,
respectively. These will be discussed in the following. In Table 21 related information on
the measurements of the fundamental band regions of46CH6I is summarized. The more
detailed experimental conditions are described in the individual papers, I-VI.

In principle, there are three line-broadening mechanisms involved in the molecular line-
shape, the natural line broadening, the pressure broadening and the Doppler broadening.
Of these, only the Doppler broadening is signi¿cant in the present measurements. The
natural line width results from the time scales in the absorption processes according to
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. It increases rapidly with frequency, but is insigni¿cant
still in the infrared region [135]. The pressure broadening results from the molecular col-
lisions with other molecules or the walls of the sample cell. These collisions interrupt the
coherent interaction between molecules and the incident light. The¿nite coherence time is
then observed as broadened lines in the frequency domain. This collisional broadening is
directly proportional to the pressure+s,= For methyl iodide it is known from experimental
experience that pressures up to about 1 Torr (130 Pa) may be used without risking the line
broadening. In all the measurements in this work pressures well below this limit were used.
The optimum amount of absorption was achieved by using long path multiple pass sample
cells with varying path lengths+o, [136], see Table 21.

The Doppler broadening has its origin in the translational motion of the molecules. The
frequency of the electromagnetic wave as seen from the frame of the moving molecule
is slightly shifted because of the Doppler effect. The absorption by the molecule occurs
only when the apparent frequency, as seen from the molecule, is equal to the transition
frequency. Thus, the lineshape is governed by the velocity distribution of the molecules.
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Table 21. Experimental detailsd on the fundamental bands of 46CH6I .

Band Regione Doppler 0.61/MOPD s� o Exp.
low�BC�high at BC +Sd�p, linewidth

�6+D4, 7:3� 84:� 878 3=3338 3=334: :33 3=335:

�9+H, :98� ;:<� 4343 3=333< 3=3347 463 3=3354

�5+D4, 44<9� 4579� 45:9 3=3346 3=334: 4<3 3=3358

�8+H, 459:� 4765� 495; 3=3348 3=3355 4<3 3=335;

�4+D4, 5<65� 5<9;� 5<<4 3=3364 3=3355 :3 3=3373

�7+H, 5<<:� 637<� 64<; 3=3364 3=3355 533 3=3373

d In units cm�4, except for s� o
e Observed region, BC represents the band center

The one-dimensional (in the direction of the incident light) Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution results in a Gaussian lineshape with FWHM+��Dop, of

��Dop @ :=495� 43�:�3

u
W

P
> (658)

where the temperature+W , is given in Kelvins and the molecular mass+P, in atomic mass
units. It may be noted that the Doppler broadening also is proportional to the wavenum-
ber +�3,= For the46CH6I molecule,P @ 476 u. The Doppler widths calculated at the
wavenumbers of the fundamental band origins at room temperature+5<8 K, are listed in
Table 21.

The instrumental resolution, on the other hand, is mainly determined by the drive length
of the scanning mirror. The¿nite scan length results in a sinc-shaped line with FWHM
+��Ins, of

��Ins @
4=55

5� MOPD
(659)

where MOPD is the maximum optical path difference, which is twice the scan length. Eq.
(659) applies when no speci¿c apodization function is used.

In conventional spectroscopy, the ultimate limit of the overall resolution is the Doppler
width. Therefore there is no point in adjusting the instrumental resolution very much be-
yond that. Reducing the instrumental contribution of course results in linewidths closer to
those of Doppler lines. This is, however, achieved at the expense of the signal to noise
ratio, and it is seldom worth the effort, nor desirable. The instrumental resolutions used in
the present work are listed, in terms of Eq. (659), in Table 21. The maximum resolution
(0.61/MOPD) of our spectrometer during the time of these measurements was about 0.0013
cm�4.

In Table 21, the experimental linewidths observed in the measured spectra are also listed.
One may notice that they are slightly broader than expected from the Doppler and instru-
mental linewidths calculated using Eq. (657). The reason for this is the aperture of the
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spectrometer. The larger the diameter of the aperture +g,, the more energy passes through
the spectrometer and the better signal to noise ratio is achieved. On the other hand, the
¿nite size of the aperture allows oblique rays to enter in to the otherwise parallel beam.
This effects the resolution and result in an additional convolution of the spectrum with a
function with the width

��Apt @ :=487� 43�:�3g5> (660)

where the diameter of the aperture g is in units of mm. The factor :=487�43�: results from
the focal length of the collimating mirror in the spectrometer. The effect of the aperture
is proportional to the wavenumber and its size must be chosen so that it ensures suf¿cient
throughput for a good signal to noise ratio, but at the same time it does not unnecessarily de-
grade the instrumental resolution in the measurement region. On the other hand, the signal
to noise ratio+V@Q, may, to a certain degree, be improved by increasing the measurement
time w. In Fourier measurements it holds

V

Q
b

s
w= (661)

It is also important to block the signal outside the measurement region from entering the
detector. This reduces the number of photons detected and thus reduces the photonic noise.
It also improves the detector linearity. Optical¿lters are used.

The position of the scanning mirror is determined with a single mode He-Ne laser. The
wavenumber scale of the¿nal spectrum can be calculated from the wavenumber of the laser.
There are, however, factors slightly shifting the scale, for example the¿nite aperture size.
In high resolution spectroscopy, an external calibration is thus necessary. The calibration
is performed by multiplying the scale by a suitable factor. In the present work, the spectra
were calibrated using the wavenumber standards published in the literature [137]. They
provided the calibration factors.

7.2. Computational principles

The problem of determining spectroscopic constants (band centers, rotational and centrifu-
gal constants, resonance parameters, etc.) of a molecule from its experimentally measured
vibration-rotation spectrum is a subject of the so-called spectroscopic inverse eigenvalue
problem [138,139]. The basic idea is to least-squares¿t the physical model, including the
constants as adjustable parameters, to the spectroscopic data. The values obtained for the
parameters are then considered as estimates of the unknown true values of the molecular
constants. The estimated uncertainties of these values are taken as measures of how well
the estimated values are expected to represent the true values.

In the absence of resonances, the recovery of the estimates of the parameters of the
Hamiltonian is a simple problem. In such cases, the physical model, the unperturbed
rotation-vibration energyHyc+M> n, for different types of energy structures in a symmet-
ric top molecule, is linear in parameters and is conveniently written as one single formula

Hyc+M> n, @ Wy>c+M> n, . �y>c+M> n,= (662)
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Here Wy>c+M> n, describes the strictly diagonal contribution (see Eqs. (450) and (517))

Wy>c+M> n, @ �3 .EyM+M . 4, . +Dy �Ey,n
5 �GM

yM
5+M . 4,5

�GMN
y M+M . 4,n5 �GN

y n7 .KM
y M

6+M . 4,6 (663)

.KMN
y M5+M . 4,5n5 .KNM

y M+M . 4,n7 .KN
y n9>

and �y>c+M> n, is the Coriolis contribution (see Eq. (530))

�y>c+M> n, @ �5
[
w

+D�w,ycwn .
[
w

+�Mw ,yM+M . 4,cwn .
[
w

+�Nw ,ycwn
6

.
[
w

+�MMw ,yM
5+M . 4,5cwn .

[
w

+�MNw ,yM+M . 4,cwn
6 (664)

.
[
w

+�NN
w ,ycwn

8=

In these equations, the subscript y refers to the vibrational state in question, �3 is the
corresponding vibrational energy, and the summations over w span all degenerate modes
which are excited in the y state. For the vibrational ground state, for example, �3 @ 3 and
cw @ 3 for all w> thus Eq. (662) takes the form of Eq. (666) used later for the vibrational
ground state analysis. To obtain values for the parameters, Eq. (662) is simply ¿t to the
observed energies using the linear least-squares method [138].

The analysis of a system of interacting vibrational states forms a more challenging com-
putational problem. In such a case, the complete Hamiltonian matrix (energy matrix) in-
cluding all the interacting states is¿rst set up. The diagonal matrix elements represent the
unperturbed energies and they are calculated from Eq. (662). The off-diagonal, interac-
tion matrix elements represent the resonances among the states and they are obtained using
methods described in Section 5.3.1. The model is neither a closed algebraic formula, nor
linear in parameters.

The non-linear least squares approach used in this work is brieÀy described as follows.
We start with the observed energiesHobs

l at our disposal. We then make an intelligent guess
of the initial values of the Hamiltonian parameterssm, and calculate the corresponding per-
turbed energiesHcalc

l by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix. In the same process, the
eigenvectors of the matrix are obtained. Then the derivatives of the calculated energies
with respect to the parameters,CHcalc

l @Csm > are formed. This is done numerically by apply-
ing the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, which states that the energy derivatives are obtained
as expectation values of the Hamiltonian derivatives. The eigenvectors formed in the pre-
vious step are used at this point. The model for the energy differenceHcalc

l � Hobs
l is then

approximately linearized in the parameters by using the truncated Taylor series expansion

Hobs
l �Hcalc

l @
[
m

�
CHcalc

Csm

�
�sm = (665)

Then a standard linear least-squares procedure is applied to get the corrections�sm for the
parameterssm. The procedure is repeated iteratively, until the desired convergence limit
has been achieved.

The complete Hamiltonian matrix can sometimes expand into relatively large dimen-
sions. In practical calculations, however, the symmetrized basis is used. This factorizes the
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matrix into D4> D5> and H blocks, which can then be processed separately. Details about
forming the matrices, in two particular cases, are discussed in papers V and VI.

7.3. Analysis of the ground state

The analysis of the vibrational ground state consists of the determination of the values for
the ground state rotational constants from experimentally observed energies. The theoret-
ical expression for term values (energies in cm�4) calculated from the effective rotational
Hamiltonian is given in (663). For the present purpose, we can write

I3+M>N, @ E3M+M . 4, . +D3 �E3,N
5 �GM

3M
5+M . 4,5

�GMN
3 M+M . 4,N5 �GN

3 N7 .KM
3 M

6+M . 4,6 (666)

.KMN
3 M5+M . 4,5N5 .KNM

3 M+M . 4,N7 .KN
3 N9>

where the parameters (constants) have been given the subscript3> implying that they have
their ground state values. AlsoN @ mnm has been used, since then degeneracy in46CH6I
ground state is not removed in any circumstances.

Experimentally, the46CH6I ground state can be reached by two methods, directly by
pure rotational spectroscopy in the microwave and millimeter-wave region, and indirectly
by the so-called ground state combination differences (GSCD) of infrared transitions. Both
methods provide ground state energy differences�+M>N>M 3>N 3,, as indicated schemati-
cally in Fig. 21. Based on the selection rules, these energy differences fall into two classes.
Those infrared or pure rotational transitions that obey the normal selection rules�n��c @
3 (see (622) and (623)) can only give energy differences with�N @ N3 �N @ 3= In this
case (see Fig. 21)

�+M>N>M 3>N, @ +E3 �GMN
3 N5 .KNM

3 N7,^M 3+M 3 . 4,� M+M . 4,`

�+GM
3 �KMN

3 N5,^M 35+M 3 . 4,5 � M5+M . 4,5` (667)

.KM
3 ^M

36+M 3 . 4,6 � M6+M . 4,6`>

where�M @ M 3 � M @ 4 for a rotational absorption line and�M @ 	4 or	5 for a pair of
infrared lines. By¿tting this linear model to the observed data, the least-squares estimates
for the parametersE3> G

M
3 > G

MN
3 > KM

3 > K
MN
3 > andKNM

3 are obtained. These constants are
often referred to as theM - dependent ground state constants.

In Eq. (667) the purelyN - dependent terms are not present and so the ground state
constantsD3, GN

3 andKN
3 cannot be directly determined from the normally allowed

microwave and infrared transitions. The determination of these constants requires ob-
servation of the ground state energy differences with�N 9@ 3= The general selection
rules�n ��c @ +3,>	6>	9> = = = indicate that the ground state energy differences with
�N @ 	6>	9> = = = are possible. For example, for�N @ .6 we have

�+M>N>M 3>N . 6, @ +D3 �E3,^+N . 6,5 �N5`

�GN
3 ^+N . 6,7 �N7` .KN

3 ^+N . 6,9 �N9` (668)

.�+M>N>M 3>N . 6,>
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Fig. 21. Two methods to obtain ground state energy differences. First, the transition D@ rep-
resents the direct measurement by rotational spectroscopy. Second, the transitionsDK and DS
represent two rotation-vibration transitions with the same upper state. The difference between
DK and DS is independent of the excited state and thus represents purely the energy difference
between the two ground states involved.

where the two ¿rst lines contain only purely N dependent terms. The rest of the terms are
included in �+M>N>M 3>N . 6,> which can be expressed in terms of (667) as

�+M>N>M 3>N . 6, @ �+M>N . 6>M 3>N . 6,��+M>N>M 3>N,= (669)

This latter formula does not include D3, GN
3 or KN

3 and its value is usually obtained
accurately from (667) by using the allowed transitions. The least-squares estimates for the
parametersD3,GN

3 andKN
3 are then obtained from (668). The constantsD3,GN

3 andKN
3

describe the rotational energy of the molecule rotating about its symmetry axis. They are
therefore often referred to as axial ground state constants. Also the term ”N - dependent
constants” is commonly used.

7.3.1. a - dependent constants

For molecules with a permanent dipole moment, the ground state constants E3> G
M
3 > G

MN
3 >

KM
3 > K

MN
3 > and KNM

3 can be determined from the pure rotational transitions measured by
the microwave technique. The method is very accurate, resulting in very precise constants,
but usually from relatively low M and low N lines. These constants do not permit accurate
calculation of the high M and N energy levels usually observed in infrared experiments
[140]. It is therefore advisable to determine the constants by combining the very accurate
microwave lines with infrared combination differences, which are less accurate but gener-
ally include states with higherM andN= In Paper I, theM - dependent ground state constants
for 46CH6I have been determined by combining 90 rotational transitions from Ref. [118]
and 2943 GSCD’s obtained from the�9 and5�6 bands.
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Fig. 22. Schematic diagrams showing the calculation of the ground state combination difference
{ ' {E�Hc �( �Hc S� by combining{a ' f transitions in the fundamental band DSc the hot band
2DS { DSc and the overtone band 2DS� The two paths are denoted as RRP and PPR, referring
to the changes in g� The numerical values for transitions (in cm3�) are for a ' �H�

7.3.2. g - dependent constants

The ground state energy differences with �N 9@ 3 are not directly observable because they
are not permitted by the usual selection rules. To overcome this dif¿culty two methods can
be used. One is to ¿nd suitable perturbation allowed (forbidden) transitions, from which
the GSCD’s for appropriateN pairs can be calculated. The other applies normally allowed
perpendicular bands. By suitably combining lines from an overtone, a fundamental, and
the corresponding hot band, the necessary GSCD’s can be calculated [141]. The same
principle is also applicable if combination bands are used instead of overtones.

The method of perturbation allowed transitions is used in Paper II. The GSCD’s for
�N @ 6 were calculated from the transitions induced by thec+5>�4, resonance which
mixes the upper states of the bands�8 and�6 . �9= How these lines appear was already
discussed in detail in Section 6.4. Fig. 16 on page 142 is now used to illustrate the calcu-
lation of the differences corresponding to�N @ 6= The transitions in the¿gure are for
M @ 4; and the differences become (in cm�4)

�+4;> 6> 4;> 9, @ VT6 � ST9 @ 466=48;9 (670)

�+4;> 6> 4;> 9, @ UT6 � RT9 @ 466=48;:. (671)

In Paper II, we were able to¿nd differences only for two+N>N.6, pairs, namely+6> 9, and
+7> :,> and therefore onlyD3 andGN

3 of the three unknown quantities could be determined.
In Paper III, the method of normally allowed perpendicular bands was applied. The

bands5�
59 , �	49 > and5�	59 # �	49 were used. To illustrate how the individual lines
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of these bands are to be combined, Fig. 22 shows the calculation again of the difference
�+4;> 6> 4;> 9,= In the ¿gure all transitions are for M @ 4; and from the RRP and PPR
paths, respectively, we obtain (in cm�4)

�+4;> 6> 4;> 9, @ UT6+�9, .
UT7+hot,� ST9+5�9, @ 466=48;8 (672)

�+4;> 6> 4;> 9, @ UT6+5�9,� ST8+hot,� ST9+�9, @ 466=48;:. (673)

By using this method, the N range could be extended to include ten pairs, from +3> 6, to
+<> 45,= This allowed the determination of all the three constants, D3, GN

3 and KN
3 =

7.4. Band system D�*DS*2D�

The lowest vibrational mode of 46CH6I is the C-I stretching fundamental giving rise to
the parallel�6 band at about 517 cm�4. The closest vibrational levels toy6 @ 4 are
the doubly degenerate H-C-I deformationy9 @ 4 at 879 cm�4 and the non-degenerate
overtoney6 @ 5 at 1028 cm�4, see Fig. 20. Besides a very small Coriolis type resonance
observed between the highN levels of5�6 and the.c side of�9> all the interactions of
the three bands with the other vibrational levels are absorbed into the effective diagonal
spectroscopic parameters. Thus, in practice, all the three bands can be analyzed separately
using Hamiltonians for the unperturbed parallel and perpendicular bands. The separate
analysis for�6 is presented in Paper VI, for�9 in Papers I and IV, and for 2�6 in Ref.
[142].

In recent years, the ambiguities in the effective Hamiltonians used to describe both the
degenerate isolated bands�w+H,> and the Coriolis-interacting fundamentals�q+D4, and
�w+H, of F6y symmetric top molecules have been widely discussed in the literature, see
for example Refs. [63,84,106,107,143]. In the case of46CH6I, the ambiguities in isolated
bands�w+H, are not important, as the molecule hasD � E r D r 8 cm�4> leaving the
essentialc+5>�4, resonance undetectable (see page 122) . In the¿ts, theuw parameters are
always constrained to zero value. On the other hand, in principle there are nineD4 � H
Coriolis interactions effecting between the fundamentals of the molecule. The ambiguities
of the second type therefore need to be discussed. As�6+D4, and�9+H, are the two lowest
fundamentals, almost free from interactions with any other fundamentals, they form a good
pair for the study of these effects.

In Paper IV, two different reductions of the Hamiltonian have been used to¿t the ob-
served wavenumbers of the�6 and�9 bands, one with the Coriolis coupling constrained
to zero, and the other with the Coriolis term¿xed to a harmonic force¿eld value. Both
models give equally good¿ts, so the choice between them is arbitrary. The knowledge of
the relations between the two sets of parameters is useful in determining and then removing
the correlations appearing in the¿t. In Paper IV, these relations have been studied using the
explicit expressions for the�E andtw constants. The approach is somewhat cumbersome
and therefore we give here the results obtained using a more simple formalism introduced
by Lobodenkoet al. in Ref. [106].
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Two Hamiltonians having the same eigenvalue spectrum are related by a unitary trans-
formation

hK @ hlVKh�lV @ K . l^V>K`� 4

5
^V> ^V>K`` . = = = (674)

where the transformation operatorV must be Hermitian, totally symmetric in the molecular
symmetry group, change signs under time-reversal, and be small. The Hamiltonian for
interacting�q+D4, and�w+H, bands is now written in the form

K @ KU
3 .Kq .Kw .Klqw (675)

whereKU
3 is the vibrational ground state rotational operator. For the present purpose, it is

adequate to use the rigid rotor model

KU
3 @ E3M

5 . +D3 �E3,M
5
} = (676)

The HamiltonianKq for the non-degenerate vibrational levelyq @ 4 takes, correspond-
ingly, the form

Kq @ Hq � 4

5
O.
qO�q ^�EqM5 . +�Dq � �Eq ,M

5
} `= (677)

For the doubly degenerate level+yw @ 4> cw @ 	4,> we write the HamiltonianKw as

Kw @ Hw � 4

7
iO..

w O��w . O.�
w O�.w j^�Ew M5 . +�Dw � �Ew ,M

5
} ` (678)

�4

7
iO..

w O��w �O.�
w O�.w j^5+D�,wM} � �Mw M

5M} � �Nw M6} ` (679)

.
4

5
+O..

w O�.w M5� . O��w O.�
w M5.,+�

4

5
tw,> (680)

where�3s have been included, since a small change is also observed in their values. The
c+5> 5, doubling and resonance term has been obtained using the procedure described in
Section 5.3.1. The Coriolis interaction is very weak in our case, and therefore it is necessary
to include only the principal term. From (557) we write

Klqw @
4

5
F
+4,
44 i+O.

qO��w �O�qO.�
w ,M. . +O�qO..

w �O.
qO�.w ,M�j> (681)

where

F
+4,
44 @

s
5

5
ZF @

4

5

%�
$q
$w

�4@5

.

�
$w
$q

�4@5
&
Eh�

|
q>wd (682)

if the harmonic force¿eld calculation is applied. Here,ZF is the parameter used in Paper
IV. The transformation operatorV is now designed to change this non-diagonal Coriolis
term. The lowest order term ofV can be obtained by using a similar procedure to that used
in generating (681). It is readily seen that the operator [84,106]

V @ � l

7
i+O��w O.

q . O.�
w O�q ,M. � +O..

w O�q . O�.w O.
q ,M�jv+4,44 (683)
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ful¿ls the symmetry requirements. When the explicit expressions for the operators K and
V in the above equations are substituted in Eq. (674), and the appropriate commutators
are evaluated [106], the effects of the transformation on the Hamiltonian parameters are as
follows

hF+4,
44 @ F

+4,
44 � 4

5
^Hw �Hq � +D�,w`v

+4,
44 (684)

h�Eq @ �Eq . 5F
+4,
44 v

+4,
44 (685)h�Ew @ �Ew �F

+4,
44 v

+4,
44 (686)htw @ tw . 5F

+4,
44 v

+4,
44 = (687)

It has also been found that [106]

h�Mw @ �Mw .[ (688)h�Nw @ �Nw �[> (689)

where [ is a contribution from higher order effects. From (684) - (687) we see thatF+4,
44

is strongly correlated to the�E constants and totw= In fact, the correlation is so strong that
the simultaneous re¿nement of these constants is not possible, and therefore the Coriolis
parameter has been kept constrained. On the other hand, the sums4

5�
E
q .�Ew and�Mw .�Nw

should be independent of the reduction chosen, and indeed, this result can be veri¿ed from
Table III of Paper IV. Furthermore, by the selectionhF+4,

44 @ 3> Eq. (684) givesv+4,44 r

5=848 � 43�7 (F+4,
44 r 3=3787 cm�4, and furtherF+4,

44 v
+4,
44 r 4=475 � 43�8 cm-1. The

results in Table V of Paper IV may now be veri¿ed.

7.5. Band system D2*DD*D� n DS

We now proceed to higher wavenumbers. The next fundamental vibrations encountered
correspond to the non-degenerate symmetric H-C-I bending and the doubly degenerate H-
C-H deformation. These vibrations give rise to the fundamental bands�5+D4, and�8+H,
around 1250 cm�4 and 1430 cm�4, respectively. From Fig. 20, we see that near these
levels there are two additional vibrations, the combination�6 . �9+H, and the overtone
6�6+D4,. All of these four vibrational levels were included simultaneously in the model to
study the fundamentals�5 and�8 in paper V.

The closeness of the levels results in three major resonances, namely the�5@�8 Coriolis
resonance, the�8@�6 . �9 Fermi resonance, and the�8@�6 . �9 c+5>�4, resonance. In
paper V, thec+5>�4, resonance is denoted as�8@�6 . �9 Coriolis resonance. We have
already discussed the two last resonances in Sections 6.4 and 7.3.2, where the origin of the
forbidden lines used in determining the axial ground state constants was considered. The
details of how these resonances appear generally are described in paper V.

A Fermi resonance between two non-degenerate vibrational levels is problematic, as will
be discussed in the next section. In the present case, however, the resonance occurs between
two perpendicular bands, and in addition the crossing of the levels is in the observed region.
Therefore this resonance introduced no speci¿c problems in the¿t.
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Among the nine D4 � H Coriolis resonances between the fundamental vibrations of
46CH6I the case of �5+D4,@�8+H, is the only one where the perturbation calculation fails
so badly that the interaction must be taken into account as a non-diagonal matrix element.
The crossing of the levels is not in the observed region of the spectrum, and thus the Cori-
olis element could not be held free in the¿t. The correlation problems, similar to those
discussed in the case of�6+D4,@�9+H, in the previous section, were evident also here. In
the calculations, the principal Coriolis element was constrained to the harmonic force¿eld
value. It is worth noticing that theM andn dependent contributions of this resonance could
be allowed to vary.

In addition to the interactions already mentioned, weaker resonances were also ob-
served. The most important is the Coriolis type interaction between�5+D4, and�6.�9+H,=
Again correlation problems arose. Now, thec+5> 5, parameterst69 andtM69 were¿xed to
thet9 andtM9 values obtained from the�9 analysis in Paper IV. The Coriolis elements, the
principal and theM dependent parts, were then allowed to vary. The details of the appear-
ance of this resonance, as well as the other weaker resonances in this system, are found in
Paper V.

In paper V, the computer program used in the analyses of the fundamental bands is also
described in detail. The program was developed by Hegelundet al. [144], originally for
G5g molecules. For the present case, the program was¿rst changed to meet the require-
ments of theF6y molecules in general, and then adapted to this problem in particular. The
form of the Hamiltonian matrix, as well as the computational principles are discussed in de-
tail. To visualize the results of the extensive¿ts and the effects of the resonances, reduced
energy level plots are used.

7.6. Band system D�*De*2DD*D� n DD n DS

The highest fundamental vibrations of46CH6I are the symmetric and antisymmetric C-
H stretchings,�4+D4, and�7+H, respectively, near 3000 cm�4. The analysis of these
fundamentals is given in Paper VI. In the same region, the overtone band5�38 and the
PAPE band�6.�
48 .�	9 are also visible, and thus they were included in the analysis. As
Fig. 20 shows, the vibrational level density in this region is substantial, and accordingly the
observed bands suffer severely from perturbations. As a result, the computational model
took a somewhat complex form but it can brieÀy be summarized as follows.

The problem as a whole includes two separate level systems, as shown in Fig. 23. The
¿rst one includes the fundamentals with additional perturbers�5 . 5�9+H, and5�5 .
�6+D4,= TheH component of�5 . 5�9 is coupled to�4 by c+5>�4, interaction and to
�7 by Fermi and Coriolis type interactions. The coupling of5�5 . �6 to �4 is by Fermi
type resonance. The second level system in the model includes the observed5�8+D4, and
�6.�8.�9+D4.D5,, together with the corresponding perpendicular components5�8+H,
and�6 . �8 . �9+H,. Severalc and Fermi type resonances effect between these levels.
The additional perturbers, listed in Fig. 23, were taken into account mainly to include the
resonances originating from those already treated in the�5@�8@�6 . �9 region. The two
band systems are connected by the Fermi resonance�4@5�38, the parameter for which was
kept¿xed in the analysis.
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Fig. 23. A schematic diagram to show the level systems studied in Paper VI.

The details of the analysis and the results may be found in Paper VI, and thus they will
not be repeated here. It may be noted, however, that the Coriolis resonance between the
fundamentals in this case is very weak, but, surprisingly, it could be held free in the ¿t.
The value for the parameter, F47 in Table 13 of paper VI, is not very far from the harmonic
force ¿eld value. Next, the effects of the Fermi resonance �4@5�38 are discussed.

One of the motives in studying all the fundamental bands of a molecule is to determine
all the � constants, which then can be used in deducing the equilibrium rotational con-
stants for structural calculations of the molecule. These constants are, however, drastically
affected by Coriolis and Fermi resonances, often observed in the connection of fundamen-
tal bands. We already studied the effects of Coriolis resonances in Section 7.4 by using two
different reduction schemes to¿t the Coriolis-interacting fundamentals�6+D4, and�9+H,=
It was shown that the constants�Dq and�Dw > as well as the combination�Eq . 5�Ew are not
affected by Coriolis resonances.

To study the effects of Fermi resonances, a similar approach is now applied to the Fermi-
interacting�4+D4, and5�38+D4, bands. For this purpose, these bands were analyzed in
Paper VI using two different reductions. Here, the Fermi-resonance parameter could not
be held free but it was constrained to the45CH6I value [145,146] in the¿rst reduction, and
set to zero in the other. The two models give in practice equally good¿ts, although both
of the bands,�4 and5�38> are members of a considerably complicated band system, as was
described earlier.

The most important results, the band centers and the� constants from the two¿ts are
summarized in Table 22. To obtain the theoretical relation between the two sets of param-
eters, we apply a similar approach to that used in the case of the Coriolis interacting bands
in Section 7.4. Now, we are only dealing with a simple two-level system and the relations
may be obtained conveniently as follows. We¿rst write the unperturbed energies for the
twoD4 type bands approximately as

Hd @ �d .Ed^M+M . 4,� n5` . Ddn
5 (690)

He @ �e .Ee^M+M . 4,� n5` .Den
5= (691)

We can assume thatHd A He> which corresponds to the case withd @ �4 ande @ 5�38=

The perturbed energieshHd and hHe are then obtained as the two solutions of the5�5 secular
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Table 22. Two sets of parameters important in Fermi interacting �4 and 5�38 bands of
46CH6I.

Band Parameter Set Ad Set Be Difference

mWm @ 66=39 mWm @ 3 (Set B - Set A)

�4 �3 5<8;=:;;;+46, 5<9;=7433+;, .<=9545+54,

�D4 � 436 77=;;3+::, 7<=63:+75, .7=76+45,

�E4 � 436 3=389;+67, 3=338;+4<, �3=384+9,

5�38 �3 5;83=8645+46, 5;74=44;:+56, �<=7458+69,

5�D8 � 436 <5=;<<+8:, ;:=68+49, �8=88+55,

5�E8 � 436 �3=3667+44, 3=3346+68, .3=368+8,

�8 5�D8 � 436 <5=855:+43,f

5�E8 � 436 3=3;484;+77,f

d Set A: Fermi resonance included as a non-diagonal matrix element
e Set B: Fermi resonance not included.
f Calculated from Table 6 in Paper V

determinant

Hd � � W
W He � �

@ 3> (692)

where W now represents the Fermi element. In our case mWm r 66 cm�4 and Hd � He r

443 cm�4. The expansion of the determinant using the approximation

4

5 mWm A
4

Hd �He
r

4

�
� +Ed �Ee,^M+M . 4,� n5` . +Dd �De,n5

�5
> (693)

where

� @ �d � �e> (694)

leads to

hHd @ Hd .
W5

�
� W5

�5

�
+Ed �Ee,^M+M . 4,� n5` . +Dd �De,n

5
�

(695)

hHe @ He � W5

�
.

W5

�5

�
+Ed �Ee,^M+M . 4,� n5` . +Dd �De,n

5
�
= (696)
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In the light of this result, the new band centers are

h�d @ �d .
W5

�
(697)

h�e @ �e � W5

�
> (698)

and the relations between the old and new � - constants+�Dd @ D3�Dd> for example) may
be given as

h�Dd @ �Dd � W5

�5
+�Dd � �De , > h�Ed @ �Ed � W5

�5
+�Ed � �Ee , (699)

h�De @ �De .
W5

�5
+�Dd � �De , > h�Ee @ �Ee .

W5

�5
+�Ed � �Ee ,= (700)

These equations, together with the numerical values in Table 22, can now be used to
check how well the differences in the two¿ts can be explained by the simple two-level
Fermi resonance. At this point, for clarity, we must point out that the parameters without
tilde in the above equations correspond to those in Column ”Set A” in Table 22. The
transformed parameters with tilde are found in ”Set B”.

First, the equations above lead to the following relations among the parameters

h�d � �d @ �+h�e � �e, @
W5

�
(701)

h�Dd � �Dd @ �+h�De � �De , @ �W5

�5
+�Dd � �De , (702)

h�Ed � �Ed @ �+h�Ee � �Ee , @ �W5

�5
+�Ed � �Ee ,= (703)

These indicate that the changes in the various parameters in the two bands should be equal
in absolute value but opposite in sign. To a certain degree, this can be veri¿ed from the
”Difference” column in Table 22. Second, the numerical values for the changes can be
calculated from Column ”Set A”. We¿rst obtain� @ 43;=6 cm�4> +�Dd � �De , @ +�D4 �
5�D8 , @ �7;=35� 43�6 cm�4, and+�Ed � �Ee , @ +�E4 � 5�E8 , @ 3=3<35� 43�6 cm�4.
These values then lead to results43=3< cm-1, 7=7:8 � 43�6 cm�4 , and �3=33; � 43�6

cm�4 corresponding to Eqs. (701) - (703), respectively. For the band centers and the�D

constants, the calculated values correspond nicely to the observed ones. The results for
the�E constants are not so evident but, on the other hand, we are dealing with very small
absolute values. On the whole, we can say that the behavior of these constants is now well
understood.

Results (699) and (700) now provide us, in principle, with a method to obtain reliable
�4 and�8 constants for structural calculations without actually knowing the value for the
Fermi resonance element. We note that

h�D4 . 5h�D8 @ �D4 . 5�D8 (704)h�E4 . 5h�E8 @ �E4 . 5�E8 > (705)
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Table 23. Ground state rotational constants (in cm�4) of 46CH6I.

M-dependentd N-dependente

E3 3=56:798;57f D3 8=4:7595<+47,

GM
3 �439 3=4<4748+<, GN

3 �439 ;:=;8:+66,

GMN
3 �439 6=3:53;+85, KN

3 �43< 7=77+54,

KM
3 �4345 � 3=3<53+49,

KMN
3 �4345 4=99+43,

KNM
3 �43< 3=4773+6:,

d Paper I, e Paper III, f Fixed, see Paper I

the combinations being thus unaffected by the Fermi resonance. This can be veri¿ed for
�D4 . 5�D8 from Table 22, but again the result for�E constants remains defective. These
combinations, on the other hand, are just the forms appearing in the extrapolation formulas.
The valid numerical values for�D4 . 5�D8 and�E4 . 5�E8 can therefore, in principle, be
obtained from the¿t where both interacting bands�4 and5�38 are treated as unperturbed
bands regarding this particular resonance.

In the present analysis, the values for�D8 and�E8 constants are accurately known from
the�8 analysis in Paper V. The values calculated from these for5 � �D8 and5 � �E8 are
given also in Table 22 for comparison. The calculated value for5 � �D8 corresponds well
with the value obtained from the¿t with the Fermi resonance included (Set A). Therefore
it is reasonable to take the value for�D8 from the�8 analysis and that of�D4 from Set A in
Table 22. In the case of�E4 > we have no options but to rely on the value in Set A.

7.7. Results and discussion

This thesis is a study of the fundamental bands of46CH6I. We have shown that not all fun-
damental vibrations, especially the higher ones, can be analyzed as individual, unperturbed
bands, but they are inseparable parts of band systems. The obtained molecular parameters
usually correlate strongly with each other. Therefore the constants for a given band system
should be considered as a complete, inseparable set.

In this section, we highlight selected results, those that describe only the fundamental
vibrations. The constants are taken apart from their original context, and care must be
taken in drawing conclusions for example about their accuracies. Unless otherwise indi-
cated, the error limits in the following tables correspond to one standard deviation, provided
individually for each parameter by the least-squares¿t. Thus they describe the statistical
con¿dence of the result, based on the data available in each particular case, rather than the
actual absolute accuracy of the constant in question.

The ground state constants obtained by applying the methods described in Section 1.3
are given in Table 23. The different approaches to obtain theM - dependent constants
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Table 24. Vibrational dependence (in cm�4) of the rotational constants of 46CH6I.

�Dy @ D3 �Dy �Ey @ E3 �Ey

�4 3=377 ;;3+::, 3=333 389 ;+67,

�5 � 3=353 5<< 97+7;, 3=333 ;54 <;9+46,

�6 3=339 97< 39+88, 3=334 9;3 8;8+48,

�7 3=35; <75+4<, � 3=333 46; 98+6<,

�8 3=379 594 66+83, 3=333 373 :8<+55,

�9 � 3=367 69; :<+55, 3=333 :6: 7:7+45,

Dh �D3 3=389 77< 6+8;:,d Eh �E3 3=334 <4< 59<+546;,d

D3 8=4:7 595 <+ 47, E3 3=56: 798 ;75+ <,

Dh 8=563 :45 5+934,d Eh 3=56< 6;8 444+547:,d

d The error limit is the sum of the statistical errors of the components used in calculation

are discussed in Table I of Paper I, where Column II presents the ¿t with pure rotational
transitions combined with infrared GSCD’s. The constantE3 is determined very precisely
from the pure rotational transitions, and Column III presents the¿t with E3 constrained.
Both of these sets apply equally well for the upper state analyses. The latter has been
chosen and used consistently thereafter. These are also the constants listed in Table 23.
The axial constants, on the other hand, have been taken from Paper III, where the method
of normally allowed infrared bands is used.

The vibrational dependence of the rotational constants is given in Table 24. In the lower
part of the table the differences

Dh �D3 @ 4
5+�

D
4 . �D5 . �D6 , . +�D7 . �D8 . �D9 , (706)

Eh �E3 @ 4
5+�

E
4 . �E5 . �E6 , . +�E7 . �E8 . �E9 , (707)

are to be found. The equilibrium valuesDh andEh are also calculated. As was discussed in
the previous sections, the� constants as such are sensitive to various resonances. Certain
sums appearing in (706) and (707), however, retain their values. Bearing this in mind, the
values for�4 and�7> in Table 24, are taken from Table 8 in paper VI (Fermi resonance
�4@5�

3
8 and Coriolis resonance�4@�7 included as non-diagonal matrix elements), for�5

and�8 from Tables 5 and 6 in Paper V (Coriolis resonance�5@�8 included), and for�6
and�9 from Columns ”Fit I” in Table III in Paper IV (Coriolis resonance�6@�9 not in-
cluded off-diagonally). The alpha constants, except for�4> can be considered reliable. The
complexity of the band system�4@5�8@�6 . �8 . �9 may easily lead to incorrect values
for the constants, although their statistical errors may seem acceptable. The reliability of
the�4 constants has been discussed in details in paper VI. As a result of all this, the er-
ror limits given for the equilibrium constants in Table 24 can by no means be interpreted
as the absolute accuracy of these constants. The problems in determining the equilibrium
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Table 25. Vibrational dependence (in 10�9 cm�4) of the centrifugal distortion constants of
46CH6I.

GM
3 �GM

y GMN
3 �GMN

y GN
3 �GN

y

�4 3=33< :+4;, 3=455+68, � 46=<4+75,

�5 � 3=334 89< 6+9:, � 3=355 73+57, � 5=;74 8+69,

�6 � 3=334 479 9+96, 3=335 46+66, 3=8:3 4+;:,

�7 3=333 87+44, � 3=343 6+9;, � 6=6:+49,

�8 � 3=334 977 8+73, � 3=353 34+55, 5=979 6+8<,

�9 � 3=334 637 8+86, 3=334 :9+49, � 6=784 ;+58,

GM
3 @3=4<4 748+<, GMN

3 @6=3:5 3;+85, GN
3 @;:=;8:+66,

GM
h @3=4<5 8+44, GMN

h @6=3<7+59, GN
h @:8=8<+6<,

d The error limit is the sum of the statistical errors of the components used in calculation

constants, and thereby the structure of the methyl iodide molecule, have been discussed for
example in [147].

The vibrational dependence of the centrifugal G constants is given in Table 25. In ex-
trapolating the equilibrium values, also given in this table, a vibrational dependence similar
to that forD andE constants was assumed. TheG constants are particularly sensitive to the
resonances and the reliability of the differences obtained may be questioned even more than
in the case of the� constants. As seen from the table, it is again the constants for�4 giving
the problematic contributions. The equilibrium values forGM

h andGMN
h are reasonable, but

for GN
h it is obviously erroneous. We can conclude that the vibrational dependence of the

G constants is not yet reliably known.
The Coriolis constants involved with the perpendicular bands are given in Table 26.

The principle constants,+D�w,y> are easily determined from the spectra, and they may
be considered very reliable as the harmonic force¿eld values are in excellent agreement
with them. The various� constants are sensitive to resonances and thus the reliability of
their experimental values is more dif¿cult to verify. On page 112, we calculated the�3s
from theoretical formulae using the cubic force¿eld for45CH6I. The�9 band is practically
unperturbed and the calculated values for�M9 @ 9=758�43�9 cm�4 and�Nw @ 4=74;�43�7

are in good agreement with the observations. For other�3s, the agreement is only moderate.

7.8. Future prospects

The infrared spectrum of methyl iodide and itsF6y isotopic varieties has been one of the
main research subjects in our group in Oulu. The fundamental regions of the deuterated
species46CD6I and 45CD6I have been studied in detail in Ref. [147]. The latest studies
on the fundamentals of45CH6I can be found from [119, 148–151] and the present thesis
provides information on46CH6I.
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Table 26. Coriolis coupling coef¿cients (in cm�4) in degenerate fundamentals of 46CH6I.

+D�w,y +�Mw ,y � 439 +�Nw ,y � 437

�7 � 3=5<3 :<:+76, � 3=98:+87, 3=6::+67,

�8 � 4=556 933 :+4:, � 7=899 3+8:, � 5=684 49+<9,

�9 4=445 4:8 <4+::, 9=955 5+46, 4=6;8 48+5;,

The amount of experimental information concerning the infrared spectra of methyl io-
dide isotopomers is extensive. This encourages us to undertake the determination of the
consistent experimental structure and force¿eld, both harmonic and anharmonic, for this
molecule. We shall commence by critically reviewing all spectral information obtainable
in the literature thus far, following the example of Ref. [140] for methyl bromide. This
examination will most probably reveal those parts in the spectrum that require further in-
vestigation, i.e. the combination and the overtone regions.



8. Conclusion

In this thesis, we have reviewed the rotation-vibration theory of semirigidF6y molecules.
Semirigid molecules form a class of molecules, which are strongly bound with one well
de¿ned structure, and without low frequency internal motions. The theory, along with
the experimental studies of semirigid molecules are of special importance in the¿eld of
rotation-vibration spectroscopy as they provide a good starting point in interpreting and
analyzing the spectra of practically all types of molecules.

The rotation-vibration theory of semirigid molecules, in general, is well documented in
the literature. In this thesis, the theory is reviewed from the standpoint of one particular
molecule,46CH6I. Numerical examples are given throughout the treatment indicating that
46CH6I can be considered as a model example of its molecular class. For example, it ful¿ls
excellently the requirements of the most important simpli¿cation, the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The vibrational amplitudes are also shown to be small. As a consequence
of this, the expansion of the Hamiltonian converges rapidly. The molecule is thus a good
subject for the perturbation calculations, also reviewed here in detail. Although46CH6I
has a well de¿ned structure, it in principle has two symmetrically equivalent forms. So far
no experimental technique has, however, been able to reveal the tunneling of46CH6I from
one molecular conformation to another.

The second goal in this thesis was to study in detail the rotational structure of the vibra-
tional ground state, as well as to study the six fundamentals of46CH6I. As expected, the
analyses could be performed within the framework of the theory of semirigid molecules.

In the ground state, no non-diagonal contributions were observed. The analysis resulted
in accurate values for the sixM - dependent and threeN - dependent diagonal parameters.
The lowest fundamentals,�6 and�9 (below 1000 cm�4), could be analyzed separately as
individual bands, and the results for the band parameters may be considered to be reliable.
In addition they provided a good pair of bands to study certain ambiguities in the rotation-
vibration Hamiltonian. Resonances on the other hand, became important in the next region
consisting of the bands�5 and�8 (near 1500 cm�4)= In the analysis, an ef¿cient computer
program dealing with extensive band systems was used, and the resulting molecular pa-
rameters may be considered trustworthy. The vibrational energy level density is high in
the region of the highest fundamentals,�4 and�7 (near 3000 cm�4), and as a consequence
the fundamentals suffer severely from various perturbations. The interferences on�7 were
explained perfectly and the results for this band are reliable. However, this is not the case
for �4= This band is in Fermi resonance with5�38 which for its part is extremely distorted.
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Most of the resonances affecting 5�38 originate from resonances already analyzed in the
�5@�8 region. Still, the results for the band parameters remained modest, and the problems
were then reÀected on �4= The constants connected to �4 are thus the least reliable among
those determined here, still requiring additional work.

This thesis represents a small portion of the spectroscopic studies on the various iso-
topic forms of methyl iodide molecule carried out in our laboratory during recent years.
The ultimate goal of these studies is to increase the understanding of the quantum mechan-
ics involved in describing the vibrational and rotational motions of the molecule, and to
provide an experimentally determined molecular structure and force¿eld for theoretical
quantum chemical applications.
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